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ABSTRACT

Audible heart sounds represent less than 5% of the
vibrational energy associated with the cardiac cycle. In
this study, experiments have been conducted to explore
the feasibility of examining cardiac vibration by means
of a single display encompassing the entire bandwidth of
the oscillations and relating components at different
frequencies. Zero-phase-shift digital filtering is shown
to be required in producing such displays, which extend
from a recognizable phonocardiogram at one frequency
extreme to a recognizable apexcardiogram at the other.
Certain features in mid-systole and early diastole, observed by means of this technique, appear not to have
been previously described.

Frequency modulation of an audio-frequency sinusoid
by a complex signal is shown to be effective in generating sounds analogous to that signal and containing the
same information, but occupying a bandwidth suitable to
optimum human auditory perception. The generation of
such sounds using an exponential-response voltagecontrolled oscillator is found to be most appropriate for
converting amplitude as well as frequency changes in the
original signal into pitch changes in the new sounds,
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utilizing the human auditory system's more acute
discrimination of pitch changes than amplitude changes.
Pseudologarithmic compression of the input signal is
shown to facilitate emphasis in the converted sounds upon
changes at high or low amplitudes in the original signal.
A noise-control circuit has been implemented for amplitude modulation of the converted signal to deemphasize sounds arising from portions of the input signal below a chosen amplitude threshold. This method is
shown to facilitate the transmission of analogs of
audible and normally inaudible sounds over standard telephone channels, and to permit the "slowing down" of the
converted sounds with no loss of information due to
decreased frequencies.

The approximation of an arbitrary waveform by a
piecewise-linear

(PL)

function is shown to permit

economical digital storage in parametric form. Fourier
series and Fourier transforms may be readily calculated
directly from the PL breakpoint parameters without further approximation, and the number of breakpoints needed
to define the PL approximation is significantly lower
than the number of uniformly-spaced samples required to
satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion; aliasing problems
are shown not to arise. Thus data compression is fea-

iv

sible by this means without recourse to a parametric
model defined for the signal (e.g., speech) being
processed. Methods of automatic adaptive PL sampling and
waveform reconstruction are discussed, and microcomputer
algorithms implemented for this purpose are described in
detail. Examples are given of the application of PL
techniques to electrocardiography, phonocardiography, and
the digitization of speech.
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PREFACE

This is essentially a feasibility study -- not so
much a report of results as an exploration of possible
ways to get them. Although other applications are
discussed, my primary goal has been the development of
techniques to be used in non-invasive cardiac diagnosis
and patient monitoring.

Since the techniques we shall be discussing are new
and are intended for application in a field other than my
own, this work seems to have raised more questions than
it has answered and must be considered open-ended. Since
I have tried to clarify some of the limitations and implications inherent both in the new techniques and in
more conventional methods, the dissertation is a bit
long. This is very much an experimental project, and
since most of the library research connected with it has
perforce consisted of looking for things which were not
there in order to confirm their probable nonexistence,
there are relatively few references. A few medical terms
are used in the text at points where they seemed important; each is briefly defined or described when it first
appears.
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This work, which began in the spring of 1975, has
been supported in part by a research assistantship granted by the Foundation at NJIT during the 1977-1978 and
1978-1979 academic years. It was conducted, for the most
part, on the Newark campus of Rutgers University. I am
very much indebted to Professor James R. Freeman, Chairman of the Department of Physics at the Newark College of
Arts and Sciences of Rutgers University for allowing me
unrestricted use of the experimental and computational
resources of the department, thus furnishing, at one
stroke, most of the instrumentation needed for my experiments as well as a place to conduct them.

It is a pleasure to express my gratitude to my dissertation advisor, Professor Mauro Zambuto, for trusting
me enough to permit me to work independently on ideas of
,

my own (and to learn from my own mistakes), for his willingness to explore areas as new to him as they were to
me, and for his readiness to place the benefit of his
remarkable background at my disposal and to offer sound
advice whenever it was needed.

I am indebted to Professor Jacob Klepper for his
help in acting as interim advisor during Professor
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Zambuto's absence; to Emanuel Goldberg, MD, of the Beth
Israel Medical Center in Manhattan, for his patience
during hours of enlightening conversation and his kindness in allowing me to perform experiments in the
cardiopulmonary laboratory; to Thomas Edery, who assisted
in some of the experiments and helped me to learn something about the technical aspects of conventional
phonocardiography; to Morton Epstein, MD, for permitting
me to make apexcardiogram recordings in the coronary care
center of the United Hospitals of Newark, and to Larry
Kondra, MD, who made the recordings with me. I have been
fortunate in receiving much good advice, from Professor
Charles Pine of Rutgers, whose encouragement has been
unflagging and whose colleague I feel proud to be; from
Professor Benjamin Carroll of Rutgers, with whose guidance I first became involved in science and the teaching
of science, and his former graduate student, Harold Tillem; from Ellis D. Cooper, who is doing fascinating work
with PL techniques in the generation of electronic music;
and from Ardath Day, Robert Gerdes, and Charles Marshall
of the Center for Computer Information and Services at
Rutgers in Newark, who have helped me out of innumerable
computer-related difficulties. To all I offer my most
sincere thanks.
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It would be foolish to pretend that this work
represents the culmination of anything. I shall be very
much gratified if it can serve as the beginning of
something.

Alan D. Bernstein
Newark, May 1979

Leave me, 0 Love, which reachest but to dust;

And thou, my mind, aspire to higher things....

-- Sir Philip Sidney

Humbug!
-- Charles Dickens

satisfactions of independent
One
of
the
research seems to be its very independence: the
chance to decide for oneself on the basis of the
evidence -- to conclude, for example, that there is
nothing strange, after all, in offering a work of
scholarship as an act of love.

-- Alan D. Bernstein

THIS IS FOR RAMA...
WITH LOVE.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Most of the techniques discussed in the following
pages were developed primarily for use in connection with
the detection, storage, and interpretation of mechanical
oscillations arising from the action of the heart. Although some of these techniques may be applicable in
other areas (we shall offer examples), we feel that it is
appropriate to begin by pointing out some of the characteristics of cardiac-cycle vibration which have motivated
our experiments.

Fig. 1.1 shows the vibration spectrum of the heart
in relation to the average threshold of human auditory
perception. In their caption to the original diagram,
contained in a textbook on auscultation of the heart, the
authors point out that since the threshold of audibility
may vary considerably from one individual to another,
differences of opinion occur frequently in the auscultation of heart sounds near the threshold. Certainly one
of our objectives is to explore the possibility of implementing techniques for obtaining reproducible quantitative information which will be unaffected by variations in human perception. There is nothing new about
1
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FIGURE 1.1
Vibratory spectrum of the heart in relation to the
threshold of audibility (after Butterworth et al 1960, p.
25).
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this; however, we find it somewhat disturbing that
manufacturers of instrumentation for producing
phonocardiograms -- graphic plots of (mainly audible)

cardiac vibration as a function of time -- appear to have
been quite so assiduous in building into their instruments the limitations of a human observer with respect to
frequency response and amplitude discrimination. We have
been told that their motivation in so doing is to provide
a permanent graphic record of what the physician can
hear, an objective whose value is not difficult to grasp.
What we find alarming is that we have also been assured
that only the audible portion of the heart sounds is
regarded as being of clinical significance.

The ordinate axis of the diagram in Fig. 1.1 has
dimensions of pressure; but

so that it may also be regarded as a representation of
energy density. Then area on this diagram has units of

which represent volume power density. If we assume that
the shaded portion of the diagram may be extended to the
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left by an additional octave to 4 Hz (an assumption whose
validity is borne out by our observations; see Fig.
2.3.1, for example), then the portion of the shaded area
above the threshold of audibility represents less than 5%
of the total shaded area. In other words, of the total
energy associated with cardiac vibration, on the order of
95% is inaudible (this is a rough estimate, owing to the
variability of the threshold and the fact that the abcissa is scaled logarithmically).

We find it difficult to accept the coincidence that
the audible 5% should contain all of the vibratory information of clinical significance, in spite of the fact
that many hospitals, even hospitals containing wellequipped coronary care units, lack facilities for studying the remaining 95%. We cannot help suspecting that
it is more accurate to say that the clinical significance
of the audible 5% is better understood, since the means
of detecting it have been available for a considerably
longer period of time, and its relationship to the function and condition of the cardiovascular system has been
more extensively studied.

In conventional phonocardiography, a distinction is
made between the range of audio and subaudio vibrations

5

(usually about 25 Hz and above) and the lowest
frequencies (about 1 - 20 Hz) associated with motion of
the chest wall above the cardiac apex. In Chapter 2 we
will consider some techniques related to the measurement
of heart sounds as a whole to produce graphic displays in
the time domain. In Chapter 3 we will show how any audio
or subaudio signal may be converted in real time to
analogous sounds better suited to the amplitude- and
frequency-response characteristics of human hearing.

In Chapters 4 and 5 we will describe a technique for
obtaining a time-domain approximation to an arbitrary
analog signal in a form which is well-suited to digital
storage and particularly convenient for conversion to the
frequency domain. In Chapter 6 we will discuss the application

of
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ectrocardiography, and

technique
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CHAPTER

2

WIDEBAND APEXCARDIOGRAPHY

2.1 -- The Conventional Apexcardiogram
The term "apexcardiography" refers to the measurement of precordial (chest wall) displacement as a
function of time. It is something of a misnomer since
the technique is not restricted to observation at the
cardiac apex (Craige 1974). Precordial motion has been
of clinical interest for well over a century, but the
popularity of apexcardiography has increased in recent
years with the greater availability of transducers having
adequate low-frequency response.

Considerable importance is attached to the time
constant of the transducer, partly because a limited
low-frequency response has the effect of differentiating
the waveform and producing potentially misleading time
shifts in the resulting tracing of components at different frequencies. This matter has been investigated in
some detail (Kesteloot et al 1969). A time constant of 3
sec or more is considered most satisfactory, corresponding to a 3-dB corner frequency of 0.053 Hz. Accordingly, our measurements have been made using a piezoelec6
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trio transducer with a (verified) low-frequency response
to below 0.02 Hz, which corresponds to a time constant of
about 8 sec; the high-frequency response extends to about
2 kHz.

In principle, the frequency content of an apexcardiographic measurement should be expected to extend
from near dc (reflecting motion associated with respiration) through the range of heart sounds audible at the
location of the transducer. In practice, the transducer
is often attached to the subject so as to limit its sensitivity to respiratory motion. Our transducer, for
example, measures displacement with respect to a surrounding retaining ring of about 5 cm diameter. Even so, a
wide spectrum is involved in the measurements.

We were therefore surprised to learn that low-pass
filtering at 20 Hz was commonly employed in recording
apexcardiograms. This fact is less surprising when one
observes that most of the energy involved is associated
with the lowest frequencies. Apexcardiogram spectra
(Kesteloot et al 1969) show amplitudes reduced by about
24 dB in the vicinity of 10 Hz from those near the frequency of the cardiac cycle itself. Fig. 2.1.1 shows
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FIGURE 2.1.1
Apexcardiogram (a) derived by zero-phase-shift digital
filtering with a 3-dB corner frequency of 20 Hz from a
wideband apexcardiogfam (b) obtained from a normal subject in the left lateral decubitus position.
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that the effect of such filtering is almost imperceptible
because of this wide disparity in amplitudes.

2.2 -- Filtering of Apexcardiograms
A single transducer may be used, together with appropriate filters, to obtain simultaneous apex- and
phonocardiograms ; an example is shown in Fig. 2.2.1. Yet
when apexcardiograms are discussed in terms of the mechanisms by which the low-frequency deflections are produced, reference to the high frequencies seems to be restricted largely to the temporal relationships between
the low-frequency features and the audible sounds. It
seems plausible, however, that something might be gained
by examining cardiac vibration as a whole, using a single
display encompassing all of the frequencies involved.

One possible way of doing this is to use a spectrograph (such as the Kay "Sonograph") which displays
frequency on one axis, time on a second, and amplitude by
means of varying degrees of blackness. Equivalently, one
might build up a spectral contour by combining separate
traces obtained by filtering a signal into many contiguous passbands.
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FIGURE 2.2.1
Phonocardiogram (a) and apexcardiogram (b) derived by
zero-phase-shift digital filtering from a wideband apexcardiogram obtained from a normal subject in the left
lateral decubitus position. The upper trace was obtained
by high-pass filtering with a corner frequency of 25 Hz,
while the lower was obtained by low-pass filtering with a
3-dB corner frequency of 20 Hz. the first (S1) and second (S2) heart sounds are labelled.
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In order to try to clarify the relationship (if any
exists) between the audible heart sounds and the
apexcardiogram, as exemplified in Fig. 2.2.1, we have
chosen an approach involving a display in which the apexcardiogram and audible sounds appear in easily recognizable form. This may be achieved, for example, by
using analog high-pass filtering to observe the changes
in the waveform as successively more low-frequency components are removed. An example is shown in Fig. 2.2.2.
The lowest frequency at which we were able to filter in
this instance was 2 Hz, yet these measurements seem to
suggest a kind of "evolution" into low-frequency
displacements of events beginning earlier at high frequencies. Of particular interest is the interval between
the first (S1) and second (S2) heart sounds, during the
main contractile portion of the cardiac cycle '(note the
dashed lines in Fig. 2.2.2). Unfortunately, the hardware
limitations which made it impossible to select corner
frequencies below 2 Hz prevent us from seeing the complete "evolution" into the apexcardiogram itself, which
is shown in the second trace from the bottom. The bottom
trace is an electrocardiogram, which was included for
timing purposes.

Analog high-pass filtering of a wideband apexcardiogram obtained from
Each major
a normal subject in the left lateral decubitus position.
division represents 0.1 sec. Dashed lines have been added to emphasize "migration" of peaks as discussed in the text.

FIGURE 2.2.2
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Analog filtering of apexcardiograms must be
approached with a certain amount of caution for the same
reason that makes the transducer time constant important.
For example, it is easy to show that a single-pole lowpass filter with a 3-dB corner frequency of f a produces a
phase shift at a frequency f of (Van Valkenburg 1964,
344-345)

where

)o

and CO represent the corresponding angular

frequencies. Then

where T is the corresponding shift along the time axis at
this frequency. For instance, if f = 1 Hz, we find that
the time shift due to a low-pass filter of corner frequency 20 Hz will be -7.95 msec per pole; this corresponds to less than 1% of the cardiac cycle at a pulse
rate of 70 beats per minute and may presumably be neglected, even if a two-pole filter is used as in some
standard apexcardiography equipment, in which case the
value is 1.86%. It should be emphasized that

T

and T

represent, respectively, relative phase and relative
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temporal relationships between signal components at
different frequencies. Since the analog filter is a
causal system, there is no question of negative time
delay, which would imply prediction of the future.

The phase shift for a single-pole high-pass filter

is

whence the time shift per pole is given by

The worst case for high-pass filtering at a corner frequency of 40 Hz is at the corner frequency itself; the
time shift is found to be 3.13 msec per pole. This corresponds to less than 0.4% of the cardiac cycle at a
pulse rate of 70 beats per minute and is certainly
negligible, even if a two-pole filter is used as in some
standard phonocardiography equipment, in which case the
value is 0.73%.

To confirm the relative safety of the conventional
process

of

high-pass filtering to obtain audible-
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frequency phonocardiograms, Table 2.2.1 shows the time
shifts corresponding to 2-, 4-, and 6-pole filters,
together with the equivalent percent of a 70-beat-perminute cardiac cycle. Similar results for the case of
high-pass filtering with a 25-Hz corner frequency are
shown in Table 2.2.2. The corner frequency is again the
worst case, but the shift at this frequency is fairly
small and will be mitigated somewhat if low-pass filtering (at a higher corner frequency) is employed at the
same time.

To verify the relative safety of the conventional
process of low-pass filtering to obtain apexcardiograms,
Table 2.2.3 shows the time shifts corresponding to 2-,
4-, and 6-pole filters, together with the equivalent
percent of a 70-beat-per-minute cardiac cycle:

However, for a one-pole high-pass filter of corner
frequency 2 Hz, we find
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TABLE 2.2.1
Time shifts and equivalent percent of a 70-beat-perminute cardiac cycle resulting from 2-, 4-, and 6-pole
high-pass analog filtering with a 3-dB corner frequency
of 40 Hz. Frequencies are in Hz and time-shift magnitudes in seconds.

FREQUENCY T(N=2) T(N=4) T(N=6)

Z(N=2)

Z(N=4) Z(N=6)
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TABLE 2.2.2
Time shifts and equivalent percent of a 70-beat-perminute cardiac cycle resulting from 2-, 4-, and 6-pole
high-pass analog filtering with a 3-dB corner frequency
of 25 Hz. Frequencies are in Hz and time-shift magnitudes in seconds.

FREQUENCY T(N=2) T(N=4) T(N=6) Z(N=2) %(N=4) %(N=6)
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TABLE 2.2.3
Time shifts and equivalent percent of a 70-beat-perminute cardiac cycle resulting from 2-, 4-, and 6-pole
low-pass analog filtering with a 3-dB corner frequency of
20 Hz. Frequencies are in Hz and time-shift magnitudes
in seconds.

FREQUNCYT(42)=N6%(2)=4N6
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Thus for a 5-pole filter such as that used in our experiments, we expect a maximum time shift over this
frequency range of about 0.31 sec. According to Fig.
2.2.2, the shift in the midsystolic peak which moves from
S1 toward S2 as the frequency decreases is about 0.55 sec
over the same range. This analysis suggests that analog
filtering is responsible for some of this apparent migration, and that Fig. 2.2.2 is therefore somewhat
misleading.

Zero-Phase-Shift

2.3

Digital

Filtering

of

Apexcard iog rams
Digital filtering provides a solution to

this

problem; however, the filtering cannot be done in real
time, since the key to the method is the cancelling out
of phase shifts by processing the time record of the
signal backwards as well as forwards. Since we shall
rely heavily on this extremely useful zero-phase-shift
property, we include a discussion developed from a more
succinct explanation given by Stearns (Stearns 1975,
138-140).

Following Stearns' notation conventions, we begin

with
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For linear phase shift, a transfer function in the DFT
domain must be of the form

(2.3.1)

where R(jw)) is real, T is the interval between samples,
and n is an integer. The Z-transform is related to the
DFT by

whence for the case of a transfer function with linear
phase shift,

where

is real. But in that case, we must have
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or
(2.3.2)

From Eq. (2.3.1) it may be seen that the phase and
time shifts are nwT and nT, respectively. For zero phase
shift, we require that n vanish, so that

Stearns points out that Eq. (2.3.2) may be satisfied by
any recursive H(z) if time reversal is employed. That
is, if there are 2N+1 samples, the time series is

and the reversed series is

(2.3.3)
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In consequence, the Z-transform of the reversed series
satisfies

or

(2.3.4)

and the sum, product and reversal operations can be seen
to satisfy

(2.3.5)

We now consider the system
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which we obtain by using (2.3.5) and then (2.3.4). The
net transfer function is then

whence, in terms of the DFT,

so that

(2.3.6)

Equivalently, if the system is

then

resulting in Eq. (2.3.6) as before. Thus either of these
two systems, with the addition of a positive-square-root
operation, can be used to obtain a zero-phase-shift equivalent of a given transfer function, even a transfer
function containing a nonlinear phase shift.
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We have implemented this approach by adapting digital filter designs to obtain zero-phase-shift high-,
low , and bandpass digital Butterworth filters by means
-

of

FORTRAN programs combining standard digital filtering

routines with record reversal.

Fig. 2.3.1 shows the result of using zero-phaseshift digital filtering to obtain a wideband apexcardiogram plot similar to that of Fig. 2.2.2. As
before, the filter cutoff frequencies are scaled
logarithmically so that the frequency ratio from one
trace to the next remains constant. However, in this
case filtering was achieved with the digital equivalent
of a 12-pole Butterworth filter without phase shift. The
migration of the peaks following the first and second
sounds is much less pronounced, but not entirely absent
(note the dashed lines in Fig. 2.3.1).

It will be noted that the traces corresponding to
corner frequencies below the pulse rate of about 1.2 Hz
are virtually indistinguishable, which is not surprising.
Of particular interest is the midsystolic peak (between
Si and S2), especially pronounced in the 8.36-Hz trace,
since it corresponds clearly neither to the apex-
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FIGURE 2.3.1
ero-phase-shift digital filtering of a wideband apexardiogram obtained from a normal subject in the left
ateral decubitus position. The audible first (Si) and
econd (S2) sounds are labelled, and subaudio peaks of
articular interest as described in the text are marked
ith curved arrows. Peak "migration" (see Fig. 2.2.2) is

most absent.
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cardiogram nor to the recognized audible or subaudio
heart sounds; it is considerably lower in frequency than
the lower limits of conventional phonocardiography. We
have been unable to find any reference to this feature,
nor could it be identified for us by a cardiologist to
whom it was made audible by means of the technique described in Chapter 3. At present writing, the most we
can say is that we have found this peak to coincide
roughly with the peak carotid-artery pressure.

A similar peak, especially pronounced in the 6.12-Hz
trace, occurs in the vicinity of the third heart sound,
which is normally inaudible in healthy adults.

We mention parenthetically that Figs. 2.2.2 and
2.3.1 were obtained from different recordings, as may be
seen by comparing the unfiltered apexcardiogram traces,
but from the same subject using the same transducer.
Small variations in the location of the transducer, the
position of the subject, and the amount of air in the
lungs appear to have profound effects upon the apexcardiogram. Apexcardiography is recognized as technically the most difficult of the procedures for measurement of cardiac vibration, and cannot always be
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employed successfully (Tavel 1972, 30).
problems related to the

practical

One of the

measurement

of

apexcardiograms is discussed in the next section.

2.4 -- Processing of Supine Apexcardiograms
Apexcardiograms are recorded, by preference, with
the subject in the left lateral decubitus position; that
is, lying with the left side turned downward and the
upper body somewhat elevated. Upon visiting a hospital
coronary care unit to obtain apexcardiogram recordings
reflecting abnormalities in cardiac function, we learned
that even in cases where satisfactory apexcardiograms
could presumably be obtained with the subject in the left
lateral decubitus position, this position may be sufficiently uncomfortable or even dangerous for some
patients to preclude its use.

As a result, the recordings obtained on this occasion were taken with the subjects supine, resulting in
apexcardiograms quite different in appearance from those
we had seen in literature. This fact raises an obvious
question: if the optimal position is inconvenient or
actually contraindicated in certain cases where the information obtained from the apexcardiogram might be help-
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ful, can the same information somehow be obtained from a
supine apexcardiogram, or can such a tracing be somehow
processed to obtain the equivalent left-lateral-decubitus
apexcardiogram?

Fig. 2.4.1 shows two apexcardiograms obtained from a
normal subject in each of these two positions. The top
trace is unfiltered; the bottom trace had to be preprocessed with a high-pass analog filter having a corner
frequency of 0.1 Hz (the lower limit for the available
apparatus) to remove enough low-frequency baseline shift
to keep the signal in range long enough to be sampled.
This fact is unfortunate from the standpoint of phase
shift as discussed in Section 2.3, but system modification would have been required to make the analog
filtering unnecessary.

Fig. 2.4.2 shows an apexcardiogram "contour" plot
similar to that of Fig. 2.3.1 except that the original
signal is the supine apexcardiogram of Fig. 2.4.1(b).
The variations from trace to trace are imperceptible
below 6.12 Hz, and the high-frequency noise level is
higher; in fact the transducer signal was of considerably
lower amplitude in this instance.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2.4.1
Apexcardiograms obtained from a normal subject (a) in the
left lateral decubitus position, and (b) supine. The
lower trace has undergone high-pass analog filtering with
a 3-dB corner frequency of 0.1 Hz.

FIGURE 2.4.2

filtering of a
high-pass
Zero-phase-shift
digital
wideband apexcardiogram obtained from a normal subject in
the supine position. The audible first (Si) and second
(S2) sounds are labelled.
30
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Fig. 2.4.3 shows that low-pass filtering of the
supine apexcardiogram at 20 Hz is not sufficient to recover from it a waveform at all similar to the
left-lateral-decubitus waveform. Fig. 2.4.4 represents an
unsuccessful attempt to to recover a normal-looking apexcardiogram waveform from a wideband supine apexcardiogram
by digital low-pass filtering at successively lower frequencies. Even the lowest-frequency traces are of doubtful similarity to the apexcardiograms of Figs. 2.1.1
through 2.3.1 obtained from the same subject in the left
lateral decubitus postition.

Thus the problem of obtaining a "standard" apexcardiogram from a supine subject appears to be more complex than a matter of simple filtering. One might consider trying to model the result of the change in
position in terms of a transfer function similar to that
representing a musical-instrument formant structure. In
spite of the pulse-rate periodicity in the spectra shown
by Kesteloot and his colleagues (Kesteloot et al 1969),
it seems plausible that the relationship between the
supine apexcardiogram x(t) and the equivalent leftlateral-decubitus apexcardiogram y(t) might be described
approximately by the convolution relationship
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2.4.3
Apexcardiogram (a) derived by zero-phase-shift digital
low-pass filtering with a 3-dB corner frequency of 20 Hz
from a wideband apexcardiogram (b) obtained from a normal
subject in the supine position.
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FIGURE 2.4.4
ero-phase-shift digital low-pass filtering, at succesively lower frequencies, of a wideband apexcardiogram
btained from a normal subject in the position.
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where h(t) is the impulse response of a linear timeinvariant transfer function which may be represented in
the frequency domain by

Part of our motivation for this assumption is the suspicion that the periodicity in the aforementioned spectra
may be a spurious result arising from windowing to an
interval equivalent to the duration of the cardiac cycle;
we will return to this subject in Chapter 7.

If the transfer function can be determined from
measurements on the same subject of both types of apexcardiogram -- conceivably by means of deconvolution
(Stockham et al 1975) -- there is still no assurance that
it will be invariant from one individual to another. It
might, for example, be desirable to normalize in the
frequency domain according to the size of the subject, or
(better yet) according to spectral measurements; doublebass formant frequencies would differ from those of the
violin even if the internal relationships were identical.
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Another complication arises from the fact that differences in the two types of apexcardiograms may result,
not only from changes in the configuration of the vibrating system as a function of position, but from changes
in cardiac function itself as a function of the change in
position. Thus the transfer function we have defined,
even if otherwise invariant or easily adjustable, might
conceivably vary according to the nature of the very
abnormality one wishes to detect.

We do not pretend to have a solution to this
problem; we merely wish to bring its existence to the
reader's attention, and will suggest later on that it be
studied further.

CHAPTER

3

CONVERSION OF HEART SOUNDS
BY FREQUENCY MODULATION

3.1 -- Introduction
An inherent difficulty in cardiac auscultation is
the fact that a substantial amount of the energy in heart
sounds as heard through a stethoscope is distributed
among frequencies near the lower limit of human aural
acuity, where the auditory system is comparatively
insensitive. Ironically, "Our ears undoubtedly evolved this
low-frequency insensitivity so as not to be bothered by
internal sounds produced by heartbeats, blood moving
through veins, and so on." (Backus 1969, 86) It is not
surprising, therefore, that it is recommended that the
weak sounds produced by cardiac function be listened to
in especially quiet circumstances, preferably in wellinsulated locations set aside for the purpose (Ravin
1967, 23).

We shall be discussing instrumentation for use in
Facilitating the extraction of useful diagnostic
informat hesoundbylitegnraime.To
stablish the necessary basis for that discussion it is
36
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important

that we consider the frequency bandwidth

actually occupied by heart sounds as well as some
pertinent aspects of traditional stethoscopic
auscultation.

3.2 -- Frequency Bandwidth of Heart Sounds
The frequency bandwidth actually occupied by heart
sounds is given as 15-2000 Hz by Bukstein (Bukstein 1973,
18). Ravin reports that 80% of the energy of the first
and second sounds is associated with frequencies below 70
Hz, that most sounds and murmurs are composed of frequencies below 500 Hz, and that frequency components above
650 Hz are of little importance in auscultation (Ravin
1967, 15).

Of course, ascribing little importance to frequencies above 650 Hz provides no assurance that those frequencies are absent from the sounds. However, our own
measurements on commercially recorded heart sounds seem
to bear out Ravin's assertion, as do spectra plotted from
recordings of the author's heart sounds.

A measurement of the spectrum of sounds recorded at
the cardiac apex of a normal subject and distributed on
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phonograph records for training purposes may be seen in
Fig. 3.2.1. The spectrum is averaged over one cardiac
cycle. The bandwidth involved appears to be roughly
20-150 Hz; the higher-frequency peaks in the spectrogram
are probably a result of 60-Hz hum associated with the
recording or the copying process by which the tape loop
was prepared so that the spectrogram could be plotted.

Fig. 3.2.2 shows the author's cardiac spectrum as
recorded at the cardiac apex using the arrangement sketched in Fig. 3.2.3. The frequency bandwidth involved
appears to extend from below 20 Hz to about 170 Hz; 60-Hz
hum is clearly evident, and some of its concomitant overtones (180, 240, and 300 Hz) may be seen. The overall
shape of this spectrum, representing as it does the frequency content of one entire cardiac cycle, is quite
similar to that obtained from one cycle of the commercial
recording.

In both of these spectra, the first two (and by far
:he most prominent) peaks occur at about 40 and 60 Hz,
although these large peaks occur in a region of frequenies where aural acuity decreases with frequency at a
ate of about 40 dB per decade for weak sounds (Fletcher
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FIGURE 3.2.1.

Spectrum of normal heart sounds, averaged over one
cardiac cycle chosen at random from a commercial
recording.
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C-)
0

FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.2.2

Spectrum of the author's heart sounds, recorded at the
cardiac apex using a stethoscope head with diaphragm
attachment and averaged over one cardiac cycle.
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RUBBER TUBING

MICROPHONE
STETHOSCOPE
HEAD

FIGURE 3.2.3
Arrangement used in making the recording from which the
spectrum of Fig. 3.2.2 was plotted. A length of rubber
tubing was used to couple the stethoscope head to the
microphone; the two elements were sufficiently close
together to ensure that no acoustic resonances at audible
frequencies would be generated in the tubing.
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and Munson 1933), their absence is discernable if they
are filtered out by means of a high-pass filter when
playing the, recordings on reproduction equipment of reasonably good quality.

The highest-frequency components in the recorded
heart sounds at the author's disposal were found in the
case of the musical "seagull" murmur of early diastole in
an eight-year old girl with rheumatic heart disease and
-

aortic and mitral insufficiency; the spectrum (Fig.
3.2.4) shows a substantial peak extending to 500 Hz.

3.3 -- Some Aspects of the Physics of Auscultation

In proposing instrumentation for aid in real-time
auscultation, we will be faced with design choices which
can be made realistically only if we consider the bandwidth occupied by the sounds of interest and also some of
the characteristics of the human auditory system and the
previous conditioning of the medical personnel whom we
are trying to assist. We will consider these matters in
turn.

Our measurements have verified that most of the
energy in heart sounds observed at the surface of the
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z

FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.2.4
Spectrum of a musical "seagull" murmur, averaged over one
cardiac cycle chosen at random from a commercial
recording.
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body is associated with frequencies at or below the lower
frequency limit of human hearing. In addition, other
limitations inherent in the human auditory system are of
importance in this context. In cardiac auscultation one
is concerned with the presence or absence of various
sounds, the timing and relative loudness of the sounds,
and to some degree the pitch and tone quality of the
sounds. A pencil-and-paper method for recording auscultation findings, described in 1933 and highly recommended
.

with minor modifications in Ravin's auscultation textbook
and in the descriptive material accompanying the Merck,
Sharp, and Dohme heart sound recordings, is more successful in displaying details of timing and relative loudness
than in specifying pitch and tone quality (Segall 1933;
Ravin 1968, passim). Clearly, loudness variations are
important in detecting and classifying sounds and murmurs
and in evaluating the splitting of the first and second
sounds. Unfortunately, the human auditory system is
better equipped to detect changes in pitch than changes
in loudness. Ravin himself points out that "If a faint
sound follows immediately upon a loud sound, the ear is
not adjusted to hear it. Because of this phenomenon
faint murmurs that follow loud sounds are heard with
difficulty, or not at all. The same is true of faint
sounds that follow loud murmurs." (Ravin 1967, 16)
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Furthermore, subjective loudness is a function of
duration while pitch is not, provided the duration exceeds the time threshold, or minimum duration required
for a pure tone to produce a sensation of pitch. This
minimum duration is about 10-15 msec, or 2-3 periods,
whichever is longer (Roederer 1973, 81). But the subjective loudness of a tone pulse increases with duration for
the first second or so, for frequencies of 200 Hz or
less; for low-frequency tones whose duration is on the
order of 0.1 sec (consistent with individual heart
sounds) the ratio of perceived loudness to actual
(steady-state) loudness is roughly doubled if the duration is doubled (Plomp and Bouman 1959).

There exists a slight dependence of pitch upon loudness for tones whose frequencies exceed about 1 kHz;
however, considerable changes in loudness are needed to
produce this effect (Stevens 1934).

The conditioning of medical personnel to the special
peculiarities of the ordinary stethoscope cannot be overemphasized, mainly since that instrument serves as
their primary means of access to heart sounds. We note,
for example, that the written material accompanying each
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of the three sets of commercial heart-sound recordings to
which the author has had access contains the suggestion
that the recordings be listened to through a stethoscope.
Moreover, at least one commercial phonocardiograph is
equipped with a "stethoscope filter" for listening purposes (Bukstein 1973, 155).

A stethoscope in normal use may be regarded essentially as a tube closed at one end by the patient's chest
wall and at the other by the observer's tympanic mem brane. Ravin stresses the importance of a good e air seal
at each end (Ravin 1967, 19). It may reasonably b e expected, therefore, that the stethoscope will exhibit
standing-wave resonances for sounds whose waveleng ths in
air are on the order of twice the length of tile tube.
The author's stethoscope (which is of the very common
Sprague-Bowles type) is about 78 cm in length,
into account the length of the meatus, or extern
canal, which is about 2.7 cm (Flanagan 1972, 88)ambient temperature of 23 ° C, the speed of sound
is (Beranek 1954, 10)

whence the lowest expected resonance frequency is

taking

al ear
For an
in air
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A second overall spectrum of the author's heart sounds
was plotted, this time using the entire stethoscope as
shown in Fig. 3.3.1, with the result shown in Fig. 3- 3.2.
This plot shows no characteristics which may clearly be
attributed to the resonance described above, although
there is a slight peak at 220 Hz (the second harmonic)
which was not present in the earlier plot obtained using
the stethoscope head alone.

Stethoscope resonance is of particular interest when
one considers the frequent injunction to listen to
recorded heart sounds through a stethoscope. In
circumstances the tube is open at one end and closed at
the other, whether the bell or diaphragm attachment is
used, since the soft diaphragm is virtually transpa rent
to low-frequency sounds. Figs. 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 show the
frequency response of the stethoscope head and the ent ire
stethoscope repectively, as measured under these con ditions using the arrangement illustrated schematically in
Fig. 3.3.5. In this case, we expect resonances at

fre-

quencies such that the wavelength )1 is related to the
length L by
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RUBBER TUBI NG

METAL PLUG
STETHOSCOPE
EARPI ECES

2. 7 cm

RUBBER TUBI NG
MICROPHONE

FIGURE 3.3.1
Arrangement used in making the recording from which the
spectrum of Fig. 3.3.2 was plotted.
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z

A

FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.3.2
Spectrum of the author's heart sounds, recorded at the
cardiac apex using an entire stethoscope with diaphragm
attachment and averaged over one cardiac cycle.
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z
A

a

FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.3.3
Frequency response of a stethoscope head measured under
free-field conditions.
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FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.3.4
ncy response of an entire stethoscope measured
free-field conditions.
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LINEAR
SINUSOIDA L
V. C. 0.

SWEEP
GENERAT OR

LEVELER
(AMPLITUDE
COMPRESSOR)

POWER
AMPLIFIER

control
input

MICROPHONE
PREAMP.

REFERENCE
MICROPHONE

inp ut

MICROPHONE
PREAMP.

X-Y
PLOTTER
y input

STETHOSCOPE (OR
STETHOSCOPE HEAD)
AND MICROPHONE

FIGURE 3. 3. 5
Arrangement used in plotting the frequency response of a
stethoscope head and of an entire stethoscope, as seen in
Figs. 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
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Thus the lowest resonance frequency should be

This resonance is indeed present in Fig. 3.3.4.

It shows

that listening to heart-sound recordings through

a

stethoscope offers certain tangible advantages, and not
only that of the comfortable familiarity of heart sounds
as heard through a stethoscope: the frequency response
of the open-ended stethoscope provides a strong preemphasis in a region of important low frequencies where
the response of the reproducing equipment is likely to be
deficient.

3.4 -- Bandwidth Criteria for Heart-Sound Conversion
Clearly our basic goal is to bring heart sounds, by
suitable processing, into a range of frequencies where
they can be dealt with more easily by human observers.
Phis frequency range should obviously be one in which the
human auditory system is relatively sensitive. In prac:ice we may want to modify our choice of frequencies in
)rder to accommodate certain limitations of the equipment
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which will be used. For example, it may be desirable to

p lace a s much of the converted information as possible
within a radio or telephone communications passband.

The choice of frequency limits for the signals to be
converted may be somewhat more subtle. It is to our
advantage, from a signal-to-noise ratio standpoint, to
exclude from the acceptance bandwidth of our system frequencies at which no useful diagnostic information is to
be found. We note that Ravin assigns the following bandwidths to various normal and abnormal sounds for purposes
of instructional simulation (Ravin 1968, 2) .

First sound

70

- 110 Hz

Diastolic murmur

70

- 110 Hz

Second sound

80

- 135 Hz

Systolic murmur

370 - 380 Hz

Aortic stenosis murmur

180 - 400 Hz

The implication is that frequencies outside a bandwidth of 70-400 Hz may be disregarded in auscultatory
diagnosis. The upper limit of 400 Hz differs from
Ravin's own specification of 650 Hz, mentioned earlier,
by 0.21 decades or a pitch interval of 8.41 semitones,
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between a minor and major tempered sixth. In the spectra
of F i g s. 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.3.2 the first two (and by
f ar the most prominent) peaks occur at about 40 and 60
below the 70-Hz limit specified for simulation by
Ravin. This finding is consistent with his statement,
reported earlier, that most of the energy in heart sounds
is associated with low frequencies.

It seems plausible, however, that these low frequencies are ignored in synthesis not because they contain no
potentially useful information but because they are largely inaudible in conventional auscultation. We
therefore choose a working bandwidth of approximately
20-650 Hz for our purposes, realizing that most of the
energy in the converted sounds may well be derived from a
previously inaudible portion of the input signal.

3.5 -- Possible Means of Heart-Sound Conversion
An extremely attractive approach to the real-time
frequency conversion of heart sounds is offered by the
phase vocoder (Flanagan 1972, 378). This device, combined with a linear predictor, has been used in the
generation of electronic music to achieve independent
control over time, pitch, and spectrum (Moorer 1976).
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Amplitude modulation could certainly be used to
s hift the spectrum along the frequency axis to appropriately higher frequencies. However, from the
Fourier transform pair

i t m ay be seen that the spectrum of f (t) is shifted in
frequency but not scaled, so that the bandwidth is unaltered. This means, among other things, that the
shifted version of a harmonic spectrum will, in general,
no longer be harmonic. We offer the following illustration to demonstrate that amplitude modulation is unsuitable for our purposes. Let the original bandwidth of
20-650 Hz be shifted to the most sensitive region of
aural acuity, say 2020-2650 Hz. The original bandwidth
covers about 1.5 decades or 5 octaves, while the transformed bandwidth covers about 0.1 decades, less than 5
semitones (a tempered fourth) . While this would provide
clearly audible sounds whose overall amplitude varied
with that of the original sounds, one could expect little
discernable variation in tone quality; moreover little
advantage would be taken of the observer's pitch
discrimination.
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our experiments have dealt with linear and
exponential frequency modulation of an audio-frequency
carrier, since this approach seems to offer relatively

s i m ple and inexpensive means of dealing with the problem.
We shall discuss each of these two methods in turn.

3. 6 -- Conversion of Heart Sounds b Linear Frequency
y
_

Lon
As a basis for our discussion and in order to estab-

lish some convenient notation, we begin by setting down
some equations pertinent to frequency modulation. Let a
signal vm(t) be used to modulate a sinusoidal carrier of
fixed angular frequency w e in such a way that the instantaneous frequency t,J (t) of the modulated carrier varies
linearly with the modulating signal, thus:

(3.6.1)

where el, is a constant of proportionality. In the time
domain, the modulated carrier v(t) may be represented by
the familiar FM equation: for a sinusoidal modulating
signal of angular frequency ωm,

(3.6.2)
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where A is the carrier amplitude and m is the modulation
index, the ratio of peak frequency deviation to modulating frequency, so that the peak frequency deviation
is
(3.6.3)

Or

(3.6.4)

where fm is the modulating frequency in Hz. Eq. (3.6.2)
may be rewritten in terms of a Fourier series whose coefficients are Bessel functions of tile first kind (Panter
1965, 279)1
(3.6.5)

Equivalently, the modulated carrier
(3.6.6)

may be expressed as
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(3.6.7)

Eqs. (3.6.5) and (3.7.6) show that modulation of a
sinusoid by another sinusoid can produce complex spectrum; certainly modulation of a sinusoid by a complex
waveform, using an adequately large modulation index, can
produce a signal rich in harmonics.

Narrowband FM, where the modulation index is small
enough so that only the terms corresponding to k = 0, 1,
and -1 in Eqs. (3.6.5) and (3.6.7) are s ignificant, is
used for transmission of electrocardiograms over ordinary
telephones. It appears also to have been used with heart
sounds to facilitate monitoring of cardiac function during surgery (Holloway et al 1975).

With large values of the modulation i index, linear FM
has been applied to the computer generation of electronic
of the specmusic (Chowning 1973) , where the dependenc e
trum upon the modulation index as well a the input signal can be used to advantage to achieve f1 exible control
over tone quality. Our own experiments

d

e em to indicate

that this method can be used to advantage for our purposes as well, but with certain limitations
discussed below.

which will be
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It must be borne in mind that in this application of
FM the carrier, as well as the modulating signal, is of
audio frequency, and that no subsequent demodulation is
involved. Linear FM may be realized in real time by
means of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) whose
output frequency is related to a control voltage by

(3.6.8)

The FM equation for this case

corresponding to Eq.

(3.6.2) is

(3.6.9)

In the case of a sinusoidal modulating signal, the practical restriction to positive frequencies imposed by Eq.
(3.6.8) limits the modulation index

(3.6.10)
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Even with the modulation depth limited by this practical restriction, however, complex spectra can be obtained by modulating one sinusoid by another in this way.
When a 500-Hz carrier (Fig. 3.6.1) is modulated by a
100-Hz sinusoid with the maximum possible modulation
index of 5 (Fig. 3.6.2), the spectrum of Fig. 3.6.3 is
obtained. In this case the carrier frequency is a simple
integral multiple of the modulation frequency, and a
harmonic spectrum is obtained having significant frequency components up to 1100 Hz.

If the input voltage ampli tude is increased (see
Fig. 3.6.4), the VCO remains at 0 Hz for the negativegoing portion of the input

wave

form (dotted). This is

equivalent to modulating with 0
sinusoid, which itself possesses 0

half-wave rectified
complex spectrum; not

surprisingly, the VCO output spectrum (Fig. 3.6.5) is
more complex than that of the last example, although
still harmonic since the modulating signal remains periodic and the carrier frequency

i

s still five times the

fundamental frequency of the modalating signal.

quality is noticed
A clear discontinuity in tone q
the input signal amplitude is in

e ased

as

beyond the point
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FIGURE 3.6.1
500-Hz carrier used in generating all of the FM spectra
shown in this chapter.
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0
0
P
0

TIME IN ms

FIGURE 3.6.2

100-Hz sinusoid- used as a modulating signal to obtain the
linear-FM spectrum shown in Fig. 3.6.3.
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E-4

FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.6.3
Spectrum of a 500-Hz sinusoid modulated by the signal
shown in Fig. 3.6.2, using a linear VCO (500 Hz/V). The
peaks at 50 Hz and at dc, corresponding repectively to
those at 950 and 1000 Hz, are not shown.
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FIGURE 3.6.4
100-Hz sinusoid used as a modulating signal to obtain the
linear-FM spectrum shown in Fig. 3.6.5.
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z
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FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.6.5
Spectrum of a 500-Hz sinusoid modulated by the signal
shown in Fig. 3.6.4, using a linear VCO (500 Hz/V).
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o f clipping= placing a severe limitation on the practical
generation or rich spectra by this method. Were negative
frequencies admissible in practice, it may be seen from
Eq. (3.6.5)

or (3.6.7) that perfectly acceptable output

voltages would be obtained.

From Eq. (3.6.5), for exam-

ple, since the cosine is an even function of its argument
and the Bessel function satisfies

negative frequencies will be obtained whenever

in which case the negative frequency component will be
reflected about 0 Hz to reappear as a positive-frequency
component with a 180-degree phase shift if k is odd.

This "frequency foldover" may be approximated with
the VCO by using a modified full-wave rectifier to
reflect input signal voltages about the voltage corresponding to 0 Hz (which may not be 0 V). For example,
the sinusoid of Fig. 3.6.4 would be transformed into that
of Fig. 3.6.6; the FM output spectrum as measured is
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111
0
0

0
E-4

z

TIME IN ms

FIGURE 3.6.6
Modulating signal derived from that of Fig. 3.6.4 by
means of artificial frequency foldover (in this case,
full-wave rectification). The corresponding linear-FM
spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.6.7.
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s h ow n in Fig. 3.6.7. Because of thermal drift in the
foldover circuit, the reflected frequencies are not quite
where they belong, but they clearly contribute to the
spectrum.

3 7 -- Conversion by Exponential Frequency Modulation
.

There is another way around the problem of the limitations on modulation depth imposed by Eq. (3.6.10),
which our experiments lead us to believe offers significant advantages for our purpose. This approach is
motivated in part by the human auditory system's ability
to recognize pitch intervals corresponding to frequency
ratios. The number n of semitones between the two frequencies f and f° satisfies (Roederer 1973, 152)

so that

and a VCO will produce the same pitch displacement from
an arbitrarily-chosen starting frequency f' for the same
increment V in control voltage provided its response
satisfies
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z
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FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.6.7

Spectrum of a 500-Hz sinusoid modulated by the signal
shown in Fig. 3.6.6, using a linear VCO (500 Hz/V)
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where

is a constant.

Suppose the input signal is applied to a voltagecontrolled oscillator whose instantaneous angular frequency is given by

(3.7.1)

where 0 0 is the center (carrier) frequency obtained when
vm (t) = 0, and 0( is a constant. If the modulating signal is a sinusoid given by

the instantaneous VCO frequency is then
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Th e exponential in this expression may be expanded in a
Fourier series whose coefficients are modified
(hyperbolic) Besse' functions (Everett and Anners 1956,
3 76, Eq. 9.6.34):

whence the modulated carrier may be expressed as

Again, modulation of a sinusoid by another sinusoid
produces a complex spectrum, but with two important differences. One is that there is no restriction on modulation depth except that imposed by the upper frequency
limit of the VCO itself. No negative frequencies are
involved, and no hardware is required for simulation of
frequency foldover.

The second major difference is reflected in the
carrier term of the output signal. In the linear case,
this term is seen from Eq. (3.6.7) to be
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(3.7.4)

The

amplitude of the carrier component varies with the

modulation index, but the frequency is constant. In the
exponential case, the carrier term is seen from Eq.
( 3.7.3) to be approximated for low V m by

(3.7.5)

Here the carrier term is of constant amplitude A, but its

frequency is proportional to the amplitude VI.„, of the
modulating signal and independent of the modulating frequency. Only the amplitudes of the higher-order terms in
the series vary with the input signal frequency as well
as its amplitude.

This is extremely important, because it affords a
simple way of converting changes in heart-sound intensity
into corresponding changes in frequency which the observer is equipped to discern far more easily.

We consider a practical example. The exponential
VCO used in our experiments is calibrated to yield a
frequency shift of one decade for a 6-V change in input
voltage. Thus the instantaneous frequency in Hz is
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(3.7.6)

whe nce

(3.7.7)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides, we obtain

(3.7.8)

so that

Let us calculate the change in pitch to be expected

as a function of modulating signal amplitude for our
apparatus. From Eq. (3.7.3) we see that if the frequency
when V 11 ` = 0 is f o , the shifted frequency f° is
,,

where the input-signal amplitude is low and
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for our apparatus. The pitch variation in semitones may
be found from

whence, for low values of x,

(3.7.9)

where n is the number of semitones of shift. The zerothorder modified Bessell functions may be calculated from
(Spiegel 1968, 138, Eq.24.35)

(3.7.10)

From Eqs. (3.7.9) and (3.7.10) we are pleased to note
that the shift in pitch is symmetric with respect to the
input signal amplitude. Table 3.7.1 shows the variation of
x, 1 0 (x), f' , and semitone shift with the amplitude of a
sinusoidal input voltage; these results are plotted in
Fig. 3.7.1.
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TABLE 3.7.1
Approximate pitch variation from the center frequency of
an exponential VCO (6V/decade) as a function of the amplitude of a sinusoidal input voltage.
input signal amplitude
(x) = zeroth-order modified Bessel function
shifted frequency for f o of 500 Hz
f'
= pitch variation in semitones

V

i

Vm 10(x) V

(Hz)

(V)
0.0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00

0.0
0.0959
0.1919
0.2878
0.3838
0.4797
0.5756
0.6716
0.7675
0.8635
0.9594
1.0554
1.1513
1.2472
1.3432
1.4391
1.5351
1.6310
1.7269
1.8229
1.9188
2.0148
2.1107
2.2066
2.3026

1.0000
1.0023
1.0092
1.02A9
1.0372
1.0584
1.0846
1.1160
1.1528
1.1953
1.2437
1.2984
1.3598
1.4284
1.5045
1.5888
1.6817
1.7841
1.8966
2.0200
2.1552
2.3032
2.4651
2.6419
2.8350

500.0
501.2
504.6
510:4
518.6
529.2
542.3
558.0
576.4
597.6
621.8
649.2
679.9
714.2
752.3
794.4
840.9
892.1
948.3
1010.0
1077.6
1151.6
1232.5
1320.9
1417.5

(semitones)
0.0
0.04
0.16
0.36
0.63
0.98
1.41
1.90
2.46
3.09
3.78
4.52
5.32
6.17
7.07
8.01
9,00
10.02
11.08
12.17
13.29
14.44
15.62
16.82
18.04
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INPUT AMPLITUDE

FIGURE 3.7.1
Approximate pitch variation from the center frequency of
an exponential VCO (6V/decade) as a function of the amplitude of a sinusoidal input voltage.
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3.8 — pseudologarithmic Compression in Exponential FM

c o nversion
It is clear from Fig. 3.7.1 that the sensitivity of
pitch change as a function of input sinusoid amplitude is
l o w at low amplitudes and fairly uniform at high amplitudes. This may be seen in another way by plotting
sensitivity in cents per volt as a function of the input

amplitude, as we have done in Fig. 3.8.1.

The decrease in sensitivity at low output amplitudes

may be a blessing in disguise, since it means that background noise will have little effect compared even with

very small amplitude variations in the signal when the
amplitude is reasonably large. On the other hand, the
detection of low-amplitude sounds and murmurs might be
facilitated if we had some way of making the sensitivity
greater at low amplitude levels. Accordingly, we wish to
provide this option if possible.

We have found that this capability can be incorporated into our system by means of a simple circuit

which (as we will show) serves another useful purpose
elsewhere in the system at the same time. It is the
pseudologarithmic compression amplifier whose transfer
function is plotted 5 . n Fig. 3.8.2.
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I N PUT AMPLITUDE

FIGURE 3.8.1
Approximate pitch-variation sensitivity of an exponential
VCO (6V/decade) as a function of the amplitude of a
sinusoidal input voltage.
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INPUT VOLTAGE

FIGURE 3.8.2
Transfer function of the pseudologarithmic compression
amplifier. The dashed curves represent the true
logarithmic response for input voltages of low magnitude.
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In order to evaluate the results obtained when this
circuit is incorporated into our system for modification
o f exponential FM sensitivity as discussed earlier, it is

convenient to have an analytic expres-

s ion for the transfer function of the pseudologarithmic

amplifier. By successive approximation, we find that the
transfer function shown in Fig. 3.8.2 may be closely
approximated by

(3.8.1)

This approximation is plotted for positive input voltages
in Fig. 3.8.3.

With the aid of Eqs.

(3.7.9) and (3.8.1) we can

calculate the pitch variation for exponential modulation
when pseudologarithmic compression is used. The results,
analogous to the earlier case shown in Fig. 3.7.1, are
plotted in Fig. 3.8.4. As in the earlier case, the sensitivity of pitch change as a function of input sinusoid
amplitude may be seen in another way by plotting sensitivity in semitones per volt as a function of the input
amplitude; this has been done in Fig. 3.8.5.
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IN S TANTANEOUS INPUT VOLTAGE

FIGURE 3.8.3
Plot of an analytic approximation of the transfer function of Fig. 3.8.2 for positive voltages as calculated
using Eq. (3.8.1). The actual transfer function, shown
dashed, is superimposed.
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INPUT AMPLITUDE

FIGURE 3.8.4
Approximate pitch variation from the center frequency of
an exponential VCO (6V/decade) using pseudologarithmic
compression, plotted as a function of the amplitude of a
sinusoidal input voltage.
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INPUT F111-1311.11UDE-

FIGURE 3.8.5
Approximate pitch-variation sensitivity of an exponential
VCO (6V/decade) using pseudologarithmic compression,
plotted as a function of the amplitude of a sinusoidal
input voltage.
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I n this instance it is clearly seen that the system
will respond strongly to amplitude changes at low amplitudes, while the sensitivity to amplitude change is
markedly decreased at high amplitudes. This is exactly

w hat we hoped to achieve; our experiments have shown that
l o w-level murmurs are much more readily detected in the
converted sounds when pseudologarithmic compression is in
use. Of course, increased sensitivity at low amplitudes
means that low-amplitude background noise will be more
evident in the converted sounds. We have therefore felt
it desirable to incorporate into our system a noise
threshold control circuit, whose operation will be described below, which seems to be quite helpful in dealing
with this problem.

In order to facilitate alteration of system amplitude sensitivity so that the user may concentrate more
easily on heart-sound components of high or low amplitude, a simple means of shifting continuously between
the two extremes of sensitivity reflected in Figs. 3.8.4
and 3.8.5 is provided, as shown in Fig. 3.8.6. The 10-K
potentiometer is used to balance the system so that a 5-V
input signal will produce the same output amplitude
regardless of the setting of the 100-K potentiometer.
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10K

FROM
0INPUT
AMPL.

100 K

TO
106

-

VCO CONTROL
CI RCUI T

PSEUDOLOGA RI THMI C
COMPRESSOR

FIGURE 3.8.6
of
continuous
selection
Means
of the degree of
pseudologarithmic compression used in generating the
control signal for the VCO.
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The voltage follower (IC6) is included to prevent loading

o f the 100-K voltage divider output.

3. 9 -- Effect of Pseudologarithmic Compression on Exponential FM-Conversion Spectra
Since pseudologarithmic compression is a nonlinear
operation, it is to be expected that the spectra obtained
with input signals so treated will be affected in some

way . In practice, the variation in tone quality is not
as pronounced as the difference in response to low-level
changes in the input signal. At the same time, however,
pseudologarithmic processing of a periodic input signal
generates a certain amount of harmonic distortion. The
signal shown in Fig. 3.9.2, for example, derived by
pseudologarithmic compression from the sinusoid of Fig.
3.9.1, has the spectrum plotted in Fig. 3.9.3. Because
of the symmetry of the pseudologarithmic amplifier transfer function, the processed waveform displays half-wave
symmetry; as a result only odd-numbered harmonics are
present in the spectrum.

To illustrate the differences in the exponential FM
spectra obtained with and without the nonlinear processing for this example, appropriate spectra are shown in
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FIGURE 3.9.1
100-Hz sinusoid of amplitude 1V, used as an input to
obtain the modulating signal shown in Fig. 3.9.2.
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FIGURE 3.9.2
100-Hz signal obtained from the sinusoid of Fig. 3.9.1 by
pseudologarithmic compression and scaled to the same
amplitude (1V).
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FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.9.3

Spectrum of the 100-Hz VCO modulating signal shown in
Fig. 3.9.2.
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Figs

3.9.4 through 3.9.9 for three different values of

10 control-voltage amplitude.

3. 10 -- pseudologarithmic Compression in System •Output

amp litude Control
Since the system under discussion converts both
instantaneous changes in the input voltage and alterations in input signal amplitude into changes in frequency, no information need be associated with system
output amplitude unless it is so desired. To be sure,
some sort of control over output amplitude is desirable,
if only to avoid listening to the unmodulated carrier

while the system is quiescent. It would not, however, be
helpful to impress the input signal envelope upon the
system output, since this would mean attenuation of in-

,

formation associated with low-level input signals which

we have been at pains to extract.

We have experimented with "soft-switch" (click-free)
gating of the output controlled by an amplitude-threshold

circuit triggered by the input signal, but we feel that
this approach is dangerous since changes in the output
signal associated with input voltage changes below the
switching threshold are totally absent and valuable information may be inadvertently overlooked.
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FIGURE 3.9.4
An exponential FM spectrum.
sinusoid of amplitude 1V.

The input is a 100—Hz
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FIGURE 3.9.5
An exponential FM spectrum.
sinusoid of amplitude 2V.

The input is a 100—Hz
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FIGURE 3.9.6
An exponential FM spectrum.
sinusoid of amplitude 3V.

The input is a 100—Hz
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FIGURE 3.9.7
An exponential FM spectrum. The input is a 1—V signal
derived by pseudologarithmic compression from a 100—Hz
sinusoid.
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FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.9.8
An exponential FM spectrum. The input is a 2-V signal
derived by pseudologarithmic compression from a 100-Hz
sinusoid.
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zH

FREQUENCY IN Hz

FIGURE 3.9.9
An exponential FM spectrum. The input is a 3—V signa
derived by pseudologarithmic compression from a 100—H
sinusoid .
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A more satisfactory approach is to control the output amplitude using the output of the pseudologarithmic
compressor, so that the system output amplitude decreases
i n relation to the input amplitude, but is not cut off
entirely, and approaches its maximum value more rapidly
than does the input amplitude in order to facilitate
observation of low-level changes in the original signal.

Because of the close relationship between input and
output signals, it was felt desirable to include the
option of controlling the output amplitude in either of
two ways: either by means of an envelope follower (a
full-wave rectifier and peak detector) operating upon the
output of the pseudologarithmic compressor, or by means
of a full-wave rectifier output without the peak detector. In the latter case the output sounds somewhat
"cleaner; " ampl itude-modulating the frequency-modulated
carrier in this way results in a relative attenuation of
higher-frequency components, as may be seen by comparing
Figs 3.10.1 and 3.10.2.

A means of controlling the input signal amplitude at
which the output amplitude begins to rise is useful,
particularly when the frequency-shift sensitivity is
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FIGURE 3.10.1
Spectrum of a 500-Hz sinusoidal carrier modulated with a
100-Hz sinusoid of 6V amplitude, Using an exponential VCO
(6V/decade), after pseudologarithmic compression of the
modulating signal.
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FIGURE 3.10. 2
Spectrum of the same modulated carrier used to produce
Fig. 3.10.1, except that the frequency-modulated carrier

has in this instance been subsequently amplitudemodulated by the output
of
the
pseudolog a ri thmic
amplifier.
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chosen so as to favor low-level changes, which also
results in greater sensitivity to noise. Accordingly, we

have incorporated into the system a noise threshold control circuit whose transfer function is shown in Fig.
3. 10.3. The threshold voltage E is adjustable from zero
to 5 V. With this circuit the maximum and minimum out-

put amplitudes are constant; all that changes is the rate

of transition from minimum to maximum as the input amplitude increases.

3.11 -- Special Applications of FM Conversion
We have touched on the possible need for placing as
much of the converted heart-sound information as possible
within a particular bandwidth such as that of a telephone
communications channel. This turns out to be feasible by
means of the calculations given below. We consider only
the exponential-VCO case since we feel that it is unquestionably the method of choice.

Let the output bandwidth desired extend from f ito
f .t We then require a center frequency f o satisfying

(3.11.1)
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I NPUT VOLTAGE

FIGURE 3.10.3
Transfer function of the noise-threshold control circuit.
The threshold voltage e may be varied from zero to -5V.
Since this portion of the circuit deals with inverted
signals, increasing instantaneous signal amplitudes are
reflected in increasingly large negative values of the
input and output voltages.
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where

1

is the VCO response in decades per Volt, and V m

is the amplitude of the modulating signal, which is
assumed to have an average value of 0 V. Solving this
equation for f o , we obtain

(3. 1 1.2)

The required bandwidth will be "filled" if V III is chosen
such that

whence

(3.11.3)

To test the efficacy of this approach, let us try to
fit FM-converted heart sounds into a telephone bandwidth
of 500 to 5000 Hz. From Eq. (3.11.2) we find that the
required center frequency is

while the peak amplitude is given by Eq. (3.11.3) as
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for our apparatus (

'

6=

decades/V). A third-octave-

ban d spectrum for normal heart sounds converted according
to these specifications is shown in Fig. 3.11.1.

FM conversion by means of an exponential VCO offers
convenient independent control over center frequency and
pitch interval variation. Accordingly, a second special
application suggests itself.

Conventional auscultation is often made especially
difficult as a result of several aural phenomena (murmurs, clicks, snaps, etc.) occurring in close-temporal
proximity to normal sounds or to each other. If, in
addition, tachycardia is present, distinguishing the
various individual sounds during auscultation may be next
to impossible.

Although our technique is intended primarily as a
"real-time" aid to cardiac diagnosis and monitoring, we
find that it offers a simple and inexpensive means of
slowing down the heart sounds in conjunction with the
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FIGURE 3.11.1
Third-octave-band spectrum showing the bandwidth of normal heart sounds processed by pseudologarithmic compression and converted to fit into a telephone bandwidth of
500-5000 Hz. The spectrum is averaged over 8 sec.
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frequency conversion if an ordinary audio-frequency tape
recorder is available. For example, to slow the apparent
pulse rate by a factor of two, the center frequency is
set to twice its desired value; the converted sounds are
recorded on tape, and subsequently played back at half
speed. This brings the center frequency back to normal
while the apparent pulse rate is half of the original
value.

Similarly, the apparent pulse rate can be decreased
by a factor of n if the center frequency is chosen n
times its normal value, and the recording of the converted sounds is played back at 1/n times the speed at which
the recording was made, subject only to the limitations
imposed by the high-frequency response of the recorder
and the speeds available. Alternatively, two recorders
may be used to reduce the apparent pulse rate by reducing
the playback speed in steps. The author, being inexperienced in auscultation, can testify that this method is
very helpful in learning to separate sounds occurring in
close temporal proximity and to estimate splitting of the
first and second heart sounds.
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Among the recordings accompanying this dissertation
are examples of speed reduction by factors of 2 (Band 4)
an d 4 (Band 7).

3. 12 -- Low-Frequency Considerations in FM Conversion
In Chapter 1 we pointed out that the audible frequencies account for less than 5% of the vibrational
energy associated with the cardiac cycle. The measurements made in connection with the material of this
chapter were limited by the frequency response of the
microphone used in some cases, and by the frequency range
of the commercial recordings at our disposal in others.
Later experiments performed using a piezoelectric contact
transducer with a frequency response reasonably flat from
0.02 Hz to 2 kHz have shown that the technique we have
described can be used just as well at the lowest
frequencies.

However, two practical problems are found in connection with the conversion of very low frequencies into
audible sounds. One is that the far greater amplitudes
at these frequencies tends to obscure the weaker "landmarks" in the converted sounds associated with the normally audible components of the original vibrations; but
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this problem could, of course, be dealt with by filtering
or eq ualization.

A somewhat more complex problem, touched upon in
chapters 1 and 2, is related to the fact that in clinical
practice the wide spectrum of cardiac-cycle vibration
seems to be treated, not as an organic whole, but piecemeal in terms of apexcardiograms, phonocardiograms, and
audible sounds; moreover, facilities for apexphonocardiog raphy

and

are evidently unavailable in many

hospitals.

It seems reasonable that the relative availability
of a particular class of data should be expected to influence the development of techniques and skills for
evaluation and interpretation of those data; but the fact
remains that the element of unfamiliarity in converted
heart sounds, especially those obtained from normally
inaudible frequencies, presents a challenge to the medical observer who has had to expend a considerable amount of effort in learning to interpret those components
of cardiac-cycle vibrations audible by conventional
auscultation.
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The reader is urged to listen with some care to the
examples of unaltered and converted heart sounds
contained in the tape cassette accompanying this dissertation these are described in Appendix E). It is felt

that this is much the best way, short of actual experimentation, to judge the potential usefulness of the
technique and the practical difficulties involved in its
application to clinical diagnostic practice.

CHAPTER

4

REPRESENTATION OF ANALOG SIGNALS
BY PIECEWISE-LINEAR APPROXIMATIONS

4.1

piecewise-Linear Waveforms
In this chapter we will discuss the representation

of an arbitrary time-domain signal by an approximation
consisting entirely of conjunct linear segments; we will
also explore some of the properties of such piecewiselinear (PL) waveforms, particularly in relation to the
frequency domain. The only restriction we will place
upon the signals to be approximated in this manner is
that they and their first derivatives be finite.

A PL waveform, by its very nature, is completely
defined by its breakpoints, the junctions between adjacent linear segments. Each breakpoint, in turn, may be
completely defined by its ordinate value relative to an
arbitrary reference level and some kind of time
parameter. The actual choice of variables to be used
depends to some degree upon the circumstances, as we
shall see.
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Fig. 4.1.1 shows a portion of a PL waveform, with
ea ch breakpoint circled for emphasis and identified by a
pair of breakpoint parameters consisting of the
breakpoint time and the corresponding ordinate value. An
equivalent set of parameters, more suitable for computer
storage because of the more limited range of the time
variable, is the pair (πi,vi), where the breakpoint time
is replaced by the time elapsed since the previous breakpoint occurred.

We will show that once a PL approximation has been
defined, i.e. once the breakpoint parameters are known,
the Fourier transform or Fourier series may be calculated
directly from the breakpoint parameters by summation of
series of finite length without further approximation.
Two additional quantities useful in this connection are
shown in Fig. 4.1.1: the segment slope and the difference in the slopes of adjacent segments.

4.2 -- The Fourier Transform of a Time-Limited PL
Function
Let v(t) be a periodic piecewise-linear function of
time having n finite breakpoints

where
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FIGURE 4.1.1
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and
2

The segment slopes are given by (see Fig. 4.2.1)

The first derivative of v(t) is piecewise constant,
and has the property

The second derivative is a string of n impulses:

where
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FIGURE 4.2.1
Successive differentiation of a time—limited PL waveform,
showing notation used in deriving expressions for the
Fourier transform in terms of the breakpoint parameters.
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Beginning with the Fourier transform of a unit impulse,

we may write

Using the integration property of the Fourier transform,

we obtain

letting

and

the amplitude spectrum is given by
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while the phase spectrum is given by

At zero frequency (dc), the Fourier transform may be
found from the definition

which implies that

For the case of a PL function this reduces to
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4. 3 -- The Fourier Series for a Periodic PL Function
Let v(t) be a periodic piecewise-linear function of
time described over one period by n finite breakpoints
(see Fig. 4.3.1)

where

and

The segment slopes are

for all integer values of k. Because of the periodicity
of v(t) ,

in particular,
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FIGURE 4.3.1
Successive differentiation of a periodic PL waveform,
showing notation used in deriving expressions for the
Fourier-series coefficients in terms of the breakpoint
parameters.
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The first derivative of v(t) is piecewise-constant with
ordinates equal to the slopes of v(t) (see Fig. 4.3.1):

while the second derivative is a periodic string of impulses:

where

Expanding v(t) in a Fourier series, we obtain

where

and
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Integrating v(t) twice, term by term, we obtain

where

or

(4.3.1)
The dc term is obtained by averaging v(t) over one
period:
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(4.3.2)

The cross-correlation function for two periodic
signals having the same period (or regarded as having
been normalized to the same period) may be calculated
from their respective Fourier coefficients. If n harmonics have been calculated for each function, then

where the A's and P's represent, respectively, the amplitudes and phases of the Fourier coefficients.

To illustrate the principal results of this section,
we will consider an example of a PL approximation obtained from a normal electrocardiogram by means of adaptive PL sampling as described in Chapter 5. Fig. 4.3.2
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shows three cycles of the original waveform together with
the corresponding PL approximation. In this example, the
approximation, although reasonably good, has been sufficiently limited in terms of slope resolution (discussed
in Section 5.3) to be recognizable as an approximation;
note in particular the first complete cycle shown.

The breakpoint times and ordinates defining one
cycle of the PL waveform are shown in Table 4.3.1,
together with the slope of each linear segment. A rough
sketch of one cycle, obtained using an interactive computer terminal, is shown in Fig. 4.3.3; the sketch is
produced by linear interpolation between breakpoints
followed by 21-level quantization of the times. The
horizontal axis is drawn at zero ordinate value.

The results of Fourier-series analysis of one cycle
of the PL waveform, performed as we have outlined above,
are shown in Table 4.3.2. For each harmonic, the amplitude and phase are obtained by calculating the real
and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex Fourier
coefficients, each of which has been determined directly
from the breakpoint parameters by means of Eqs. (4.3.1)
and (4.3.2). The amplitude spectrum, plotted by the
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4.3.2
(a)Three cycles of a normal electrocardiogram;
(b)PL approximation of the waveform shown in (a).
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TABLE 4.3.1
Breakpoint parameters for one cycle of a periodic PL
waveform.
NORMAL ECG, PL APPROXIMATION

BREAKPOINT
NUMBER

BREAKPOINT
TIME

1
2
3
4
5
6

8.600E-01
8.667E-01
8.733E-01
8.800E-01
8.867E-01
8.933E-01
9.000E-01
9.067E-01
9.133E-01
9.200E-01
9.467E-01
1.073E+00
1.100E+00
1.113E+00
1.120E+00
1.127E+00
1.147E+00
1.160E400
1.167E+00
1.173E+00
1.247E+00
1.260E+00
1.273E+00
1.280E400
1.293E+00
1.340E+00
1.413E+00
1.507E+00
1.573E+00
1.580E+00
1.647E+00
1.653E+00
1.660E+00
1.673E+00
1.687E+00
1.693E400
1.713E+00
1.720E400
1.733E+00
1.760E400
1.767E+00
1.773E+00
1.780E+00
1.787E+00
1.793E+00
1.800E+00

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
IC
20
21
23
24
25
26
22
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

BREAKPOINT
ORDINATE

SEGMENT
SLOPE

8.200E+01
-6.750E+03
3.700E+01
-1.005E+04
-3.000E+01
-9.000E+03
-9.000E+01
-4.350E+03
3.000E+02
-1.190E+02
3.000E+03
-1.170E+02
3.750E+03
-9.700E+01
2.550E+03
-7.200E+01
1.200E+03
-5.500E+01
-4.700E+01
-3.375E+02
1.895E+02
-5.600E+01
4.500E+02
-3.200E+01
-2.000E+01
7.500E+02
-1.000E+01
4.500E+02
7.501E+02
-7.000E+00
-2.000E+00
3.000E+02
-7.500E+01
4,000E+00
3.000E+00- -6.000E+02
-1.000E+00
-3.000E+02
-3.000E+00
-8.727E+02
-6.700E+01
-4.500E+02
-7.500E+01
-7.300E+01
-3.000E+02
-7.400E+01
1.500E+02
-7.600E+01
2.786E+02
-7.400E+01
-6.100E+01
-1.227E+02
-7.000E+01
5.357E+01
3.000E+01
-6.500E+01
3.000E+02
-6.300E+01
2.400E+02
-6.100E+01
-4.500E+01
0.0
-4.500E+01
3.000E+02
5.250E+02
-4.300E+01
-3.600E+01
1.500E+02
-3.400E+01
-4.500E+02
-9.000E+02
-3.700E+01
-6.000E+02
-5.500E+01
-5.900E+01
-7.500E+01
1.125E+02
-6.000E+01
-5.700E+01
4.500E+02
-5.400E+01
1.350E+03
-4.500E+01
3.750E+03
6.450E+03
-2.000E+01
7.649E+03
2.300E+01
1.200E+03
7.400E+01
0.200E+01
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NORMAL ECG, PL APPROXIMATION

FIGURE 4.3.3
Computer sketch of one cycle of a periodic PL waveform.
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TABLE 4.3.2
Harmonic components of a periodic PL waveform.

NORMAL ECG. PL APPROXIMATION

HARMONIC
NUMBER

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

FREQUENCY
IN HERTZ

AMPLITUDE

0.0
1.064E+00
2.128E+00
3.191E+00
4.255E+00
5.319E+00
6.383E+00
7.447E+00
8.511E+00
9.574E+00
1.064E+01
1.170E+01
1.277E+01
1.383E+01
1.489E+01
1.596E+01
1.702E+01
1.809E+01
1.915E+01
2.021E+01
2.128E+01

4.625E+01
1.850E+02
5.211E+01
1.725E+01
1.019E+01
7.605E+00
1.394E+00
1.413E+00
2.193E+00
2.878E+00
3.017E+00
2.727E+00
2.572E+00
2.513E+00
2.542E+00
2.597E+00
2.543E+00
2.189E+00
2.012E+00
1.546E+00
1.196E+00

PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL

26.08
100.00
28.16
9.33
5.50
4.11
0.75
0.76
1.19
1.56
1.63
1.47
1.39
1.36
1.37
1.40
1.37
1.18
1.09
0.84
0.65

DB W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

-11.674'
0.0
-11.006
-20.607
-25.185
-27.722
-42.462
-42.340
-38.524
-36.162
-35.754
-36.630
-37.139
-37.340
-37.242
-37.053
-37.236
-38.538
-39.270
-41.562
-43.788

PHASE
IN DEG.

180.00
-177.65
174.11
163.48
-163.85
163.51
95.46
111.42
74.44
67.74
52.85
51.11
43.22
29.16
17.58
12.99
6.27
6.62
3.22
0.56
-3.53
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computer in Fig. 4.3.4, shows that most of the energy in
this signal is associated with the first few harmonics.
A somewhat more detailed picture of the relative harmonic
amplitudes may be obtained by logarithmic (dB) scaling of
the amplitudes prior to plotting, as seen in Fig. 4.3.5.
Th e phase spectrum for this example is shown in Fig.

4.4 -- Sampling-Rate Considerations in Adaptive

PL

Sampling
In sampling a time-domain signal at a fixed rate,
one of the major practical considerations is the relationship between the sampling rate and the range of frequencies present in the signal being sampled. In
general, the sampling frequency must be made greater than
twice the highest frequency contained in the original
signal in order to ensure that the signal may be recovered from the samples; i.e., the sampling rate must
exceed the Nyquist frequency.

This restriction does not apply to adaptive PL sampling. In order to show this, we feel that it is appropriate to review the problem as it applies to fixedrate sampling, although it is by no means a new result.
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IHL FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER.
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ. PERCENT OF FUNDAMENIAL. AND LINE SPECTRUM.

FIGURE 4.3.4
Amplitude spectrum of a periodic PL waveform.
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FIGURE 4.3.5
Amplitude spectrum of a periodic PL waveform, scaled
logarithmically.
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mm ECG, PL APPROXIMATION

FIGURE 4.3.6
Phase spectrum of a periodic PL waveform.
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Let us assume first that a continuous, time-limited,
aperiodic signal v(t) is sampled by multiplication in the
time domain by a periodic sampling function s(t) consisti n g of a string of unit impulses. This multiplication
yields a discrete signal v(t):

(4.9.1)

where

and T is the sampling period, the reciprocal of the sampling frequency f s . The sampling signal s(t) is periodic; hence it may be represented by a Fourier series

where the Fourier coefficients c n are given by

The integrand in this expression is zero over the entire
range of integration except at t = 0, so that
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whence

We now take the Fourier transform of both sides of
this equation to obtain

(4.4.2)

Evidently v(t) has the Fourier transform

(4.4.3)

as may be seen from Eqs. (4.4.1) and (4.4.2). But the
convolution of an arbitrary function f(1) with an impulse
function S(1-7) has the property

(4.4.4)

which may be applied to Eq. (4.4.3) to yield
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(4.9.5)

Eq. (4.4.5) shows that the sampled signal v(t) is
periodic in frequency with "period" f s .

The only

stipulation with which we began is that v(t)

is a

discrete periodic function of time, defined only at certain instants spaced uniformly along the time axis; evidently this stipulation is sufficient to account for the
frequency domain periodicity of the sampled signal. It
-

is, of course, this periodicity that makes it necessary
that Bs be set high enough to keep the spectral "cycles"
from overlapping, with concomitant distortion in the time
domain. It remains, however, to show that the problem
arises, not because v(t) is discrete, but because s(t) is
periodic.

More generally, fixed-rate sampling is accomplished
by multiplying a continuous signal v(t) in the time
domain by a periodic (not necessarily discrete) sampling
signal s(t) of arbitrary waveshape and period T = 1/f .
We can generalize the argument presented above as
follows.

Since s(t) is periodic, it may be represented by a
Fourier series:
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where

the Fourier coefficients c,,„_ depend upon the

waveshape; they may be written

Taking the Fourier transform of our expression for s(t)
we obtain

(4.4.6)

and multiplication of v(t) by s(t) in the time domain to
yield v(t) is equivalent in the frequency domain to

(4.4.7)

where we have used Eq. (4.4.4) in Eq. (4.4.6) to obtain
the last expression. But Eq. (4.4.7) may be rewritten as

(4.4.8)
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Here v(f) is a periodic function of frequency with period
f s "modulated" by the Fourier coefficients c n , which will
i n general be different for different values of n.
Although V(f) is no longer strictly periodic in frequency, there remains a pattern of periodic recurrences
of the spectrum of the original waveform, so that the
sampling frequency f s must still be made high enough to

prevent these patterns from overlapping. This is evidently necessitated by the fact that s(t) is a periodic
function of time.

A PL approximation to a time-limited aperiodic signal is not obtained merely by multiplying that signal in
the time domain by a periodic sampling signal. Although
breakpoint parameters are defined for discrete instants,
those instants are in general not uniformly spaced along

the time axis, and aliasing does not occur even when they
are.

We have shown that for a time-limited PL function
the Fourier transform may be written
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where the notation is defined in Section 2 of this

c hapter. But Eq. (4.4.9) shows that V(jω) is a continuous function of frequency, without periodic recurrences
of a spectral pattern. Hence there is no problem of
potential spectral overlap to be dealt with. This means
that if we wish to choose PL breakpoints from among samples of the original waveform taken at a uniform rate,
that rate must be high enough to ensure adequate resolution of rapid changes in the waveform -- but the average
number of breakpoints per unit of time required to define
an acceptable PL approximation and the uniform sampling
frequency itself may be considerably lower than the Nyquist frequency. Moreover, there is no need to ensure
strict bandlimiting of the sampled signal by preliminary
filtering, nor to filter the PL waveform when reconstructing the approximation from stored breakpoint parameters.
Finally, in computing Fourier transforms of aperiodic
functions, time-domain multiplication by a "window" function is desirable just as in the case of fixed-rate
(uniform) sampling; but here it is needed only to avoid
unnecessary spectral distortion when a portion of a PL
record is to be isolated. It is not required in order to
avoid spectral overlap resulting from strict timelimiting (the "leakage" effect).
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A special problem arises when a PL record containing
relatively few breakpoints is to be windowed. For example, a triangular pulse defined by three breakpoints,
such as that shown in Fig. 4.4.1, will emerge unaltered
when multiplied by a window function centered about its
peak. It may therefore be desirable to generate some
superfluous breakpoints by linear interpolation between
the essential breakpoints prior to point-by-point multiplication by the window function.

In the case of a periodic PL function, we have found
the complex Fourier series to be

(4.4.10)

where the Fourier coefficients are given by

and the notation is defined in Section 3 of this chapter.
Taking the Fourier transform of the PL waveform described
by Eq. (4.4.10) , we obtain
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FIGURE 4.4.1
A triangular pulse defined by three PL breakpoints.
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This equation shows that V(f) is nonzero only for

descrete frequencies. For f a > 0, there is no repetitive
spectral pattern and no possibility of spectral overlap.
Again, the average number of breakpoints per unit of time
needed to define an adequate PL approximation may be
considerably lower than the Nyquist frequency; and similarly, preliminary anti-aliasing filtering and low-pass
filtering during reconstruction of the PL waveform are
unnecessary.

To illustrate the results of this analysis, we offer
several examples of PL representations of a normal electrocardiogram, obtained by adaptive PL sampling as
described in Chapter 5 (see Figs. 4.4.2-4). These examples have successively fewer breakpoints per unit of time
and consequently successively poorer resolution of the
original signal. Each PL example is shown together with
the original signal and two additional signals obtained
from the original by fixed-rate sampling (see Fig. 4.1.2)
at a frequency equal to the average breakpoint-per-second
rate for the PL approximation. In each case, the first
of these waveforms was obtained without anti-aliasing
precautions, while the second was obtained by low-pass
filtering of the original signal at half the sampling
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 4.4.2
(a) Normal electrocardiogram, original waveform.
(b) PL approximation, 105 breakpoints/cycle (111.8
breakpoints/sec).
(0 Uniform sampling, f s = 111.8 Hz.
(d) Uniform sampling, f s = 111.8 Hz, filtered at 55.9 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 4.4.3
(a)Normal electrocardiogram, original waveform.
approximation,
breakpoints/cycle
(48.9
(b)PL
46
breakpoints/sec).
(c)Uniform sampling, f s = 48.9 Hz.
(d)Uniform sampling, f s = 48.9 Hz, filtered at 24.5 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 4.4.4
(a)Normal electrocardiogram, original waveform.
(b)PL
approximation,
breakpoints/cycle
31
(33.0
breakpoints/sec).
(c)Uniform sampling, f s, = 33.0 Hz.
(d)Uniform sampling, f s = 33.0 Hz, filtered at 16.5 Hz.
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f re quency (to satisfy the Nyquist condition) and low-pass
filtering of the resultant piecewise-constant sampled

wa veform during reconstruction at the same frequency.
The preliminary filtering was performed using a 4-pole
analog Butterworth filter, while the reconstruction filtering was implemented by means of a 12-pole zero-phaseshift digital Butterworth filter.

The points to be emphasized in considering these
examples are (1) that distortion in the fixed-rate
waveforms is avoided only at the expense of excluding
potentially useful information by filtering prior to
sampling, and (2) that a useful PL approximation may be
defined by fewer data than a fixed-rate waveform of comparable quality.

It is, perhaps, appropriate to point out that the
examples shown in Figs. 4.4.1-3 were chosen in large
measure because of our special interest in heart sounds
and electrocardiograms; we feel that they offer useful
insight into some of the possible applications of our
technique. However, most of the energy in the normal
electrocardiogram is contained in the first few harmonics, as we have seen in Section 3 of this chapter.
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Therefore, spectral overlap produces

less

waveform

distortion than would be the case if the high-frequency
c omponents were more prominent.

If a more dramatic example is desired, one might
consider a 1-Hz linear ramp. This waveform may be completely defined by two PL breakpoints per cycle, or two
breakpoints per second in the present case. If this
signal is to be sampled uniformly at 2 Hz, anti-aliasing
filtering at half the sampling frequency will necessarily
remove a great deal of the fundamental and all of the
overtones of this signal. For reference, a breakpoint
table, a one-cycle sketch, and an amplitude-spectrum plot
are shown in Table 4.4.1 and Figs. 4.4.5-6. Fig. 4.4.7
shows how anti-aliasing precautions used in uniform sampling of this waveform at the same average rate limit the
reconstructed waveform to the fundamental-frequency component.
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TABLE 4.4.1
Breakpoint parameters completely defining one cycle of a
piecewise linear ramp waveform having two breakpoints per
cycle.
-

1-HZ RAMP

BREAKPOINT
NUMBER

BREAKPOINT
TIME

1
3

BREAKPOINT
ORDINATE

0.0

0.0

1.000E+00

0.0

2 7.50 E-01 1.0 E+0 -4.0 E+0

SEGMENT
SLOPE

1.333E+00
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FIGURE 4.4.5
Computer sketch of the linear ramp waveform defined by
the breakpoints shown in Table 4.4.1.
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FIGURE 4.4.6
Amplitude spectrum of the linear ramp waveform defined by
the breakpoints shown in Table 4.4.1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

FIGURE 4.4.7
PL and uniform sampling of the ramp waveform shown in
Fig. 4.4.5. (a) Original waveform; (b) PL approximation;
(c) original waveform after anti—aliasing filtering at 1
Hz; (d) filtered waveform sampled at the Nyquist rate (2
Hz); (e) sampled waveform filtered at 1 Hz. All
have been normalized to the same
waveforms
shown
amplitude.

CHAPTER

5

ADAPTIVE PIECEWISE-LINEAR SAMPLING
OF ANALOG SIGNALS

5. 1 -- Hybrid Implementation of Adaptive PL Sampling

In this chapter we will explore techniques and algorithms for automatic real-time determination of acceptable PL approximations of analog waveforms. Whatever
the method used, the result of the PL sampling must be
the storage in digital form of the breakpoint parameters
which define the PL wahveform. We should like to limit
the memory requirements for breakpoint-parameter storage
as sharply as possible, consistent with adequate resolution; moreover, the fewer breakpoints needed the more
quickly we may calculate Fourier series and Fourier transforms from the breakpoint parameters.

What makes PL sampling adaptive is the fact that a
satisfactory PL approximation may be fitted to an analog
waveform with few breakpoints wherever that waveform is
changing slowly, while more breakpoints per unit of time
All be needed in regions where the waveform is changing
rapidly. In other words, where the curvature of the
waveform is high (in the region of a sharp peak, for
149
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example) , more breakpoints will be required than in
regions where the waveform is not changing as rapidly and
the curvature is lower. Where the curvature is zero,
i.e. where the slope is constant, the waveform and its PL
approximation are identical and no breakpoints at all are
needed.

In more formal terms, no breakpoints will be required in regions where the slope is constant and the
curvature, which is reflected in the second derivative of
the waveform, is zero. The greater the curvature, the
greater the rate at which the slope changes, and the
greater the magnitude of the second derivative. Evidently the absolute value of the second derivative may be
taken as an index of the appropriate sampling rate at any
given time. Although there is some question as to
whether a nonlinear relationship might not be preferable,
we have chosen to make the sampling rate directly proportional to the magnitude of the second derivative in each
of the methods discussed below.

Fig. 5.1.1 shows a schematic representation of a
hybrid method for obtaining breakpoint parameters by
adaptive PL sampling according to the approach we have
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A/D
Trig.

d/dt

d/dt
V CO

FULL-WAVE
RECTIFIER

SCHMITT
TRIGGER
TIME-BASE
GENERATOR

A/D

FIGURE 5.1.1
A hybrid system for extracting PL-waveform breakpoint
parameters by adaptive sampling.
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just described. The magnitude of the second derivative
is calculated by analog computation; it controls the
frequency of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) whose
function is to generate the trigger pulses which activate
the analog-to digital converters which perform the actual
-

sampling of ordinate value and time.

This diagram also shows a threshold comparator (a
Schmitt trigger) whose function is to multiply the VCO
control voltage by zero whenever the curvature is so
small that nonzero values of the second derivative may be
attributed to noise. This part of the system in not
unlike the noise threshold control discussed in Chapter 3
and Appendices B and C in connection with FM conversion
of heart sounds. (This feature was dispensed with in
later work, since we find that it places an undesirable
restriction on curvature resolution.)

The operation of this hybrid system may be visualized with reference to Fig. 5.1.2. In the example
shown, part of the input waveform is already
piecws-lnar,oth esymco breakpints h
junctions between the linear segments. In the last portion of the input waveform, the nonzero curvature is
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FIGURE 5.1.2
Four steps in a process for controlling variable-rate
adaptive sampling of an analog signal in order to obtain
appropriate breakpoint parameters for a piecewise-linear
approximation.
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reflected in the second derivative, whose magnitude
decreases as the input waveform flattens out, decreasing
the rate, at which samples are taken as it approaches
zero.

5.2 -- Analog Differentiation
If the second derivative is to be calculated by
analog circuitry, considerable attention must be paid to
the maintenance of acceptable signal-to-noise ratios. We
have experimented with modifications of a differentiator
circuit described by Graeme (Graeme 1973, 78) which approximates the derivative by summing an input signal and
its time integral; this approach has been used in designing circuits for analog computers (Computer Handbook
1962, 2-28).

Fig. 5.2.1 shows a second-derivative circuit built
from two integrators and a summing inverter. For simplicity in analysis we will consider all of the resistances equal, although it will be seen that in practice
the circuit gain is quite low if this is done.

In order to evaluate the potential usefulness of
this circuit, we first obtain its transfer function by
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FIGURE 5.2.1
An analog circuit for computation of the second derivative of an input waveform.
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analysis in the Laplace transform domain, using the
notation

Assuming the current I Ito

be

negligibly

small,

Kirchhoff's current rule may be applied at the inverting
input to the first-stage amplifier to yield

(5.2.1)

Similarly, for the second stage we find that

(5.2.2)

while for the third stage, analysis yields ,

(5.2.3)

We now combine Eqs.

(5.2.1),

(5.2.2), and (5.2.3) to

obtain the transfer function

(5.2.4)
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This is indeed the transfer function of a
d o uble-differentiator provided that vs is small compared
to unity. For examination of the steady-state behavior
of the circuit at a single frequency, we replace the
Laplace-transform variable s by jω and define

whence Eq. (5.2.4) may be rewritten as

(5.2.5)

The Bode plot corresponding to this transfer function is
shown in Fig. 5.2.2. It may be seen that for two decades
of operation (from 10 Hz to 1 KHz, for example) a dynamic
range of 80 dB must be available in the useful part of
the curve, i.e., where t is small compared to ω.

5.3 -- Phase and Gain Error for the Analog Differentiator
If phase error is excessive, the pulses which trigger the A/D converter will be delayed. The phase of
H(jω) is given by

so that the phase error for the circuit is of magnitude
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-6.02 dB

slope = 40 dB/decade

FIGURE 5.2.2
Bode amplitude plot for the circuit of Fig._ 5.2.1, whose
transfer function is given in Eq. (5.2.5) .
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(5.3.1)

Clearly, the greatest phase error occurs at the highest
operating frequency. Solving Eq. (5.3.1) for the break
frequency we obtain

(5.3.2)

For a maximum phase error of 5% at a maximum operating
frequency of 1 KHz, for example, we may calculate the
required break frequency as follows:

From Eq. (5.2.5), the gain error associated with the
circuit is seen to be

Defining

this may be written as
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(5.3.3)

Evidently sl is zero at dc and increases monotonically with frequency. At the maximum operating fre-

quency of 1 KHz specified for our example,

When this value is substituted in Eq. (5.3.3) , 11 is
.

found to be 3.8 x 10

. The gain at this frequency is

found from Eq. (5.2.5) to be 6.2 x 10 -³

so that the gain

error is about 0.61%. Evidently the critical factor in
this instance is the phase error.

Phase and gain error are unaffected if the feedback
resistor in the final stage is increased with respect to

R in order to obtain added _gain. Amplifier noise in the
first two stages is integrated and thereby made to
decrease with increasing frequency (Graeme 1973, 78).
Signal-to-noise ratio problems remain, however, at low
operating frequencies mainly because of the large dynamic
range required. These problems may be alleviated by
decreasing (J o , but only at the expense of increased
phase error.
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5 . 4 -- Modification of the Analog Circuit
Our experiments have shown that one way of overcoming the signal-to-noise problems inherent in the
circuit described above is to replace it with a group of
similar circuits, each having a different time constant,
and arranged for parallel operation. At any given time,
only one of the channels is actually connected to the
circuit controlling the output to the sampling VCO. Fig.
5.4.1 shows a three-channel system built along these
lines. The priority logic controlling the choice of
channel is implemented by means of three comparators and
three analog switches controlled by an appropriate combination of digital gates. Each comparator goes high as
its input voltage passes a preselected threshold beyond
which the noise level is considered acceptable. As the
operating frequency increases, the channel having the
lowest ωo approaches the point where its phase error
becomes significant, but by that time the logic circuitry
has disconnected it from the output, replacing it by the
second channel. Similarly, the third channel (having the
highest

6) 0 )

replaces the second channel as soon as its

output rises above the threshold level as the frequency
of operation continues to increase.
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FIGURE 5.4.1
A three-channel system using the circuit of Fig. 5.2.1 to
generate a control voltage proportional to the magnitude
of the second derivative of the input signal. The fullwave rectifier output is negative-going, the threshold
voltage is negative, and the output is negative-going.
The feedback resistance R controls the proportionality
relating the sampling rate to the curvature of the input
signal.
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In order to ensure smooth channel transitions, the
resistors R1, R2, and R3 must be reasonably stable and
two of them must be carefully balanced; these resistances
satisfy the relationship

> R,

"Rs

The logic equations describing the switching from channel
to channel are

Si = DEF

(low frequency)

S2 = ET

(medium frequency)

S3 = F

(high frequency)

Small switching transients may be present in the output
of this three-channel circuit even when high-speed comparators or Schmitt triggers are used. It must be borne
in mind, however, that the output of this circuit serves
only to control the frequency of sampling, so that the
transients are normally imperceptible in the sampling
pattern itself and therefore need not be filtered out.
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5. 5

--

A

Microcomputer

Algorithm

for

Adaptive

piecewise Linear Sampling
-

Let us assume that an arbitrary input signal v(t) is
sampled at a fixed rate f , yielding successive values
= 1, 2, 3,.... For simplicity, let us further
assume for the purpose of this discussion that our A/D
converter has 201 quantization levels, -100 through +100
(including zero). We define

The quantities dl and d2 are not quite first and second
differences because of the division by 2 inherent in our
definition of (dl) i; the necessity for this division will
emerge presently.

The quantities (d2) i may be used in determining an
appropriate piecewise-linear (PL) approximation to v(t).
How the choice of appropriate breakpoints may be made by
the system can perhaps be seen most clearly by considering a series of examples.
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In this instance the total lack of activity in d2
will cause the system to do nothing but count the number

of samples taken since the last breakpoint. When the
counter overflows, the previous sample is taken as a
breakpoint whose ordinate value is 10 and whose sample
count since the preceding breakpoint is the maximum value
which the counter register can contain; in our case, this
value is FFFF hexadecimal, or 65536. The counter is now
reset to zero, and the process begins again.
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CASE 2: Finite Impulse

Each of the nonzero values of d2 may be used as an
indication that the previous sample must be taken as a
breakpoint, resulting in the approximation shown dashed
in the sketch. Clearly the impulse would be ignored by

the system if it did not coincide with a sampling instant, and the input signal would be seen by the system
as dc (Case 1). The implication, of course, is that if
spikes of finite amplitude and duration are anticipated
in v(t) we will risk missing them or seeing them as hav-

ing substantially reduced amplitude if the sampling rate
is too low.
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This case also serves to illustrate the necessity
for division of the ordinate values by 2 in calculating
dl. since d2 will be calculated from two values of dl,
each of these values must be valid; dl cannot be permitted to go out of range of our registers. In this example, we require

On the other hand, d2 has been used so far only as an
index of abrupt changes in curvature reflected by changes
in dl. It may be permitted to overflow, provided that
the system is aware of its having done so and is able to
interpret that event as an indication that the previous
sample is to be taken as a breakpoint.
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CASE 3: Step Function

i

v

(dl)

(d2)

1

10

--

--

2

10

0

--

3

10

0

0

4

10

0

0

5

90

40

40

6

90

0

—40

7

90

0

0

8

90

0

0

Here again, each of the nonzero values of d2 may be
used

as an indication that the previous sample is to be

taken

as a breakpoint, resulting in the approximation

shown dashed in the sketch.
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CASE 4: Triangle

v

_01)

(d2)

1

20

--

2

30

5

--

3

40

5

0

4

50

5

0

5

40

-5

-10

6

30

-5

0

7

20

-5

0

v

(dl)

--

(d2)

--

1

20

2

40

10

--

3

60

10

0

4

52

-4

-14

5

32

-10

-6

6

12

-10

0

In the first example shown above, the fortuitous
coincidence of the waveform peak with a sampling instant
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results in a single nonzero value of d2 (for i = 5),
indicating that v is to be taken as a breakpoint. When
the waveform peak does not correspond with a sampling
instant, as in the second example, two nonzero values of
d2 are obtained; these are equal if the peak is midway
between two adjacent samples and the slope is of equal
amplitude on either side of it. The approximation obtained when each sample preceding a nonzero value of d2
is taken as a breakpoint is shown for this example as a
dashed line connecting the points at i = 3 and i = 4.

It may be argued that, provided the sample rate is
high enough, the breakpoint at i = 4 is unnecessary in
this example, and that an appropriate approximation would
be that obtained by choosing only the higher of the two
adjacent breakpoint candidates, and connecting that point
(at i = 3) with the point at i = 6 as shown in the
sketch. We have in fact implemented a routine for performing editing of this kind, relying for its operation
on the fact that this is the only situation in which
breakpoint candidates occur as adjacent samples whose
corresponding values of d2 are of the same sign (see
Cases 2 and 3, above). If that sign is negative we
choose the point having the higher value; if it is positive we choose the one whose value is lower.
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Unfortunately, we find that for our experimental
system the saving of breakpoints achieved in this manner
is offset by considerably increased length and complexity
of

the sampling program and concomitantly lower speed;

this routine has therefore not been incorporated in the
program used in obtaining the PL approximations to be
considered below.
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CASE 5: Smooth Curve

v

1

(dl)

-76

(d2)

--

2 -36

20

--

3

-2

17

-3

4

26

14

-3

5

48

11

-3

6

64

8

-3

7

76

6

-2

8

84

4

-1

9

88

2

-1

10

90

1

0

11

90

0

0

12

90

0

0

We would like to have greater breakpoint density in
our PL approximation where the curvature of v(t) is
greater, or more precisely, in those regions where the
slope is changing more rapidly as reflected in larger
magnitudes of d2. One way of accomplishing this might be
to sum the absolute values of the (d2)i as they are ob-
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tained, taking a breakpoint (and beginning a new
summation) whenever the sum exceeds a suitably-chosen
c urvature-resolution

constant. In practice this approach

is found to be unsatisfactory, for reasons which we will
explore below.

In none of the examples given thus far' has consideration been paid to the quantization error inherent
in the sampling of v(t) or to the error resulting from
the finite-precision integer arithmetic by means of which
our system calculates dl and d2. In the first three
cases considered, this error creates no problems in
choosing breakpoints because d2 is zero except immediately following finite discontinuities in an otherwise
constant signal.

The worst case is found to be the triangle wave
(Case 4), since in practice we obtain a random "bobble"
of small positive and negative values of dl and d2 in
regions where the slope of v(t) is in fact constant,
resulting from quantization error and finite-precision
arithmetic as we have described. Consequently, summation
of the absolute values of d2 eventually causes unnecessary breakpoints to be taken in the interior of a region
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where v(t) has constant slope, even if the resolution
constant described above is set so high that curvature
resolution is degraded to the point where the system does
not recognize the discontinuity in the slope at the peak
of the waveform.

The solution to this problem lies in the fact that
the troublesome "bobble" is indeed random. In practice,
we sum the d2 values themselves, instead of their absolute values. In this way the "bobble" tends to cancel
out in the long run, as we might expect, and the summation goes out of a suitably-chosen range of values symmetric about zero only when systematic curvature is present in the input waveform, or when it is driven abruptly
out of range by a sample following a discontinuity in the
slope. Our experimental program, which operates on this
basis, actually performs two sets of threshold comparisons: one for d2 itself, and the other for the summation of d2 values. In this way, resolution constants can
be chosen separately for slope-discontinuity (corner)
detection and curvature resolution.

An algorithm by which our system can choose breakpoints according to the approach we have described is
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shown below in simplified flowchart form, and again as a
flowgram (Karp 1978). In the flowgram, A and B have been
used to represent the corner-detection and curvatureresolution constants respectively.

5.6 -- Slope Detection in PL Sampling
Experiment has shown that the use of an 8-bit
microcoprocessor such as the Z-80 on which our experimental system is based places a potentially serious
restriction on the usefulness of that system for PL sampling according to the algorithm we have just described.
This restriction may be explained with reference to Fig.
5.6.1.

For the portion of the waveform shown on a trace of
duration t c , the (constant) slope may be expressed as

At a given sampling rate f s , the minimum slope detectable

from adjacent samples will be denoted by
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FIGURE 5.5.1
Flowchart for
adaptive PL sampling
algorithm.
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LOOP

TRUE

SAMPLE WAVEFORM; STORE

FALSE
"BREAK LOOP"

CALCULATE v,/2
CALCULATE (di); = vi /2 - vi-l /2; STORE
CALCULATE (D2). =

- (111)-1

OVERFLOW IN (D2); ? Vi-l IS A BREAKPOINT
.

(D2).
(D2):

A? V;_, IS A BREAKPOINT •
<

-A? Vi-1 IS A BREAKPOINT

ADD (D2);_ TO SUMMATION E
B? V;_, IS A BREAKPOINT.
IS A BREAKPOINT
INCREMENT CYCLE COUNT
1

CYCLE COUNT OVERFLOW?

IS A BREAKPOINT

NO BREAKPOINT; WAIT FOR NEXT TRIGGER
STORE BREAKPOINT
FINISHED? EXIT
LOOP

TRIGGER RECEIVED? BEGIN AGAIN <<<
POOL
POOL
FIGURE 5.5.2
Flowgram for
adaptive PL sampling
algorithm.
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M = total quantization levels
m = integer, 0 m < M
n = integer, 0.i n4 M
i = sampling period
s
t = trace period
c
f = sampling frequency = 1/t s

s

FIGURE 5.6.1
Notation used in discussing slope resolution.
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For detection of a minimal slope of P percent of our

system's maximum of M quantization levels over a trace of
duration t c seconds, the sampling rate may not exceed

For example, if

the maximum sampling rate allowed is 25.6 Hz, which is
clearly inadequate for satisfactory resolution of highfrequency events. With a 12-bit system (A/D converter
and microcomputer) , however, we have

and the maximum allowable sampling rate is 409.6 Hz,
which will do nicely for sampling electrocardiograms in
real time, for example; a sampling rate often used for
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uniform sampling of electrocardiograms in Holter-tape
systems is 400 hz.

An alternative way of improving slope resolution
would be to modify the algorithm so that when two adjacent samples fall within the same quantization interval,
the next sample is considered to see whether there is in

fact a nonzero slope too small to be detected from adjacent samples. Such a modification would involve several
decision-making steps not included in our present algorithm; for example, in considering groups of three
samples it would be important to distinguish between
slopes of low magnitude, where the second and, third samples might differ by one quantization level, and changes

in curvature which would cause the second and third samples to differ by more than one level. Moreover, keeping

parameters for three points at a time available to the
decision-making routines would involve operations with
data in RAM rather than in CPU registers, which would
impose significant speed limitations in addition to those
already inherent in our sampling program. Evidently,
with an M-level system operating on the basis of our
present algorithm, the best resolution we can hope for,
as a function of the sampling rate, is
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For our system (8 bits, 256 levels) ,

For a one-second trace, the order of magnitude of the
trace duration necessary to display one cardiac cycle,

This may be visualized in terms of a one-second example
of constant slope, as shown in Fig. 5.6.2.

18 2

FIGURE 5.6.2
An example of the minimum detectable slope as a function
of sampling rate for an 8-bit system.
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These considerations are of especially great concern
to us when we recall that the algorithm we have described
involves division of the slopes by 2, using integer
arithmetic. This means that our slope-detection sensitivity is immediately degraded by a factor of 2, which
we are not in a position to afford. Clearly some method
is required of improving the slope-detection resolution
of our system, even if it is only to be used to demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining reasonable PL approximations by means of the algorithm we have developed.

It is tempting to consider using two of the seven
A/D channels in our experimental system to achieve 16-bit
resolution, since

and 65,536 levels would allow us to sample at over 6.5
khz for 10-percent slope resolution as described above,
assuming that we can find a way around the need for division of the slopes by 2. A block diagram of a circuit
which might permit this is shown in Fig. 5.6.3.
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FIGURE 5.6.3
A scheme for achieving 16-bit ordinate resolution by
means of three conversions. The low-order byte is obtained by scaling and converting the difference between
the input signal and its quantized output.
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Unfortunately, several considerations make this
approach impractical. First, the three conversion
operations required (A/D or D/A) must be performed
serially; each takes about 11 μs, which is not serious.
Second, the two bytes (high-order and low order) must be
combined by 16-bit addition the preparation for which
depends on the sign of each byte; a routine to achieve
this would take on the order of 200 machine cycles, or
100 μs, for each sample, which is more serious. Third,
all of the processing of the 16-bit signed ordinate values -- the calculation of dl and d2, the summation of the
d2 values, and the comparisons with the four threshold
constants -- would require 16-bit arithmetic where we now
use 8-bit arithmetic; some of these operations would
require special subroutines since they are not already
part of the system's repertoire of 16-bit operations.
The result would be extremely unwieldy and result in a
long (and slow) program.

We shall demonstrate, using the system at our disposal, that PL sampling is indeed practical and can
result in substantial data compression even with the
limitations inherent in an 8-bit system such as ours; but
we must also conclude that practical implementation of
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our techniques for sampling of input signals of any kind
should really be carried out using a 12- or 16-bit A/D
converter and microprocessor.

5.7 -- Modifications to the Algorithm for Adaptive PL
Sampling
We have pointed out that the second difference, or a
fraction thereof, can be used in estimating waveform
curvature only if it determined from valid first differences or fractions of first differences. We have also
shown that halving the sampled ordinate values prior to
subtracting in order to obtain dl prevents dl from overflowing and insures the validity of the quanitities from
which we will obtain d2.

We have also pointed out that a significant and
unfortunate drawback in this "adjustment" is the fact
that the division by two doubles the minimum slope our
system is able to detect, and therefore restricts the
rate at which the input waveform may be sampled. Since
that rate is already restricted by the limitations on
slope resolution inherent in 8-bit A/D conversion and
8-bit arithmetic, we must seek a way around this problem
if we are to use our 8-bit system effectively.
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We find that a satisfactory alternative to division
by two is to limit the first difference instead of halving it. That is, we calculate the first difference by
subtracting each sample from its successor, and replace
the resulting dl value by the appropriate maximum or
minimum value consistent with 8-bit twos-complement representation each time the subtraction causes register
overflow. Naturally, such "correction" really means that
the dl values obtained in the event of an overflow are
incorrect; however, (1) overflow will occur very seldom
because the range of slopes which can cause it is narrow,
and (2) the worst that can happen when overflow does
occur is that we will take one additional valid breakpoint which we could have done without.

The program modifications necessary to achieve the
adjustments we have described may be represented in flowgram form as follows:
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SAMPLE WAVEFORM; STORE vi
CALCULATE dl = vi NO OVERFLOW? dl IS VALID
dl < 0? SET dl = MAX
dl > 0? SET dl = MIN
STORE dl

The backwards-looking corrections in the event of an
overflow are easily explained in terms of the method by
which overflow is detected by the system, which uses
twos-complement representation in performing binary arithmetic. For example, if in adding two numbers of the
same sign the sign of the result is found to change, the
register in which the sum is formed has cycled past its
maximum binary value (7F hexadecimal in our case) and has
entered the range of negative numbers (80 through FF
hexadecimal) in which the most significant binary digit
is a one. Overflow can occur in the hypothetical (-100
through 100) system used in the examples given earlier
only when two adjacent samples are of different sign and
sufficiently remote from each other (i.e., more than 100
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units apart). Since subtraction of these values is
equivalent to negation of the second followed by
additi n, the overflow-detection scheme described above
o

w ill indicate whether the result is out of range, in
which case it must be replaced by the value of greatest
available magnitude and opposite sign.

With this modification, all of the values for dl and
d2 given in the tables for the examples of the unmodified
algorithm must be doubled. The only case in which overflow occurs in dl is that of the finite impulse; with
adjustments as required, the table becomes:
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In this instance, the system "corrects" the overflow
values of dl for i = 5 and i = 6. The overflow in d2 for
= 6 need not be altered; as before, it is sufficient
that the system be aware that overflow has occurred in
order that it recognize the breakpoint at i = 5.

Table 5.7.1 is a complete assembly-language listing
of the program actually used in our work to obtain PL
waveforms by adaptive sampling. This program utilizes
the algorithm described in Section 5.5, with the modifications we have just discussed. Fig. 5.7.1 illustrates the results of PL sampling by means of this
program. The test waveform shown was generated by summation of an assymetric rectangular waveform with its derivative, using the circuit shown in Fig. 5.7.2.
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TABLE 5.7.1
Complete Z-80 assembly-language listing of a microcomputer program for adaptive PL sampling, using the
algorithm described in Section 5.5 with the modifications
given in Section 5.7.

E000

E000
E000
E00()
E()()()
E()()()
E()()()
E()0()
E()()()
E()()0
E0()0
E()()()
E()00
E()00
E0()()
E()00
E()()() 31 FF E2
E()03 C5
E004 FD E5
E()06 DD E5
E000 El
E()09 FD 74 ()0
E00C FD 75 01
ROOF FD 23
E()11 FD 23
E013 11 FB FF
E()16 19
E()17 DD 21 0() ()0
E()1B FD E5
E()1D FD 21 0() E3
E021 78
E()22 FD 77 ()()

E000
E000
E000

0050 ;
0060 ;
0070 ;
0()80 ;
0090 ;
0100 ;
()11() ;
()12() ;
()13() ;
()140 ;
015() ;
()16() ;
()17() ;
010() ;
()190 ;
()20()
()21()
()220
()230
()24()
()25()
()260
027()
()28()
()29()
()300
()310
()320
033()
()34()
()350

0020 ;
0030 ;
0040 ;

0010 ;

LD
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
POP
LD
LD
INC
INC
LD
ADD
LD
PUSH
LD
LD
LD

SPySTACK ;POSITION STACK
BC
;SAVE STARTING ENVIRONMENT
IY
;ON STACK
IX
HL
;HL <-- BYTE COUNT
(IY) y H
;WRITE BYTE COUNT
(IY+1) yL ;AT START OF RAM
IY
;POINT TO START OF
IY
;DATA-STORAGE AREA
DE y -5
HLy DE
;HL <-- HL -5
IX y()
;CLEAR CYCLE COUNT
IY
;SAVE RAM POINTER
IYy TABLE ;POINT TO TABLE
AyB
;A <-- CORNER THRESHOLD
(IY) y A
;STORE IN TABLE

REGISTER INITIALIZATION:
ENTER WITH
IX <-- RAM START ADDRESS
IY <-- RAM BYTE COUNT
D (
CORNER THRESHOLD CONSTANT
C (
CURVATURE THRESHOLD CONSTANT

SAMPLING IN REAL TIME. INPUT IS VIA
A/D CHANNEL 1 y AND A STARTING-TRIGGER
PULSE MAY BE PROVIDED VIA A/D CHANNEL
2. IF THE INPUT SIGNAL IS CONNECTED TO
BOTH CHANNELS, SAMPLING WILL BEGIN AT
THE ONSET OF THE INPUT SIGNAL.

THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS PIECEWISE-LINEAR

ALAN D. BERNSTEIN
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, RUTGERS NCAS

I-'
2LO

E()2B 79
E()2C FD 77 ()2
E()2F ED 44
E()31 3C
E()32 FD 77 ()3
E()35 FD E1
E()37 11 ()() ()()
E()3A D9
E()30 3E ()3
E()3D D3 6E
E()3F DB 1A
E()41 DB 1A
E()43 FE ()()
E()45 F2 4A E()
E()48 ED 44
E()4A FE 16
E()4C F2 6() E()
E()4F DB 10
E()51 CB 7F
E()53 CA 3F E()
E()56 CD 61 84
E()59 CB BF
E()5B FE 53
E()5D C2 3F E()
8()6() 3E ()2
8()62 D3 68
E()64
E()64
E()64
E()64 97
E()65 D3 SE
E()67 DD E5

E()28 FD 77 ()1

E025 ED 44
E027 3C
NC

NEG
A

;n
;ADJUST

A

.

y

(IY+1) y A
LD
;STORE LOWER THRESHOLD
()39()
LD
A C
;A <-- CURVATURE THRESHOLD
()4()()
I...
( Y
)yA
;STORE IN TABLE
()41()
N EG
;A <-- -A
()42()
I NC A
;ADJUST
()43()
D
(IY+3) y A
;STORE LOWER THRESHOLD
()44()
POP
IY
;RESTORE RAM POINTER
()45()
LD
()
;CLEAR OLD (Y
D1)
()46()
x
;RESTORE
BC,
DE,
HL
LD A y 3
()47()
;INITIALIZE STROBE
()48()
OUT
T R C YA
;AND TIMER GATE
()49() INIT1 :
N
A y AD2
;READ TRIGGER CHANNEL -- -()5()()
N
A Y AD :2
;FIRST SAMPLE INVALID
()51()
CP
()
;V
()?
()52()
JP
P y INIT2
;IF SO SKIP NEXT STEP
()53()
N G
;,A
A
()54() INIT2:
C, I"'
1611
;V
().5 VOLTS?
()55()
JP
P y INIT3
;IF SO BEGIN SAMPLING
()56()
N
A YK
;ELSE EXAMINE KEYBOARD
()57()
BIT
7,A
;KEY PRESSED?
()50()
JP
Z y INIf1
;IF NOT LOOP BACK
()59()
CALL.
RES
7y GCHAR
A
;IF SO GET CHARACTER
()6()()
;RESET SIGN BIT
()&M
CP
53H
;"S" FOR "START"?
()620
JP
NZ y IN T :1.
;IF NOT LOOP BACK
()63() INIT3: LD
A, 2 y A
;READY TO START -TARBC
()64()
OUT
;OPEN TIMER GATE
()65() ;
()66() ;BREAKPOINT-STORAGE MODULE
()67() ;
()68() BREAK: SUB
A
;A <-- ()
()69()
TARBC y A
OUT
;INITIATE STROBE PULSE
()7()()
PUSH IX
;TRANSFER CYCLE COUNT

0360
0370
()38()

Lk)

9()7() D9
E071 FD 72 ()2
E074 ()E ()()
E076 D9
9()77 11 ()3 ()()
E07A FD 19
9()7C A7
9()7D ED 52
E07F DA F9 E0
E()82 DD 21 00 ()()
E()86 C3 E8 E0
9089
E()89
E089
9()89 39 ()2
E086 D3 6E
9()8D D9
908E co
E08F DD 19
E091 67
9()92 92
9()93 E2 A0 9()
E096 FA •99 9()
9()99 39 8()
E()9B C3 A0 E()
E09E 3E 7F
E0A0 61
E0A1 93
E0A2 FD E5
E0A4 FD 21 ()() 93
E0AB EA D3 9()
E0AB FD BE ()()

E069 C1
EO6A FD 70 00
E06D ED 71 ()1
POP
LD

(IY) y B

BC
;TO BC
;HIGH-ORDER BYTE TO RAM

LD
(IY+1) y C ;LOW-ORDER BYTE TO RAM
()740
EXX
;GET BC''
DE' HL'
(IY+2) y D ;PREVIOUS
SAMPLE
TO RAM
()75()
LD
TO,
.()76()
LD
C y()
;INITIALIZE
D2
SUMMATION
()77()
EXX
;GET BC y DE y HL
DE y 3
()78()
LD
;DE <-- 3
()79()
ADD
IYyDE
;INCREMENT RAM POINTER BY 3
08()()
AND
A
;RESET CARRY FLAG
081()
HLyDE
SBC
;DECREMENT BYTE COUNT BY 3
082()
JP
CyFINISH ;DONE? GO TO RESTORE MODULE
()83()
LD
IXy()
;INITIALIZE CYCLE COUNT
084()
JP
WAIT1
;AND AWAIT SAMPLE TRIGGER
085() ;
0860 ;SAMPLE-TEST MODULE
087() ;
()88() TEST:
LD
Ay2
;A <-- 2
()89()
OUT
TARBC y A
;TERMINATE STRODE PULSE
()900
EXX
;GET BC' y DE', HL'
()91()
EX
DEyHL
;DE' <-- OLD (Y D1)
()220
IN
AyAD1
;TAKE INPUT SAMPLE
.
()93()
LD
HyA
;H' <-- NEW Y
()94()
SUB
;A <-- -- NEW D1
D
()95()
PO,GOOD
JP
;D1 VALID; BRANCH
()96() e
JP
M,OVER
;OVERFLOW; NEGATIVE? BRANCH
()97()
Ay80H
LD
;CORRECT A TO MINIMUM
()90()
JP
GOOD
;D1 NOW VALID; BRANCH
()99() OVER:
LD
Ay7FH
;CORRECT A TO MINIMUM
1()()() GOOD:
LyA
;L <-- -- NEW D1
LD
1()1()
;A <-- -- D2
SUB
E
1()2()
PUSH IY
;SAVE RAM POINTER
1()3()
LD
IY, TABLE ;POINT TO CONSTANT TABLE
1()4()
JP
PE,EXIT1 ;D2 OVF? HAVE BREAKPOINT
1()5()
CP
(IY)
;COMPARE W. UPPER THRESH.

()73()

0710
0720

F--'
l..0
.4.

E0E8
E0E8
E0E8
E0EA
E0EC
E0EF
E0F1
E0F3
E0F6
E0F9
E0F9

DB 6E
CB 47
CA E8 E()
DB 6E
CB 47
C2 EF E0
C3 09 E()

E0BB F2 D3 E0
E0BE FD BE 03
E0C1 FA D3 E0
E0C4 4F
E0C5 FD E1
E0C7 D9
E0C8 11 01 00
E0CB DD 19
E0CD DA E1 E0
E0D0 C3 co co
E0D3 D9
E0D4 FD E1
E0D6 11 01 00
E0D9 DD 19
E0DB DA E1 E()
E0DE C3 64 E()
E0E1 DD 21 FF FF
E0E5 C3 64 E()
EOE8

FD BE 01
FA D3 E0
81
FD BE 02

E0AE F2 D3 E0

E0B1
E0B4
E0B7
E0B8
CP
JP
ADD
CP

JP

(IY+1)
MyEXTT1
C
(IY+2)

PyEXIT1

;COMPARE W. LOWER THRESH.
SIGN -T HAVE BREAKPOINT
;A <-- -- UPDATED D2 SUMMATION

;SIGN +? HAVE BREAKPOINT

-

;COMPARE W. UPPER THRESH.
•v
'1110
JP
PyEXIT1
;SIGN +? HAVE BREAKPOINT
1120
CP
(IY+3)
;COMPARE W. LOWER THRESH.
1130
JP
MyEXIT1
;SIGN -? HAVE BREAKPOINT
1140
LD
CyA
;STORE D2 SUMMATION
1150
POP
IY
;RESTORE RAM POINTER
1160
EXX
;GET BC' DE HL
1170
;DE <-- -- 1LD
DEy1
1180
ADD
IXyDE
;INCREMENT CYCLE COUNT BY 1
1190
JP
CyEXIT2
;OVERFLOW? HAVE BREAKPOINT
1200
JP
WAIT1
;NO BREAKPOINT; WAIT
1210 EXIT1: EXX
;GET BC' DE, HL
1220
POP
IY
;RESTORE RAM POINTER
1230
LD
DE y1
;DE <-- -- 1
1240
ADD
IXyDE
;INCREMENT CYCLE COUNT BY 1
1250
JP
CyEXIT2
;OVERFLOW? HAVE BREAKPOINT
1260
JP
BREAK
;GO TO STORAGE MODULE
1270 EXIT2: LB
;IX <-- -- FFFF HEXADECIMAL
IXy-1
1200
JP
BREAK
;GO TO STORAGE MODULE
1290 ;
1300 ;EXTERNAL TRIGGER MODULE
1310 ;
1320 WAIT1: IN
;A <-- -- STATUS WORD
AyTARBC
1330
BIT
OyA
;EXAMINE SAMPLING CLOCK
1340
JP
ZyWAIT1
;LOW? SAMPLE IT AGAIN
1350 WAIT2 IN
AyTARBC
;A < --STATUS WORD
1360
BIT
OyA
. ;EXAMINE SAMPLING CLOCK
1370
JP
NZyWAIT2 ;HIGH? AWAIT TRAILING EDGE
1380
JP
TEST
;GO TO SAMPLE TEST MODULE
1390 ;
1400 ;RESTORATION OF STARTING ENVIRONMENT

1070
1080
1090
1100

1060

5

f--,
195

1410 ;
1420 FINISH: LD
1430
OUT
1440
POP

A; 3
TARBC y A
IX
x

;CANCEL STRODE PULSE AND
;CLOSE TIMER GATE
;RESTORE RAM START ADDRESS

E0FF FD E1
1450
POP
I ;RESTORE
BYTE COUNT
E101
81
1460
POP
BC
;RESTORE CHOSEN THRESHOLDS
E102 C3 48 1F
1470
JP
MONIT
E105
;RETURN TO MONITOR PROGRAM
1400 ;
EQU 0E2FFH ;TOP OF STACK
E300 E2FF 1490 STACK:
1500 TABLE: EQU
0E300H
;TABLE OF THRESHOLDS
006E
1510 TARBC: EQU
6EH
;CONTROL/STATUS
PORT
001A
1520 AD2:
EQU
1AH
;TRIGGER
PORT
0010
1530 KB:
EQU
18H
;KEYBOARD PORT
8461
1540 °CHAR: EQU
8461H
;KEYBOARD-READ
SUBROUTINE
0019
1550 AD1:
EQU
19H
;SIGNAL
PORT
1F48
1560 MONIT: EQU
0000
.
;MONITOR (WARM-START ENTRY)
E105
1570 ;
E105
1500 ;REGISTER ASSIGNMENTS DURING PROCESSING
E105
1590 ;
E105
1600 ;
HL/ NEW (YyD1)
E105
1610 ;
DE' OLD (YyD1)
E105
1620 ;
C'
D2
SUMMATION
E105
1630 ;
HL
BYTE
COUNT
E105
1640 ;
DE
INCREMENTS/DECREMENTS
0105
165D ;
IX
SAMPLING-CYCLE
COUNTER
E105
1660'' ;
IY
RAM POINTER

E0F9
E0F9 3E 03
EOFB D3 6E
E0FD DD E1

I-'
VD
01

()pi
0019
AD2
001A
BREAK
5064
EXIT1
50D5
50E1
EXIT2
FINISH E0F9
GCHAR
0461
GOOD
5000
INIT1
503F
INIT2
504A
INIT3
5060
KB
0010
MONIT
1F10
OVER
5095
STACK
E2FF
TABLE
5500
0065
TARBC
TEST
5009
WAIT1
5058
WAIT2
E0EF

CROSS REFERENCE

0920
0490
1260
1040
1190
0020
0590
0950
0500
0520
0550
0560
1470
0960
0200
0330
0180
1380
0040
1370
1200 1340

1030
0640 0690 0090 1520 1350 1450

0900
0620

0500
1200
1060 1000 1110 1150
1250

i--4
k.0
-.....1
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 5.7.1
(a)Test waveform: uniform sampling, 264 samples/cycle.
(b)Same, PL sampling, 46 samples/cycle.
(c)Same, PL sampling, 15 samples/cycle.
(d)Same, PL sampling, 11 samples/cycle.

CHAPTER

6

APPLICATIONS OF PL SAMPLING

6.1 -- Reconstruction of PL Signals
We have suggested that adaptive PL sampling techniques may permit adequate representation of 'analog signals by approximations which may be described by fewer
data than might be necessary in conventional uniform
sampling. We have also shown that anti-aliasing precautions are unnecessary in PL sampling. We now address
ourselves to the question of reconstructing PL waveforms
from stored breakpoint parameters in order that the PL
approximation may be used in the time domain.

Essentially, we require a waveform-synthesis technique which will permit the real-time regeneration of PL
waveforms by interpolating between adjacent breakpoints.
We should also like to be able to perform time-axis scaling as desired, to facilitate the display or plotting of
the waveforms. Two approaches suggest themselves.

If a digital computer of sufficient speed and
floating-point arithmetic capability is available, the PL
199
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FIGURE 5.7.2
Circuit used to generate the test waveform shown in Fig.
5.7.1. Summation of the rectangular waveform with its
derivative takes place in the first stage; the feedback
capacitors are included for stability.
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waveform may be (in effect) sampled at a high uniform
rate by the computer, and then converted into an analog
staircase approximation of the PL waveform which can be
low-pass filtered to remove the spurious high-frequency
components generated by the uniform sampling. The
result, of course, is an approximation of an approxima.
tion. We have in fact used a variation of this technique, although not in real time, to obtain computer
sketches of filed PL waveforms and to convert PL
waveforms by uniform sampling so that digital filtering
could be performed.

A second approach requires somewhat more thought but
less sophisticated hardware. It involves a hybrid reconstruction scheme in which interpolation between breakpoints is achieved by analog computation
, under the control of a digital microcomputer.

This method has the

advantage that it can be incorporated fairly easily into
other systems, even portable ones.

The PL breakpoint parameters stored in digital memory are (see Fig. 6.1.1)
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FIGURE 6.1.1
A portion of a PL waveform showing the notation used in
discussing hybrid interpolation between breakpoints.
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v. = i

=
i

tk

breakpoint voltage

number of sampling cycles elapsed
between (i-l) k and
breakpoints

= 2,3,4,...

For use in our experiments, we have designed a hybrid
system which

performs

analog

interpolation

under

microcomputer control. It is based on the the Analog
Devices AD53lJD, which (together with auxiliary active
and passive components) can be made to yield the voltagetransfer function

(6.1.1)

where x,

x

,

y, and z are input voltages. The in-

terpolation equation to be synthesized is evidently (see
Fig. 6.1.1)

(6.1.2)

where f 5 is the sampling rate used to obtain the approximation and (t-ti ) is a unit ramp beginning at t = ti .
This may also be expressed as

(6.1.3)
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where R(t) is the scaled ramp function

and V c is a negative-going voltage equal in magnitude to

s'
One of the restrictions associated with the AD53lJD
is that the input z in Eq. (6.l.1) must be non-negative.
This restriction is met in our system by having the computer supply the quantity

which is then inverted and shifted by an operational
amplifier prior to conversion to a current by the auxiliary circuitry associated with the AD53lJD.

The adaptive PL sampling program discussed in Section 5.7 stores time intervals between breakpoints as
unsigned 16-bit sampling-cycle counts. Having only 8-bit
D/A converters, we might convert these values to corresponding analog voltages by using two D/A channels as
shown in Fig. 6.l.2. If π i+1
and 1! ) . represent, rel4-1
spectively, the high- and low-order bytes of T

i+1 ,

then

(6.l.4)
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FIGURE 6.1.2
Combination of high- and low-order bytes of Ti + , using
two 8-bit D/A channels. The scaling constant k is
(22KΩ)/1.024MΩ) = 2.15 x 10 -3 , as may be seen from the
diagram and from Eq. (6.1.3).
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In practice we must choose R so that the amplifier's
output remains within the active range for all values of
πi+1. he extrema to be anticipated are 65536 (FFFF hexT

adecimal), corresponding to approximately 2.54 V, and
zero, corresponding to about -2.54 V. Thus R must be on
the order of 19 kΩ for an output swing of ±12 V.

An alternative (which we have implemented) is to
resolve the time-interval information into 8 bits before
conversion to analog form. This is done by shifting each
of the interval counts stored in memory to the right, one
bit at a time, until the high-order byte is zero in every
case. Then only the low-order byte is converted to an
analog voltage.

To illustrate the practical considerations involved
in deciding how to deal with the time-interval data, we
offer two examples. In sampling electrocardiograms with
a sampling-clock frequency of 300 hz, the largest cycle
count (FF hexadecimal) which will fit into a single 8-bit
register or memory location is
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Since it is very unlikely that such a large interval
would occur between electrocardiogram breakpoints
obtained from a living subject, 8-bit resolution is
apparently adequate for this application.

Such is not the case if we are to sample normal
speech, or recorded speech slowed to quarter-speed and
sampled with a sampling-clock frequency of 3 khz (which
would correspond to a generous 12 khz in real time). In
these circumstances, 8-bit resolution limits us to an
interval of

i.e., less than a tenth of a second between breakpoints.
Since the pauses between words in normal speech may last
several seconds, 8-bit resolution is inadequate unless we
shift the data as described above until so much loworder-byte information has been lost that the active
portions of the speech record are seriously distorted as
a result. In this instance, it is clearly advisable to
retain all 16 bits, allowing an interval of as much as
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between breakpoints describing

recorded

speech

at

quarter-speed, corresponding to 5.46 seconds of real
time,

If the active portions of a speech record may be
handled with 8-bit resolution of time-interval data, we
may effect a compromise that will allow us to get by with
a single 8-bit D/A conversion for each interval. The
time between breakpoints will be large enough to make an
8-bit register overflow only during pauses between words;
but during every such pause, the numerator v

i+1
1

-v. of the

factor in Eq. (6.l.2) containing the interval count will
be zero or approximately zero, so that the term containing this factor will vanish as it should in spite of the
overflow, and the output will still correctly reflect the
zero slope which gave rise to the cycle-count overflow in
the first place.

The circuit shown in Fig. 6.l.3 is controlled by the
microcomputer, which provides four analog signals (v ia , -v.
.

, and -π'i+1
) and one digital control signal (V )
c÷

for mode control of the ramp generator, 1C4.

A microcomputer-controlled interpolator for synthesis of
PL waveforms.

FIGURE 6.l.3
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Since vi is connected to a noninverting input of the
AD53lJD and v4 11 to an inverting input, an inverting
adder (IC5) can provide v(t) as described by Eq. (6.l.3)
if the AD53lJD output is connected to one of its inputs
and -vi is connected to the other. IC1 performs the
necessary scaling and shifting of - 2'1 prior to conversion to a current by IC2 as prescribed in the Analog
Devices specification sheet for the AD53lJD. IC3 is a
voltage follower whose function is to buffer the slopecontrol voltage V'.

The ramp generator (IC5) may be reset by raising the
computer-supplied control voltage V m sufficiently to turn
on transistor Ql; the ramp is enabled when V m is brought
to zero after the computer has updated the four analog
input voltages at each breakpoint. The diode in series
with the mode-control voltage source prevents leakage of
the timing current I into that source when the ramp is
enabled (Jung 1974, 388-389). The timing current for
this circuit is given by

and the slope of the output is

(6.1.4)
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Manual control of the slope is provided by means of the
ten-turn potentiometer which determines V'. This feature
facilitates relatively convenient calibration of the
interpolation circuit for a wide range of time-interval
scaling, so that the system may be used for plotting as
well as reconstruction of signals at their original
speed.

Primarily in order to protect the AD53lJD, power for
this circuit is provided by the microcomputer, ensuring
that all input voltages will be zero whenever the power
to the interpolator is turned off.

A drawback inherent in the circuit of Fig. 6.l.3 is
that whenever the software delay controlling the rate of
waveform generation is changed, the circuit must be
recalibrated by readjustment of V c (or by alteration of
the ramp-generator time constant) to restore proper interpolation. This restriction may be removed by modifying the circuit as shown in Fig. 6.l.4, although the
control software must be modified as well.

With this modification, the rate of reconstruction
of the PL waveform is controlled by a hardware clock
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CLOCK OUTPUT
(TO COMPUTER)

(TO RAMP
GENERATOR)

FIGURE 6.l.4
A modification allowing the circuit of Fig. 6.1.3 to be
used for PL-waveform reconstruction at a continuously
variable rate without recalibration. Two series resistances provide coarse and fine adjustment of the rampgenerator time constant.
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rather than by software delay. This clock consists, in
our system, of a VCO whose output frequency f is related
to its- control voltage V c by

(6.l.5)

where n is the frequency-decade number and V ranges from
-0.5 V to -10 V as the frequency increases by one decade.

It may be seen from Eq. (6.l.2) or (6.l.3)
the interval count

that if

π i+1 and the ramp are scaled
by the
i+1

same constant, the output of the interpolator will be
unaltered except for time-axis scaling. To achieve this,
we need a voltage V' (see Eq. (6.l.4)) which is directly
proportional to the clock frequency; we obtain it from VC
by shifting to remove the constant term in Eq. (6.l.5).
The reconstruction rate may now be varied continuously
over an entire decade without recalibration of the
interpolator.

The system we have described has been implemented
and tested with various PL waveforms. In its present

form, however, the speed limitations of the D/A converters and of the microcomputer controlling system opera-
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tion precludes its use for the reconstruction of PL
speech approximations, even at quarter-speed.

At each breakpoint, the computer must provide four
analog and two digital outputs to permit the analog interpolation circuit to generate the next linear segment
of the approximation. In our system these outputs are
issued sequentially, a process requiring 117 )0.s for each
breakpoint. In experimenting with PL sampling of speech
limited to a bandwidth of 76-7600 Hz, this interval represents over 22% of the basic sampling period i

s

(see

Fig. 5.6.l) required for processing the speech samples at
quarter-speed, assuming the basic sampling frequency is
chosen equal to the highest frequency of interest, i.e.,
1900 Hz. In PL sampling of speech, adequate approximation of consonant waveforms -- particularly sibilants -involves numerous breakpoints separated by a single sampling period. These waveforms are seriously disfigured
by the breakpoint transients, which are moreover of the
same order of magnitude as the signal itself and cannot
be removed by baseband filtering.

Evidently the limiting factor here is the speed of
transfer of the breakpoint-parameter information from the
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digital microcomputer to the analog interpolation
circuit, rather than the slew rates of the operational
amplifiers used in segment generation. Clearly, the
problem could be alleviated by using a microcomputer and
D/A conversion system of sufficiently high speed; we
propose an alternative solution, which we hope to implement with our present system at a future date.

First, since our system has only seven D/A channels,
the inversion of v. will have to be done by means of an
operational amplifier, thus leaving two groups of three
channels each as shown in Fig. 6.l.5. Each group of
three channels is sufficient to provide the three
breakpoint-parameter voltages (corresponding to v

i

, vi+1

and - π i+1 ) needed for the synthesis of any given segment. While a segment is being generated, the microcomputer is free to update the three currently inactive
channels with the parameters describing the next segment;
when the next breakpoint arrives, the computer issues a
single digital output, changing the state of the channelgroup-select line, thus connecting the other group of
channels to the analog circuit all at once, while at the
same time resetting the ramp generator via another of the
eight digital lines which make up the same digital port.
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CHANNELGROUP
SELECT

D/A
GROUP
#2

D/A
GROUP
#1

BREAKPOINT-PARAMETER
VOLTAGES TO
ANALOG INTERPOLATOR

FIGURE 6.1.5
A scheme for parallel transfer of breakpoint-parameter
voltages to an analog interpolator circuit. Six analog
switches are used for alternate connection of two groups
of D/A channels to the analog circuit.
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With this arrangement, the limiting factor becomes
the speed of the analog circuitry, particularly the speed
with which the ramp generator can be reset; but it appears probable that the breakpoint transients could be
effectively eliminated using this approach.

6.2 -- PL Sampling of Continuous Speech
The PL sampling technique we have dscribed was
developed primarily for use with biomedical signals such
as heart sounds and electrocardiograms. Among its most
important features is the ease with which frequencydomain information may be obtained directly from the PL
breakpoint parameters. In the time domain, a significant
characteristic of PL sampling is that it is a technique
for obtaining waveform approximations without regard for
the nature of the system producing the waveform, but with
respect only to a geometrical feature of the waveform
itself -- the curvature.

In a sense, we are trying to achieve a certain amount of data compression in the most general way possible, by considering only the shape of the data while
ignoring their source. There exist various schemes for
compression of speech data, each based upon some kind of
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model by which speech may be described in terms of a few
well-defined parameters; it is the values of these
parameters which constitute the speech data to be transmitted or stored (Schafer and Rabiner, 1975).

Although our technique may be found useful primarily
where frequency-domain information is desired, we feel
that it is of interest to see whether any substantial
data compression is possible, without a model for speech,
by means of the same technique. We will therefore perform an order-of-magnitude calculation, starting with
published information about the frequency distribution of
the energy associated with speech, in order to estimate
the degree of data compression which might be achieved by
means of adaptive PL sampling.

A PL approximation to a published speech spectrum
(Flanagan 1972, 163) is shown in Fig. 6.2.l; the bandwidth extends from 50 to 8000 Hz. With uniform sampling,
satisfaction of the Nyquist sampling criterion requires a
sampling frequency of more than 16 kHz. In order to find
an estimate of the average sampling rate needed if PL
sampling is used, we will convert this spectrum into a
frequency probability density P (f). The instantaneous
PL sampling rate is given by
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FIGURE 6.2.1
(a) Spectrum for speech, PL approximation.
(b) Equivalent frequency probability density.
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and its expected value is

(6.2.l)

where n represents the number of samples needed per cycle
at a given signal frequency f. We will allot 7 breakpoints per cycle for low frequencies and 3 for high frequencies for the purpose of our estimate; these figures
have been found to be reasonable in using PL methods for
waveform synthesis in electronic music (Bernstein and
Cooper, 1976).

To find the probability density, we note first that
the drop of 15 dB from 500 to 2000 Hz means that on a
linear ordinate scale such as that of the lower sketch in
Fig. 6.2.l,

or
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or

(6.2.2)

But the curved portion of the lower sketch must be a

decaying exponential function of frequency, i.e.

(6.2.3)

At 2000 Hz, Eqs. (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) imply that

from which k may be found to have the value 1.1513 ms. A
is found from the normalization requirement

where the first term in the square brackets arises from
the

area under the constant portion of the curve; upon

evaluation of the integral and division by the quantity
in the square brackets, we find th a t A must be 758.5 s.

μ

Thus

(6.2.4)
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The expected value of the PL sampling rate for continuous speech is then found from Eqs. (6.2.l) and
(6.2.4) to be

(6.2.5)

Eq. (6.2.5) says that for continuous speech we
should expect the PL sampling rate to be on the order of
one-tenth that required for uniform sampling. Each
breakpoint, however, is defined by two numbers (time and
ordinate value); hence the number of numbers required for
PL sampling over a given period is roughly one-fifth that
required for uniform sampling of continuous speech.

6.3 -- PL Sampling of Normal Speech
In this section we shall see that it is very much to
our advantage that normal speech is far from continuous.
During the pauses between words our system will take no
samples at all, a circumstance which implies further
reduction in the number of breakpoints needed to describe
a given speech record.
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In order to make the necessary adjustment in our
estimated data-compression figure for continuous speech,
we must relate the effective average sampling rate for
normal speech to the corresponding sampling rate
estimated for continuous speech. This relationship may
be expressed as

(6.3.l)

where a is an "activity coefficient" defined by

(6.3.2)

In other words, for ordinary speech the data compression
afforded by PL sampling is improved over that for continuous speech by a factor of l/a.

Using the method described in Appendix D, we have
measured the activity coefficient defined by Eq. (6.3.2)
for several examples of ordinary speech. The results of
these measurements are shown in Table 6.3.l.

It is not particularly surprising that the activity
coefficient for radio commercials was found to be greater
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TABLE 6.3.1
Measurements of the activity coefficient for normal
speech.

SOURCE

T

1

(sec)

T

2

(sec)

a

1/a

Radio commercial, popular music station

90.6

135.6

0.67

1.5

Radio commercial, WQXR, New York

75.8

127.9

0.59

1.7

Radio commercial, WQXR . New York

63.1

102.7

0.61

1.6
2.5

Radio news, WQXR, New York

67.7

168.1

0.40

Radio news, WQXR, New York

159.3

244.7

0.65

1.5

Radio news, WQXR, New York

185.7

289.6

0.64

1.6

Poetry reading

42.8

64.8

0.50

2.0

Prose reading

81.1

148.3

-0.55

1.8

MEAN, COMMERCIALS

0.62

1.6

MEAN, NEWS

0.56

1.8

MEAN, GLOBAL

0.58

1.7
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than the average of 0.58. We have the impression that
the figure for news would be higher were it not for the
pauses between news items. In any event, it appears that
for ordinary speech the effective sampling rate expressed
by Eq. (6.3.1) can be expected to be on the order of 60%
of the corresponding estimate for continuous speech, or
on the order of 1000 breakpoints per second -- about
one-eighth the number of measurements required for
uniform sampling at 16 kHz.

This matter will be explored further in Appendix E,
which describes the examples of digitized speech to be
found on the tape cassette accompanying the dissertation.

6.4 -- PL Sampling of Electrocardiograms
We have already given several examples of PL sampling

of electrocardiograms (see Fig. 4.3.2) and of

Fourier-series calculations from the

PL

breakpoint

parameters (see Figs. 4.3.2 through 4.3.6). In this
section we will offer some tentative observations regarding the application of such calculations.

The possible applications of our technique to electrocardiography seem, at this stage, to fall into three
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categories. First, the results of our experiments
suggest that the PL technique might be used to advantage
for time-domain storage and retrieval of electrocardiogram waveforms as an alternative to digitization by uniform sampling. We have considered this
possibility to some degree in Chapter 5, within the limitations of our 8-bit A/D converter and 8-bit microcomputer system.

A second category is related to the ease with which
the Fourier series may be determined from the PL breakpoint parameters, providing two frequency-domain relationships -- amplitude and phase as functions of frequency -- as alternatives to the representation of
voltage as a function of time. It must be remembered
that the skin potentials measured in electrocardiography
result from potential differences occurring in a threedimensional structure. A complete set of electrocardiograms measured on a single subject often consists of twelve separate plots, differing only in the
locations of the points on the surface of the body between which the potential differences are measured. It
is tempting to consider the possibility that the separation of amplitude and phase characteristics in the
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frequency domain might provide as complete a picture of
the electrical activity of the heart in fewer displays
(and with fewer data). Moreover, one cannot help but
wonder if the alternative representation might not prove
easier to interpret in some circumstances, either by
human observers or by machine. If useful information can
be obtained, for example, from the first 20 harmonics of
an electrocardiographic measurement, it is encouraging to
recall that the amplitude spectrum is completely defined
in that case by only 21 numbers (twenty harmonic amplitudes plus the pulse rate, or fundamental frequency;
the dc level appears to be universally regarded as unimportant) , and the phase spectrum by another 20. Clearly,
the storage of electrocardiographic information in this
form is not uneconomical.

The third category is that of machine-aided cardiac
diagnosis and monitoring of cardiac function. Here it
seems plausible that the convenient conversion to the
frequency domain might prove useful. To begin with, in
the frequency domain the pulse rate is isolated, in a
way, from the remaining characteristics of the signal.
Examination of the harmonic amplitudes, for example, may
be regarded from this point of view as examination of an
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e lectrocardiogram

which has been normalized with respect

to the pulse rate.

The Fourier series represents a quantitative measurement, and suggests a means of quantitative comparison
of anomalous electrocardiograms with stored "standards"
following normalization with respect to fundamental frequency (a trivial operation with Fourier series) , or with
previous measurements made on the same subject, or with
successive cycles of an ongoing electrocardiographic
measurement intended to monitor changes in cardiac
function.

The use of electrocardiogram spectra for purposes of
diagnosis and monitoring can be approached in at least
two ways. We can try to identify spectral characteristics or changes corresponding to characteristics or
changes in the electrocardiogram waveform which have come
to be recognized as indicative of various disorders or
conditions of the heart. Alternatively, we can try to
establish relationships between the spectra themselves
and cardiac conditions or disorders, without the intermediate consideration of the electrocardiographic waveform.
We will return to this matter in Chapter 7.

To illustrate this point

tarts, to

7,t

its apparent complexity) we offer a series of
drawn from two electrocardicogram

tracings, the normal

waveform shown in Fig. 4.2-2, ant' the abnormal
shown in Fig. 6.4.l. The latter tracing is :het of an
electrocardiogram

characteristic

of supraventricular

rhythm, a condition in which the electrical imp lse which
u

triggers contraction of the ventricles rise not come from
the usual location.

The amplitude and phase spectra s'

-

-

-

in

6.4.2 through 6.4.11 are replaced to the fist two cycles
shown in Fig. 6.4.l. It will be seen :net the ma j or
difference between the first two cycles occurs jest prior
to the R-waves marked in the figure. differential
spectra, obtained by term-by-term subtraction of complex
Fourier series in the frequency

to

compare these two cycles with a normal electrocardiogram
and with each other. For this
frequencies have been normalized to :,Lnity.

The most striking difference between the amplitude
spectra of Figs. 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 appears to be in the
second harmonic; the same is true for the corresponding
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6.4.1
Normal
(a) Normal
and abnormal electrocardiograms.
waveform as shown in Fig. 4.3.2; (b) abnormal waveform,
obtained by PL sampling, corresponding to a supraventricular rhythm in which ventricular contraction is not
triggered from its usual location. The first two R waves
are labelled.
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phase spectra of Figs. 6.4.4 and 6.4.5. At present
writing, this is all we can say; whether one can monitor
changes in this particular condition merely by measuring
the second harmonic remains very much to be seen.

The differential amplitude spectra of Figs. 6.4.6.
and 6.4.7, comparing the first and second cycles of Fig.
6.4.l with a normal electrocardiogram, look very much
like the normal spectrum itself (see, for example, Fig.
6.4.18). But this may be misleading, partly because of
the difference in the overall amplitudes of the two signals; the normal electrocardiogram is the stronger signal
in this case. Moreover, all of our spectrum plots are
scaled to fit in the same page area. Again, the best we
can do is to speculate; should two signals be normalized
before comparisons of this sort? And if so, should they
be normalized to a common energy, or in some other way?
This, too, remains to be seen.

The differential phase spectra in Figs. 6.4.9 and
6.4.10 may be seen to be similar to each other, but quite
different from phase spectra obtained from a normal electrocardiogram (see Figs. 6.4.14 and 6.4.15). Does this
mean that the phase spectrum could be useful in recognizing a supraventricular rhythm?
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Figs. 6.4.12 through 6.4.16, showing spectra obtained from two consecutive cycles of a normal electrocardiogram, are included to emphasize the fact that
one must be able to distinguish (and disregard) changes
from cycle to cycle which do not arise from abnormal or
undesirable changes in cardiac function. It is interesting to note that the differential phase spectrum of
Fig. 6.4.17 shows angles most of which are close to 180
degrees in magnitude, in sharp contrast with the spectra
of Figs. 6.4.9 and 6.4.10, in which the normal and abnormal electrocardiograms are compared.

Clearly the "right" way to go about using electrocardiographic spectra in diagnosis and monitoring is
not immediately obvious from our results. What we wish
to emphasize is the ease with which Fourier series may be
obtained for these purposes through adaptive PL sampling.

Partly to compensate for the potentially misleading
results of amplitude normalization in our plots (some of
which, however, would have been unclear without it) we
include the "raw" amplitude information for each of the
spectra shown. These data may be found in Tables 6.4.1
through 6.4.8.

THE FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER,
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ, DB WITH RESPECT TO THE FUNDAMENTAL,
AND LOGARITHMICALLY SCALED LINE SPECTRUM.
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-

SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM, I CYCLE

FIGURE 6.4.2
Amplitude spectrum for the first cycle of the abnormal
waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.l.

THE FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER ,
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ, LP WITH RESPECT TO THE FUNDAMENTAL,
AND LOGARITHMICALLY SCALED LINE SPECTRUM.
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-

SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM, 1 CYCLE

FIGURE 6.4.3
Amplitude spectrum for the second cycle of the abnormal
waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.1.
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FIGURE 6.4.4
Phase spectrum for the first cycle of the abnormal
waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.1.

SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM I CYCLE
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Phase spectrum for the second cycle of the abnormal
waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.l.
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THE FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER,
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ, DI WITH RESPECT TO THE FUNDAMENTAL,
AND LOGARITHMICALLY-SCALED LINE SPECTRUM.
,

DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM+ SUPRAVENIRICULAR RHYTHM

FIGURE 6.4.6
Differential amplitude spectrum comparing the first cycle
of the abnormal waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.l with a normal electrocardiogram.

THE FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER,
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ, 141- WITH RESPECT TO THE FUNDAMENTAL,
AND LOGARITHMICALLY-SCALED LINE SPECTRUM.
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DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM, SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM

FIGURE 6.4.7
Differential amplitude spectrum comparing the second
cycle of the abnormal waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.1 with a
normal electrocardiogram.
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TN= FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMB R
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ, DB WITH RESPECT 111 THE FUNDAMENTAL,
AHD LOGARITHMICALLY-SCALED LINE. SPECTRUM.
E

DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM, SUPRA VENTRICULAR RHYTHM

FIGURE 6.4.8
Differential amplitude spectrum comparing two consecutive
cycles of the abnormal waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.l.
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DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM, SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM

FIGURE 6.4.9
Differential phase spectrum comparing the first cycle of
the abnormal waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.l with a normal
electrocardiogram.
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SPECTRUM SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYEHt.

FIGURE 6.4.10
Differential phase spectrum comparing the second cycle of
the abnormal electrocardiogram shown in Fig. 6.4.1 with a
normal electrocardiogram.
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DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM, SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM

FIGURE 6.4.11
Differential phase spectrum comparing two consecutive
cycles of the abnormal electrocardiogram shown in Fig.
6.4.l.
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THE FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER,
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ. DB WITH RESPECT TO THE FUNDAMENTAL,
AND LOGARITHMICALLY-SCALED LINE SPECTRUM.

FIRST CYCLE. NORMAL ECG

FIGURE 6.4.12
Amplitude spectrum of the first cycle of the normal electrocardiogram shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and 6.4.1.
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THE FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER.
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ. DB WITH RESPECT TO THE FUNDAMENTAL,
AND LOGARITHMICALLY-SCALED LINE SPECTRUM.

FIGURE 6.4.13
Amplitude spectrum of the second cycle of the normal
electrocardiogram shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and 6.4.1.

FIRST CYCLE. NORMAL ECG_

FIGURE 6.4.14
Phase spectrum of the first cycle of the normal electrocardiogram shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and 6.4.1.
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SECOND CYCLE, NORMAL ECG

FIGURE 6.4.15
Phase spectrum of the second cycle of the normal electrocardiogram shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and 6.4.1.
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THE FOLLOWING DISPLAY SHOWS HARMONIC NUMBER,
FREQUENCY IN HERTZ, DH WITH RESPECT TO THE FUNDAMENTAL•
AND LOGARITHMICALLY-SCALED LINE SPECTRUM.

FIGURE 6.4.16
Differential amplitude spectrum comparing two consecutive
cycles of the normal electrocardiogram shown in Figs.
4.3.2 and 6.4.1.
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DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM, NORMAL ECG

FIGURE 6.4.17
Differential phase spectrum comparing two consecutive
cycles of the normal electrocardiogram shown in Figs.
4.3.2 and 6.4.1.
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TABLE 6.4.1
Spectrum of the first cycle of the abnormal waveform
shown in Fig. 6.4.1.

SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM, I CYCLE

HARMONIC
NUMBER

FREQUENCY
IN HERTZ

AMPLITUDE

PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL

DB W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEG.
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TABLE 6.4.2
Spectrum of the second cycle of the abnormal waveform
shown in Fig. 6.4.1.

SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM, I CYCLE

HARMONIC
NUMBER

FREOUENCY
IN HERTZ

AMPLITUDE

PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL

DH U.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEG.
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TABLE 6.4.3
Differential spectrum comparing the first cycle of the
abnormal waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.1 with a normal
electrocardiogram.

DIFPERENTIAL SPECTRUM, SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM

HARMONIC
NUMBER

FREQUENCY
IN HERTZ

AMPLITUDE

PERCENT or
FUNDAMENTAL

DP W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEG.
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TABLE 6.4.4

Differential spectrum comparing the second cycle of the
abnormal waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.1 with a normal
electrocardiogram.

DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM. SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM

HARMONIC
NUMBER

FREQUENCY
IN HERTZ

AMPLITUDE

PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL

DP W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEG.
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TABLE 6.4.5
Differential spectrum comparing two consecutive cycles of
the abnormal waveform shown in Fig. 6.4.1.

DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM. SUPRAVENTRICULAR RHYTHM

HARMONIC
NUMBER

FREQUENCY
IN HERTZ

AMPLITUDE

PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL

DB W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEG.
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TABLE 6.4.6
first
the
of
cycle of the normal elSpectrum
ectrocardiogram shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and 6.4.1.

CYCLE. NORMAL [CG

HARMONIC FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL
IN HERTZ
NUMBER

DB W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEG.
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TABLE 6.4.7
second cycle of the normal elthe
of
Spectrum
ectrocardiogram shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and 6.4.1.

SECOND CYCLE. NORMAL ECG

HARMONIC FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE
IN HERTZ
NUMBER

PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL

DB W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEG.
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TABLE 6.4.8
Differential spectrum comparing two consecutive cycles of
the normal electrocardiogram shown in Figs. 4.3.2 and
6.4.1-

DIFFERENTIAL SPECTRUM, NORMAL ECG

HARMONIC FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE
IN HERTZ
NUMBER

PERCENT OF
FUNDAMENTAL

DB W.R.T.
FUNDAMENTAL

PHASE
IN DEC.
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To conclude this section, we offer a final
observation with respect to spectral analysis of ele ctrocardiograms

based on the three waveforms shown in

Fig. 6.4.18. In each of these waveforms, the actual
configuration of the electrocardiogram is much the same;
the main differences lie in the duration of diastole as
reflected in the interval between the T- and P-waves.
This shows that the rapid pulse of sinus tachycardia and
the slow pulse of sinus bradycardia are not merely variations in the fundamental frequency, or repetition rate,
of an otherwise invariant waveform. In other words, the
Fourier series of each of these waveforms will be different. The fundamental frequencies (and therefore the
overtone frequencies) differ, and so will the corresponding harmonic amplitudes; one cannot obtain one
waveform from another merely by time-axis scaling.

On the other hand, owing to the similarities of the
waveform configurations during systole (the "active"
portions of the tracings) , two approaches suggest themselves for examination of waveform configuration in the
frequency domain isolated from differences in repetition
rate arising from differences in the duration of
diastole.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6.4.18
Examples of sinus arrhythmia. (a) Normal sinus rhythm;
(b) sinus bradycardia; (c) sinus tachycardia.
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One possible approach is the use of the Fourier
transform rather than the Fourier series, since if a
single cardiac cycle is extracted' from any of these tracings by time-domain windowing, the periodicity of the
cardiac cycle is ignored and the resulting spectrum does
not reflect changes in the duration of diastole.

A second possible approach is to retain the use of
the Fourier series, but to normalize each waveform, prior
to calculation of the Fourier series, by extracting one

cycle (from the onset of the P-wave to the end of the
T-wave) and scaling it to an arbitrary duration. The
resulting Fourier-series spectra no longer reflect variations in the duration of diastole, and may perhaps be
used for investigation of other conditions or disorders
in the manner we have suggested.

The Fourier-series approach seems to offer a possible advantage in that fewer data are needed to define
the Fourier series than the Fourier transform for the
same range of frequencies. Even if it should be found
that the frequencies and amplitudes of only the few

strongest peaks in the Fourier transform are sufficiently
useful in diagnosis or monitoring, many values must still
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be calculated even though only a few are to be stored,
unless it should be found that the frequencies at which
the major peaks occur can be calculated from the breakpoint parameters prior to calculation of the Fourier
transform itself.

6.5 -- PL Sampling of Heart Sounds
Since the PL sampling technique is oriented to data
compression in terms of waveform curvature and not predicated on any particular model of the source of the
signal under consideration, it may be applied to heart
sounds -- and with the same hardware and software -- just
as readily as to electrocardiograms or speech. The same
system limitations apply as well; the sampling clock must
be of sufficiently high frequency to permit adequate
approximation of high-frequency changes in the waveform,
but it must also be of low enough frequency to allow the
system to recognize small slopes.

Fig 6.5.l shows a portion of a commercial recording
of normal heart sounds which has been sampled by our
system using the microcomputer program described in Section 5.7. The sampling-clock frequency was 503 Hz, which
may be seen from the figure to be high enough to produce
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FIGURE 6.5.1
Normal heart sounds obtained by PL sampling. The first
(Si) and second (S2) heart sounds are labelled.
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some equivocal nonzero slopes between major components of
the heart sounds. On the other hand, when a portion of
this waveform is extracted from the PL record by windowing, as described in Section 4.4, the approximation (see
Fig. 6.5.2) may be seen to provide adequately-detailed
signal peaks.

The Fourier transform of the second heart sound,
calculated from the parameters of the 69 breakpoints
which make up Fig. 6.5.2 by means of the equations derived in Section 4.2, is shown in Fig. 6.5.3. Fig. 6.5.4
shows a second plot of the Fourier transform, but in this
case the frequency axis is scaled logarithmically to make
the spectrogram easier to read at low frequencies. It is
clearer in this plot, for example, that the two major
peaks occur at about 40 and 53 Hz. A third plot of the
Fourier transform for the normal second heart sound is
shown in Fig. 6.5.5; here both axes are scaled logarithmically, and the "fine structure" at low amplitudes is
more clearly visible.

We are not in a position to attempt to interpret
this example in terms of cardiac function, and will content ourselves for the time being with illustrating the
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FIGURE 6.5.2
Second heart sound from the beginning of the trace shown
in Fig. 6.5.1, hanning-windowed for computation of the
Fourier transform.
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w

a

FREQUENCY IN HZ

FIGURE 6.5.3
Fourier transform of the second heart sound from the
beginning of the trace shown in Fig. 6.5.1. Both frequency and amplitude axes are scaled linearly.
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FREQUENCY IN HZ

FIGURE 6.5.4
Fourier transform of the second heart sound from the
beginning of the trace shown in Fig. 6.5.l. The frequency axis has been scaled logarithmically to facilitate
identification of low-frequency components.
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FREQUENCY IN HZ

FIGURE 6.5.5
Fourier transform of the second heart sound from the
beginning of the trace shown in Fig. 6.5.1. Both axes
have been scaled logarithmically.
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feasibility of obtaining Fourier transforms from PL
breakpoints. One reason for this is that the strongest
peak seems to be at approximately 53 Hz. Although we are
more confident of the stability of frequency calibration
in this method than in that used to obtain the long-term
spectra shown in Section 3.2, we have less reason to
trust the turntable and tape speeds involved in copying
the commercial recordings for analysis and cannot be
entirely certain that this strong peak is not in fact
60-Hz hum.

A second reason is related to the low amplitudes at
frequencies below 40 Hz. As we showed in Chapter 2, most
of the vibrational energy associated with the cardiac
cycle is of low -- in fact, subaudio -- frequency. The
commercial recording is limited to audible frequencies,
and we have also filtered out subaudio frequencies in
order to exclude noise in this region prior to calculating the Fourier transform. Although it may be common
practice to use transducers insensitive to frequencies
below 40 Hz or to filter out components of lower frequency, as we have been told, we feel that to exclude
these frequencies and attempt to develop machine-aided
analysis techniques without them would be premature at
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best. Lacking evidence to support the assumption that
the low-frequency components are of little or no clinical
significance, we would prefer to start by examining
Fourier transforms of heart sounds sampled from recordings of whose quality we could be more confident.

It should be clearly understood that the examples of
PL processing we have presented in this chapter are
intended merely to suggest some of the ways in which our
techmiques might be applied to cardiology-related
problems. We make no attempt to interpret the results of
our measurements from a medical standpoint; we wish only
to show that the techniques we have developed can in fact
be used to perform such measurements.

CHAPTER

7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

7.l

Wideband Apexcardiography
We have proposed a technique for consideration of

cardiac cycle vibrations as a whole by means of a single
-

display extending from the apexcardiogram through the
audible heart sounds. We have seen that although analog
filtering is safe enough for obtaining audible-frequency
phonocardiograms and apexcardiograms in the conventional
manner, it cannot be used to produce the type of wideband
display under consideration because of excessive relative
time shifts. However, we have found that this difficulty
may be entirely circumvented by means of zero-phase-shift
digital filtering.

Examination of cardiac vibration in this fashion
shows certain features, which appear not to have been
investigated, at frequencies lower than those usually
considered in conventional phonocardiography but still
sufficiently high to be obscured by stronger components
at lower frequencies in conventional apexcardiography.
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Having found that the left lateral decubitus
position cannot always be used in obtaining apexcardiograms, we have established that low-pass filtering
(even zero-phase-shift digital filtering) is not sufficient to recover "normal-looking" apexcardiograms from
signals recorded with the subject supine.

We feel that clinical evaluation of displays such as
that of Fig. 2.3.l, obtained from wideband measurements
of precordial displacement at the cardiac apex and elsewhere, should be conducted in each of two ways. Examination of wideband apexcardiograms representative of
various known disorders should establish on an empirical
basis what potential diagnostic usefulness may be embodied by this technique. Somewhat less straightforward
but perhaps of potentially greater value in the long run
would be an attempt to relate, through wideband apexcardiography, the events giving rise to the audible heart
sounds and significant features of the conventional
audiocardiogram to the low-frequency precordial displacements measured in conventional apexcardiography.

In particular, we suggest that an investigation of
the genesis of the midsystolic and early diastolic peaks
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discussed in Section 2.3 might prove fruitful, and should
be conducted at least to the point where the events
giving rise to these peaks are identified as a necessary
first step in determining their clinical significance, if
any.

We suggest further that the possibility of recovering "normal-looking" apexcardiograms from signals
recorded with the subject supine might be worthy of
study, since such recovery by deconvolution or other
means could extend the usefulness of conventional and
wideband apexcardiography to cases where the left lateral
decubitus position is contraindicated. Moreover, in
cases where recordings may safely be made in each of the
two positions, it seems possible that the same technique
might help to isolate changes in cardiac function attendant upon changes in position.

Finally, we suggest that the possibility of obtaining useful diagnostic information by examination of apexcardiographic signals in the frequency domain be
considered. As a possible starting point, it might be
helpful to determine whether the pulse-rate periodicity
in some published apexcardiogram spectra is in fact
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spurious, as we suspect since the pulse rate is not a
modal frequency of the heart, considered as a vibrating
mechanical system; we have seen, for example, that the
morphology of the electrocardiogram is not necessarily
linked to the pulse rate (see Fig. 6.4.18). Such a determination could be made fairly easily using the methods
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 to obtain Fourier transforms such as those shown in Section 6.5. Care must be
taken, however, to ensure that the waveform is shifted
vertically prior to windowing so that the windowing process itself does not produce misleading deflections from
zero near the beginning and end of the record. This
preliminary shifting may be performed with impunity since
it constitutes no more than an alteration of the dc level
of the waveform. If it is done successfully, the beginning and end of the record of interest- will already be
zero before windowing takes place.

7.2 -- Conversion of Heart Sounds by Frequency Modulation
In Chapter 3 we discussed techniques whereby frequency modulation of an audio-frequency sinusoid could be
used to generate sounds containing the same information
as an input signal, but occupying a bandwidth in which
the human auditory sytem is more sensitive. We have
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shown that although frequency modulation performed using
a linear-response voltage-controlled oscillator can
produce new sounds having complex spectra even if the
carrier and modulating signal are both sinusoidal, this
approach is inconvenient because artificial means of
"frequency foldover" must be employed to deal with negative frequencies. On the other hand, we have shown that
frequency modulation achieved through the use of an
exponential-response VCO cannot give rise to foldover
problems and imposes no restrictions upon depth of modulation other than that implicit in the finite upper
frequency limit of the VCO itself; no negative frequencies are involved. We have found that this approach
provides a means of producing a close parallel between
the instantaneous amplitude of the input signal and the
perceived pitch of the converted sounds-.

We have demonstrated that pseudologarithmic compression of the input signal may be used with this technique
to emphasize amplitude changes occurring in the input
signal at high or low amplitudes. Moreover, since both
frequency and amplitude changes in the input signal are
reflected in pitch changes in the converted sounds, we
are free to deal with output amplitude as we see fit, and
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have described a noise threshold control circuit
permitting de-emphasis of low-amplitude noise while
ensuring rapidly-increasing amplitude of the converted
sounds whenever the input signal rises above the chosen
threshold.

We have shown that the converted sounds may be
"tailored" to occupy a desired bandwidth, for example to
facilitate telephone transmission, in which case the
sounds received contain all of the information implicit
in the input signal, no matter how low the original frequencies involved, and may be heard without further processing or special apparatus. Finally, we have demonstrated that this technique affords a simple and
inexpensive means of "slowing down" the converted sounds
with no loss of information due to reduced frequencies.

On the basis of our experiments, we feel that this
technique should be subjected to clinical tests in order
to determine what difficulties are involved in becoming
accustomed to the converted sounds, in relating them
either to familiar sounds or directly to cardiac function, and in learning to adjust system response so as to
isolate desired features of the sounds heard. A portable
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conversion system is already available for this purpose
(see Appendix C) , although there is clearly room for
improvement and considerable miniaturization of the
instrument.

Finally, we suggest that a study of the potential
usefulness of this technique with otherwise inaudible
signals might be fruitful. Such signals include subaudio
cardiac vibrations, but the system can be used just as
easily to convert electrocardiographic, electroencephalographic, or electromyographic signals, to
name a few. We feel that if the hurdle of becoming accustomed to unfamiliar sounds can be overcome, this technique could be useful in diagnosis, monitoring, and
biofeedback applications. We suggest parenthetically
that the basic principle of exponential-response frequency modulation of an audio-frequency sinusoid may be
used to advantage in any circumstance where the conversion of instantaneous amplitude to perceived pitch (as
opposed to frequency) might be helpful.

7.3 -- Applications of PL Sampling
In Chapter 4 we discussed the representation of an
arbitrary analog waveform by a piecewise-linear approx-
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imation completely defined by its breakpoint parameters.
We have shown that the Fourier transform and Fourier
series can be easily calculated directly from the breakpoint parameters, without further approximation.

Our analysis has shown that the number of breakpoints needed to define an adequate PL approximation may
be much smaller than the minimum number of uniformlyspaced samples necessary to satisfy the Nyquist sampling
criterion for the same record, and that the problem of
aliasing does not arise when PL sampling is used.

We have described experiments aimed at finding a
method of choosing appropriate breakpoints automatically.
We have presented in detail an algorithm which has proven
capable of successfully performing adaptive PL sampling
with breakpoint density determined by the curvature of
the original waveform, and we have examined some of the
special system restrictions inherent in this approach.

We have shown on the basis of probability estimation
that adaptive PL sampling offers a potential means of
data compression in the digitization of speech, although
it implies no assumption of a particular "model" for
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speech; the method is especially advantageous in
connection with normal speech containing pauses during
which no breakpoints are needed. We have described a
method of reconstructing PL waveforms by computercontrolled analog interpolation between stored breakpoints, and have given examples of Fourier series and
Fourier transforms obtained from electrocardiograms and
heart sounds digitized by means of our technique.

In no respect is the feasibility-study nature of our
work more clearly apparent than in the matter of adaptive
PL sampling. Our efforts appear to have raised more
questions than they have answered, and to some degree our
recommendations for further investigation will perforce
refer to entire categories of studies rather than to
specific projects.

To begin with, we feel that the possibility of applying PL techniques to the digital synthesis of transfer
functions in general and digital filters in particular
should be looked into. Similarly, it may well be that
computational "shortcuts," analogous to the fast-Fouriertransform methods used in calculating the discrete
Fourier transform, could be found for more efficient
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c omputation

of Fourier series and Fourier transforms from

PL breakpoint parameters.

Another theoretical project of potential usefulness
would be an attempt to work out a means of calculating
the frequencies at which major Fourier-transform amplitude peaks occur without actually calculating the
transform itself, again directly from the breakpoint
parameters. In the spirit of formant analysis, it may be
that calculation of the amplitudes of only the most significant peaks would provide sufficient information for
some types of heart-sound analysis or monitoring, or
might be applied to computer recognition of speech.

We suggest that a PL-sampling system be set up using
a 12-bit A/D converter and a 16-bit microcomputer, thus
circumventing the limitations inherent in an 8-bit system
such as that used in our experiments, for use in evaluating the potential usefulness of PL techniques in each of
several areas.

It would be of interest to determine whether PL
sampling could offer significant data compression of
speech signals for economical storage of such signals in
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digital form, even though no speech "model" is implicit
in the technique. Similarly, it would be of interest to
investigate the possibility of using PL sampling to digitize musical signals for recording and analysis. Along
these lines, Professor Mauro Zambuto of NJIT has suggested that the technique might afford sufficient data
compression in digitizing arbitrary waveforms to permit
the recording of sound for motion pictures in digital
form using an optical sound track.

We suggest that the possibility of using PL sampling
to record electrocardiograms digitally over long periods
of time be considered as an alternative to Holter-tape
recording, partly in order to record over longer periods
of time and partly with a view towards classifying and
analyzing the recordings with computer assistance, either
by feature recognition or waveform comparison in the time
domain or by conversion to the frequency domain using the
methods we have described.

In particular, we feel that advantage could be taken
of the ease of access to the frequency domain afforded by
PL techniques to explore the possibilities of using

frequency-domain displays and comparison and recognition
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algorithms in cardiac monitoring and diagnosis. For
e xample,

the sampling algorithm described in Sections 5.5

and 5.7 can easily be modified to permit multiplexed
sampling of several analog channels. We suggest that a
full set of electrocardiograms be recorded by simultaneous sampling in this manner for subsequent conversion
into the frequency domain in order to determine to what
degree examination of amplitude and phase spectra might
be helpful in compressing redundant information.

As in the case of wideband apexcardiography, investigations of the possible medical applications of PL
techniques may be carried out on an empirical basis, in
terms of establishing relationships between observed
spectral features and known cardiac disorders, conditions, or events, or on an analytical basis, in the form
of attempts to learn better to understand the events
which give rise to the spectral features; nor must such
investigations be limited to cardiography. Spectral
investigations have been conducted before, but it is our
hope that the techniques we have begun to develop will be
found to simplify the making of spectral measurements in
such studies, and to facilitate the practical application
of their results.

APPENDIX

A

COMPUTER PROGRAMS DEVELOPED
FOR USE IN THE RESEARCH

In the following pages brief functional descriptions
will be given of some of the programs which have been
developed during the course of this research. The experimental and computational resources available for this
work included a microcomputer system (suitable for A/D
and D/A conversion, but limited as to computational
ability) and a full-scale computer system based on an IBM
360, with batch-processing and interactive capabilities
(well-suited for computation, but without facilities for
interfacing with measurement apparatus). Since disc- or
tape-storage facilities were not locally available which
would have allowed data to be transferred to the IBM
system for batch processing, a certain amount of software
had to be developed so that the microcomputer could transfer data to and from the IBM system by emulating an
interactive terminal. This approach was found to be
relatively slow (being limited to 300 baud by the telephone link) , but otherwise proved to be adequate for our
purposes.
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Many of the programming details are, of course,
system-dependent, which is one reason that program
descriptions were felt to be more appropriate for this
appendix than program listings, flowcharts, or flowgrams.
We have made only one significant exception to this philosophy, that being the complete assembler listing of the
adaptive piecewise-linear sampling program (central to
our work) which has been given in Chapter S.
The programs described in this appendix do not include those which were needed only for 'housekeeping,"
such as file management, indexing, and cataloguing.

PROGRAMS

Program

ASMBLIST
BAND
CORR
CYCLE
CYCLE3
FIXIN
FIXOUT
FT
GNIVRI
GNIVRI
HIGH
IRVING
IRVING
LINAXIS
LOW
ORDCAL
PLOT1,PLOT2,...,PLOT13
PLOUT1
PLOUT2
PLOUT3
PLS3
PLS3$
SAMPFIX
SAMPLOT
SAMPLOT
SCALE
SIMUL
SP1
SP2
SP3
SP4
TRANSFIX
TRANSFIX
WF1
WF2
WF3
WF4
WINDOW

Language

FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
Z-80 ASSEMBLY
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
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Page

LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE
LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE
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ASMBLIST (FORTRAN)

Produces a hard-copy assembler listing from a data
file on disc. Such files are prepared by means of a
terminal-emulation driver by which the microcomputer
sends alphanumeric characters via a telephone modem as
though it were a terminal. Appropriate indenting and
page formatting are provided.

BAND (FORTRAN)

Performs zero-phase-shift digital filtering of a
stored waveform which has been sampled at a fixed rate.
From 8 to 80 poles may be chosen. The resulting waveform
is stored on disc in standard waveform format. Each
basic filter section is a 2-pole band-pass Butterworth
filter, and zero phase shift is achieved through reversal
of the record following each filtering operation.

CORR (FORTRAN)

Calculates the cross-correlation function of two
signals from their Fourier-series coefficients as stored
on disc. The result is stored in standard waveform format in a third disc file.

CYCLE (FORTRAN)
Extracts one chosen cycle from a periodic waveform
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(either PL or fixed-rate) stored on disc, by examination
of upper and lower peak values and comparison of those
values with the mean value of the entire waveform. The
result is stored in standard waveform format. This
program is used primarily in preparation for the calculation of Fourier-series coefficients (see SP1) and for
determination of the number of breakpoints defining one
cycle of a PL waveform.

CYCLES (FORTRAN)

Extracts three contiguous cycles from a periodic
waveform stored on disc, beginning with a chosen cycle.
Similar in operation to CYCLE, this program is used to
facilitate visual comparison of two or more waveforms by
plotting them one under the other with the same time
scale and with coincidence of major features.

FIXIN (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)

Samples an input signal at a chosen fixed rate (controlled by software delay) via an a/d converter. Samples
are stored in RAM in twos-complement representation.
Sampling may be initiated manually, by means of a trigger
pulse monitored by a second A/D channel, or by the onset
of the sampled signal itself.
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FIXOUT (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
plots a waveform which has been sampled at a fixed
rate and whose ordinate values have been stored in
microcomputer RAM. Plotting is accomplished by means of
an H/P x-y pen recorder having an internal sweep triggered by the computer at the start of the plotting operation; the y-axis channel is driven by a D/A converter.
Time scaling may be accomplished either by software delay
or by adjustment of the recorder's sweep rate.

FT (FORTRAN)
Calculates the Fourier transform of a stored PL
waveform over a chosen range of frequencies. The output
is stored on disc in standard waveform format, with separate files for amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum.
Linear or logarithmic scaling may be chosen for the frequency axis.

GNIVRI (FORTRAN)
Transfers

a PL waveform from a disc file to

microcomputer RAM for subsequent plotting or signal
reconstruction.

Filed breakpoint times are converted to

intervals between breakpoints;

time

intervals

and

ordinate values are then quantized (to 256 levels for
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ordinates and 65536 levels for time intervals) and
converted from decimal to signed hexadecimal
representation before being transmitted in ASCII code as
though to a terminal.

GNIVRI (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
Transfers a PL waveform file from disc to microcomputer RAM for subsequent plotting or signal reconstruction. A terminal-emulation routine reads data via a
telephone modem in ASCII code, converting it to signed
hexadecimal notation. Ordinate values are converted to
twos-complement hexadecimal representation prior to being
stored as 8-bit binary words; time intervals are stored
as 16-bit binary words.

HIGH (FORTRAN)

Performs zero-phase shift digital filtering of a
stored fixed-rate waveform. From 2 to 20 poles may be
chosen; the resulting waveform is stored on disc in standard waveform format. Each basic filter section is a
2-pole high-pass Butterworth filter, and zero phase shift
is achieved through reversal of the record following each
filtering operation.
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IRVING (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
Transfers PL-waveform breakpoint parameters from
microcomputer RAM to an alphanumeric disc file. Data
stored in RAM as 8-bit (for ordinates) and 16-bit (for
time intervals) binary words are converted to signed
hexadecimal representation and transmitted in ASCII code
by means of a terminal-emulator routine and a telephone
modem.

IRVING (FORTRAN)

Creates a PL waveform file from data which has been
transferred from the microcomputer to an alphanumeric
file on disc. Data are converted from signed hexadecimal
to decimal, and time intervals are converted to breakpoint times, prior to filing. The program reports the
total number of breakpoints read as ,well as the total
duration of the record.

LINAXIS (FORTRAN)

Provides a scaling table for use with a computergenerated plot. Input consists of the maximum and minimum values of a plotted variable and the displacement
range on the associated axis.
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LOW (FORTRAN)
Performs zero-phase-shift digital filtering of a
stored waveform which has been sampled at a fixed rate.
From 2 to 20 poles may be chosen. The resulting waveform
is stored on disc in standard waveform format. Each
basic filter section is a 2-pole low-pass Butterworth
filter, and zero phase shift is achieved through reversal
of the record following each filtering operation.

ORDCAL (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
Provides continually refreshed calibration voltages
via a D/A channel permitting accurate calibration of the
vertical sensitivity of the x-y plotter driven by the
microcomputer. After calibration, LINAXIS or LOGAXIS may
be used to relate chart displacement to whatever variable
is plotted on the vertical axis.

PLOT1,PLOT2,...,PLOT13 (FORTRAN)
Each of these programs calculates values of a different function and formats the result for plotting by
means of a computer-driven plotter linked to a terminal.
The programs are executed in batch mode, and a
batch/timesharing interface system (such as COBI or
SUPERWYLBUR) is used in plotting.
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PLOUT1 (Z - 80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

Resolves stored 16 -bit tim -interval data describing
e

a piecewise linear waveform into 8 bits by a series of
-

logical shifts. An indication of the number of shifts
required to reduce all of the high-order time-interval
bytes to zero is given on the console when the processing
is completed. The data are modified in place; the file
format remains unaltered.

PLOUT2 (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
Controls the reconstruction of PL waveforms in real
time from stored breakpoint parameters. Input to the
program consists of the file address and a delay constant
which determines the reconstruction rate. This program,
which uses four analog and two digital outputs, controls
an analog interpolator circuit which , may be used to produce audible sounds or to plot waveforms at reduced speed.

PLOUT3 (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)

Similar to PLOUT2, except that the reconstruction
rate is determined by an external clock signal provided
by a voltage-controlled oscillator. The control voltage
of this oscillator is utilized by the analog interpolator
circuit to permit continuous alteration, without
recalibration, of the reconstruction rate.
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PLS3 (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
Performs real-time adaptive PL sampling of an input
waveform via an A/D converter. Separate control may be
excercised over second-difference (corner) sensitivity
and second-difference summation (curvature) sensitivity.
Sampling may be initiated manually, by a trigger pulse,
or by the onset of the signal itself. An oscilloscope
strobe pulse is provided following each breakpoint so
that the operation of the program may be monitored as it
is being executed. Time intervals are stored in RAM as
unsigned 16-bit words; ordinate values are stored in
twos-complement representation as 8-bit words. An external sampling clock is used to determine the maximum rate
at which the input signal is examined for possible
breakpoints.

PLS3$ (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
Essentially the same as PLS3, except that for each
sample taken, the sample value, the first and second
differences, the second-difference summation, and the
absolute value of the second-difference summation are
displayed on the console in hexadecimal representation.
Moreover, whenever a breakpoint is chosen by the system,
a symbol is displayed on the console to identify the
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mechanism responsible for the choice: corner threshold
exceeded, curvature threshold exceeded, or sampling-cycle
count overflow.

SAMPFIX (FORTRAN)
Samples a PL waveform filed on disc at 1000 points
equally distributed over the duration of the record.
Ordinate values at times not coinciding with PL breakpoints are calculated by linear interpolation.
result is stored in standard waveform format.

The
This

program is used mainly in converting PL waveforms to
their fixed-rate counterparts prior to windowing (see
WINDOW) and digital filtering (see BAND, HIGH, and LOW).

SAMPLOT (FORTRAN)
Transfers fixed-rate waveform ordinates from disc to
microcomputer RAM for plotting or signal reconstruction.
Decimal values are quantized to 256 levels and converted
to signed hexadecimal representation prior to transmission in ASCII code as though to a terminal. This
program is similar to GNIVRI except that times are not
transmitted (fixed-rate sampling is assumed), and the
format is somewhat different.
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SAMPLOT (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)
Transfers fixed-rate waveform ordinates from disc to
microcomputer RAM for plotting or signal reconstruction.
This program reads waveform ordinates in ASCII code (in
groups of three alphanumeric characters) via a terminalemulation routine and a telephone modem. Data are converted from signed hexadecimal to twos-complement representation prior to storage in RAM as 8-bit words. Time
intervals are neither read nor stored (fixed-rate sampling is assumed).

SCALE (FORTRAN)
Prepares a PL or fixed-rate waveform file for plotting on an x-y pen recorder driven by the microcomputer.
The ordinate values are scaled and shifted as required so
that the resulting ordinates will fall optimally within
the range of an 8-bit register containing bipolar values
in twos-complement representation.

SIMUL (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)

Samples two input signals at a chosen fixed rate
controlled by software delay, using two A/D channels.
This program is similar to FIXIN, except that it is intended for use when two synchronous waveforms are to be
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sampled at the same time (for example, an apexcardiogram
and an electrocardiogram).

SP1 (FORTRAN)
Calculates Fourier-series coefficients for a periodic signal one cycle of which is stored on disc in a PL
waveform file. The output consists of a "spectrum file"
containing the amplitude and phase of up to 100 harmonics. The Fourier coefficients are calculated by means of
the equations derived in the text, which are based upon
the properties of piecewise-linear waveforms.

SP2 (FORTRAN)
Displays filed Fourier-series amplitude spectra in
any or all of three formats: (1) a table showing harmonic
number, frequency, amplitude, percent or fundamentalfrequency amplitude, amplitude in dB relative to the
fundamental, and phase; (2) a linearly-scaled histogram
plot of the amplitude spectrum; (3) a logarithmicallyscaled (dB) plot of the amplitude spectrum. The program
will display as many harmonics as desired up to the number actually calculated and filed by SP1 or SP2.

SP3 (FORTRAN)
Plots Fourier-series phase spectra in histogram form
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from spectrum files created by SP1 or SP2. Phase is
expressed in degrees, and as many harmonics as desired
may be displayed up to the number actually calculated by
SP1 or SP2.

SP4 (FORTRAN)

Performs superposition of signals in the time domain
by means of term-by-term addition of their Fourier series. Each component signal is assumed to have the same
fundamental frequency. Each may be scaled by a constant
factor or shifted in phase as desired prior to superposition. The output is stored on disc as a spectrum file.

TRANSFIX (Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE)

Transfers fixed-rate waveform samples from microcomputer RAM to disc. Ordinate values stored as 8-bit twoscomplement binary words are converted first to signed
hexadecimal representation, and then transmitted in
groups of three ASCII characters by means of a terminalemulation routine and a telephone modem. Disc storage is
in alphanumeric-file format.
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TRANSFIX (FORTRAN)
Creates a waveform file from ordinates sampled at a
fixed rate and transferred to an alphanumeric disc file
by the microcomputer. Breakpoint times are calculated
from the sampling rate as entered from the terminal keyboard, and ordinate values are converted from signed
hexadecimal representation to decimal prior to filing.

WF1 (FORTRAN)
Creates a PL

waveform

file

from

breakpoint

parameters entered from the terminal keyboard. If
desired, the program provides a table of breakpoint
times, ordinate values, and slopes; in addition, it
sketches the waveform upon demand by means of linear
interpolation between breakpoints.

WF2 (FORTRAN)

Permits editing of filed PL waveforms by terminalkeyboard entry of breakpoint parameters. A breakpointparameter table (similar to that generated by WFl) is
provided as desired, and the revised waveform is refiled
after editing has been completed.

WF3 (FORTRAN)

Produces a sketch of a filed waveform at the ter-
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urinal by linear interpolation
Scaling

between

breakpoints.

is automatic, and either PL or fixed-rate

waveforms may be sketched.

WF4 (FORTRAN)

Performs superposition of waveforms in the time
domain. Each component waveform consists of 1000 samples, assumed to be uniformly distributed over the total
duration of the record. Each may be scaled by a constant
factor, or shifted in phase as desired. The output is
stored in standard waveform-file format.

WINDOW (FORTRAN)

Extracts a desired portion of a stored waveform
prior to calculation of the Fourier transform (see FT).
The Hanning (cosine-squared) window function is used for
extraction, and the result is stored in standard waveform
format. Identification of the time limits of the window
is achieved by reference to the start and total duration
of the input record. The program may be used either with
PL or fixed-rate waveforms; however, care must be excercised when using it with PL waveforms in which the breakpoint density is low. For example, a triangle defined by
three breakpoints beginning and ending with zero am-
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plitude will emerge exactly as though the window were
rectangular. In cases where the breakpoint density is
low, therefore, it is preferable to convert the waveform
to fixed-rate (see SAMPFIX) prior to windowing.

APPENDIX

FM CONVERSION OF HEART SOUNDS:
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

B.1 -- Introduction

The system described below was used to make the
observations discussed in Chapter 3, and to obtain the
results reflected in the various plots of waveforms,
spectra, transfer functions, and sensitivity to input
amplitude changes. It has been used with outboard
voltage-controlled oscillators, both linear and exponential, and incorporates capabilities needed for dealing
with each.

As a result, the complete circuit, which is shown in

Fig. B.l.l, is more complex than is necessary if operation is to be restricted to exponential FM conversion,
since in that case the artificial frequency foldover
circuit is not needed. Other features, which will be
described below, were included because it was felt that
they might be useful. Although some of these could conceivably be simplified or omitted, it was felt that the
decision to do so could be made realistically only after
the system had been tried by practicing physicians, whose
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Circuit diagram of the experimental FM conversion system.
All diodes and transistors are silicon, and all IC's are
l/2 747, except as indicated.

FIGURE B.1.1
(A)
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reactions would be important in deciding upon

the

characteristics of a miniaturized system for general use.

B.2 -- Input Amplifier (ICl, IC2)
IC1 is a fixed-gain (20dB) preamplifier intended
primarily for microphone input or the low-level output of
a tape player. It is capacitively coupled to the second
stage, which is a variable-gain (20 dB maximum) inverting
amplifier built around IC2.

Capacitive coupling was placed between stages in
order to deal simultaneously with the voltage offset of
the operational amplifier IC1 and especially that of one
of the tape recorders used in our experiments, whose
output included a substantial dc component. Considering
the output impedance of IC1 to be negligibly small, we
find that the low-frequency pole associated with the
capacitive coupling occurs at approximately

which is low enough for our purposes.
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B.3 -- Overdrive Indicator (IC3, Q1)
The proper operation of the pseudologarithmic compression circuit to be described below depends upon the
peak amplitude at its input being slightly under 5 V.
The output of the voltage comparator IC3 changes from -15
to +15 V as the output of IC2 increases beyond 5 V,
whereupon Q1 goes from cutoff to saturation, permitting
current to flow through the neon indicator lamp in its
collector circuit.

In a miniaturized system it would probably be more
appropriate to use a low-voltage LED indicator; the neon
lamp and high-voltage power supply were used simply
because they were immediately available in the breadboarding frame used in our experiments.

B.4 -- Pseudologarithmic Compression Amplifier (IC4, IC5)
The two diodes in the feedback path of the first
operational amplifier (IC4) provide the logarithmic response for positive- or negative-going input voltages, as
the case may be; when one conducts the other is reversebiased and its effective resistance is large compared
with that of the conducting diode.
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The 18-K resistor in parallel with the two diodes is
required to deal with input voltages at or near 0 V,
sinc

e

the log function is not defined for an argument of

zero (Operational Amplifiers, 1971, 268). For very small
input voltages the diode resistances are both large compared with 18 K; for zero input this amplifier has a
voltage gain of

As the input voltage increases in either direction, the
forward resistance of the conducting diode becomes increasingly small with respect to 18 K, and the response
becomes more closely logarithmic.

The second operational amplifier (IC5) has a fixed
gain of -10. The two amplifiers in conjunction provide
an output of -l.5 to +l.5 V for input voltages of -5 to
+5 V, as shown earlier in Fig. 3.8.2.

B.5 -- Center Frequency and Frequency Deviation Control
Circuit (IC6, IC7, IC8)
The input to this part of the system is derived from
the pseudologarithmic compression amplifier or directly
from the input amplifier, or from both in the desired
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proportion as described in the last chapter. When the
input gain is properly adjusted the peak voltage is the
same (slightly below l.5 V) at each end of the 100-K
potentiometer, and the makeup of the voltage to be processed for control of the VCO is determined by the setting
of this potentiometer.

After buffering by the voltage follower, IC6, the
output gain is adjusted as desired by means of the
variable-gain (zero to -10) inverting amplifier, 1C7.
The center frequency may be adjusted independently by
means of a ten-turn potentiometer at the noninverting
input of 1C8, which is used as a unity-gain inverting
amplifier. This potentiometer forms part of a voltagedivider circuit whereby the dc component of the output of
IC8 may be set to any desired value from -1.36 to +l.36
V. The choice of this range was made in consideration of
the characteristics of the outboard VCO's used in our
experiments, and does not necessarily represent an appropriate choice for a miniaturized, self-contained,
dedicated instrument.
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B.6 -- Artificial Frequenency-Foldover Circuit (IC9, IC10)
This circuit is a momodification of a precision fullwave rectifier

(Graeme

191973, 124), consisting essentially

of a unity-gain invertiting amplifier (IC9) and a voltage
follower (IC10). Gating pg is accomplished by diodes placed
in the feedback loops of f their associated amplifiers to
minimize error.

The voltage at whihich the foldover occurs is determined by the setting of tithe ten-turn 10-K potentiometer;
whenever the input to o the circuit drops below the foldover voltage at the nonininverting input of IC9, it is
reflected about the fofoldover voltage as shown in Fig.
3.6.6. When the system is used with an exponential VCO
(for which artificial frfrequency foldover is unnecessary)
the circuit is disabled by

setting the foldover voltage

to -15 V, in which casese IC9 remains off and the circuit
is reduced to a voltage fcfollower.

B.7 -- VCO Control-Voltagege Output Circuit (IC11, IC12)
In order to accomodatei - elithap--ano--, exponencIei
outboard VCO's used in our experiments, two low-impedance
outputs were provided. One is a positive-going control
voltage at the output of the voltage follower IC11, and

-1
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the other is a negative-going control voltage of the same
magnitude at the output of the unity-gain inverter built
around IC12.

B.8 -- Amplitude-Modulation Control Circuit (IC13, IC14,
IC15)
In normal circumstances the peak voltage at the
output of the pseudologarithmic compression amplifier is
1.5 V. This voltage is amplified by an inverter (IC13)
with a fixed gain of -6.67. In a miniaturized system a
gain of -10 would have been preferred, but the limited
output swing of the 709 operational amplifier used in our
breadboarding system makes this impractical. The signal
is then full-wave rectified by means of a gated unitygain inverter (IC14) and voltage follower (IC15). The
inverter's gain is matched to that of the voltage follower by adjusting the resistance in the feedback loop.

If it is desired to control the amplitude of the
frequency-modulated VCO output according to the envelope
of the pseudo-logarithmic compressor output, switch S1 is
closed. The associated diode, capacitor, and 10-K resistor form an envelope-follower circuit with a time constant of
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If Si is opened, the diode is never reverse-biased (since
the full-wave rectifier yields a negative-going output)
and these three components do nothing.

B.9 -- Noise Threshold Control Circuit (IC16, IC17)
The transfer function of this circuit was shown in
Fig. 3.10.3. Ignoring the "tweaking" of gain neccessitated in our breadboarded system by the output-swing
limitations of the 709 operational amplifier, this circuit was designed as follows.

The active portion of the transfer function has the
slope

(B.9.1)

and its equation is found to be

(B.9.2)

Arbitrarily selecting the maximum threshold voltage to be
one-third of the peak amplitude, we have
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whence from Eq. (B.9.1)

(B.9.3)

We now rewrite Eq. (B.9.2) in a form more suitable for

realization by analog circuitry:

(B.9.4)

If we define

then from Eqs. (B.9.3) and (B.9.4)

or

(B.9.5)

This equation is tractable from the standpoint of
analog-circuitry realization. In our circuit, the term
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is calculated by an inverting summing amplifier
whose gain (k)

(IC16),

is adjustable by means of the noise

threshold potentiometer; 5 V is added at the noninverting
input of ICl7, which is connected as a noninverting amplifier with a nominal gain of 3 in order to provide the
required output.

The output of this circuit is -15 V when the system
is quiescent, and approaches +15 V for the maximum inputvoltage peaks when the input gain has been properly

adjusted,
0,10 -- Adequate-Gain Indicator (IC18, Q2)
This circuit is quite similar to the overdriveindicator circuit discribed Above. The only difference
is that the reference voltage at the inverting input of
the comparator (1C18) is 12,5 V,

50

that as the peak

input voltage is reached the comparator's output will
change state, provided the input gain is sufficient to
yield a voltage greater than 12.5 V at the output of the
noise threshold control circuit, saturating Q2 and illuminating the neon indicator lamp.
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B.11 -- Voltage-Controlled Amplifier (IC19, IC20)
This circuit is a two-quadrant multiplier built
around an operational transconductance amplifier (IC19).
The transconductance of this amplifier is controlled by
the bias current supplied through the 27-K resistor; the
current in turn depends upon the voltage at the output of
the noise threshold control circuit. The system output

voltage is developed across the 10 - K resistor by the
output current of the amplifier and is buffered by a
voltage follower (IC20). The 50-pF capacitor is included
for stability; in conjunction with the 10-K resistor it

produces a pole at

which has no effect upon the operation of the system

This circuit as it stands has a dynamic range of

28,2 dB, determined by measurement of the input and output voltages for the positive extremes of the noise
threshold control circuit output. Although a range of

over 60 dB could be achieved by the addition of an n-p-n
emitter follower (RCA ICAN-6668), it is felt that in this
application it would be undesirable for the system output
to become completely inaudible as the input voltage drops
to zero.
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B.12 -- The Portable FM Conversion System
A portable version of the system described above was
designed and built in order that experiments could be
made in hospitals or clinics. It was desired that the
operation of the system be reasonably simple and
reliable, so that medical personnel could familiarize
themselves with the converted sounds by independent use
of the system.

The portable system was built in three separatelypackaged modules: a power supply, a control module, and a
telephone-interface module containing a small loudspeaker
and space for a standard telephone handset, Many compar-

atively minor design choices were made on the basis of
what materials were readily available, In addition,
several modifications were felt to be desirable; these
will be outlined below.

Fig, B.12.1 shows the front-panel layout of the
control module, Controls for input amplification and
monitoring, frequency modulation, amplitude modulation,
and output gain are grouped separately, as are input,
system output, and what we may term "diagnostic" output
connectors.
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FIGUREB.12
Front panel o1 the portable FM conversion System.
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In order that the system be able to stand alone with
various types of transducers or signal sources, the input
amplifier was modified as shown in Fig. B.12.2. Provision for the connection of an outboard filter was provided as well as a simple unity - gain inverter (not shown
in the figure) which can be switched into the circuit so
that pitch changes will occur in the desired direction,
whatever the phase convention relating the transducer
voltage to actual transducer displacement. In general, a
rise in pitch corresponding to outward motion of the
surface of the skin seems to be preferred.

A provision for

preset center frequency and mod-

ulation depth was added to the circuit controlling center
frequency and frequency deviation described in Section

0.5. This modification, shown in Fig, B,123 is intended to permit immediate selection of parameters appropriate to optimum transmission of converted sounds via

standard telephone channels. The center frequency in
this mode is about 1581 Hz

,

and the modulation depth is

such that the output spectrum is mainly confined to frequencies between 500 Hz and 5 kHz (see Section 3.11).
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FIGURE.
Input amplifier for the portable PM conversion
The maximum voltage gain is 5000 (74 dB).
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FIGURE 6,12.3
-

FM center frequency and modulation depth control circuit

for the portable FM conversion system, Preset conditions
may be chosen for optimum transmission of converted
sounds via a standard telephone channel.
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Since the system contains its own (linear-response)

v oltage controlled oscillator, an exponential-response
-

amplifier was included (see Fig. B.12.4) to drive the
VCO, which is shown in Fig. B.12.5 together with its
input scaling and shifting circuit and the voltage follower used to buffer its output.

A graphic display output was added to provide a
visual analog, with the aid of an oscilloscope or graphic
recorder, of the sounds generated by the system. Its
purpose is to facilitate the familiarization with converted sounds by association of those sounds with a visua1
counterpart; it was motivated partly by the fact that
some of these sounds contain information previously
available, if at all, only in visual form.

The graphic display signal is generated,

as shown in

Fig. B.12.6, by amplitude-modulation of the signal at the
input to the exponential-response amplifier by the output
of the noise threshold circuit Each of these component
signals is available at a front-panel connector. The
first stage of the circuit is a level translator whose
output range (roughly -14 to +14 V) is suitable for amplitude modulation of the input to the second stage.
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FIGURE B.12.4
Exponential—response amplifier for the portable FM conversion system.
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FIGURE B.12.5
Voltage-controlled oscillator circuit for the portable FM
conversion system.
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FIGURE B.12.6
Graphic display output circuit for the portable FM conversion system. The output consists of the voltage at
the input to the exponential amplifier of Fig. B.12.4
amplitude-modulated by the output of the noise threshold
circuit.
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Fig. B.12.7 shows examples of the AM and graphic
display output signals. The input was derived from a
recording of normal heart sounds by high-pass filtering
at 40 Hz to retain only audible frequencies. The AM
signal (second trace) shows greater activity at low amplitudes because of pseudologarithmic compression, while
the third trace shows the effect of raising the noise
threshold; the graphic display output signal is shown in
the fourth trace.

A second example is shown in Fig. 8.12.8. Here the
input was a recording of audible heart sounds containing
a systolic murmur, which appears in the first trace as
slightly elevated amplitude between the first (Sl) and
second (S2) heart sounds.
show

The remaining three traces

the effects on the graphic output signal of

pseudologarithmic compression and suppression of low
amplitudes by means of the noise threshold control.
These features allow the operator to distinguish readily
between the murmur and the baseline noise in both the
visual analog and the converted sounds themselves.

The telephone interface module contains a small
loudspeaker

driven by the single-stage transformer-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE B.12.7
Operation of the noise threshold circuit. (a) Normal
heart sounds, audible frequencies; (b) AM output, no
noise suppression; (c) AM output with raised noise
threshold; (d) graphic display output signal corresponding to noise suppression as shown in (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE B.12.8
Operation of the pseudologarithmic compressor. (a) Heart
sounds (audible frequencies) with systolic murmur, shown
by elevated amplitude between S1 and S2; (b) graphic
display output with moderate pseudologarithmic compression; (c) graphic display output with pronounced
pseudologarithmic compression; (d) graphic display output
as in (c) but with raised noise threshold.
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coupled power amplifier whose circuit is shown in Fig.
B.12.9.

Although

this

circuit is unsuitable for

high-quality sound production of wideband converted
sounds (no matter how good the loudspeaker used), it has
been found entirely adequate for sending appropriately
"tailored" sounds over standard telephone channels as we
have described above.
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FIGURE B.12.9
Transformer—coupled power amplifier for the portable FM
conversion system. This stage drives a small loudspeaker
in the telephone interface module.

APPENDIX

OPERATING MANUAL FOR THE FM CONVERSION SYSTEM

This appendix consists of an operating manual prepared for use by medical and paramedical personnel working with the portable FM conversion system built during
the course of the research. Several recorded examples of
heart sounds processed by the system may be found on the
tape cassette accompanying the dissertation; they are
described in Appendix E.

OPERATING NOTES
FREQUENCY-CONVERSION SYSTEM
FOR BIOMEDICAL SIGNALS

Alan D. Bernstein
Department of Physics
Rutgers University
Newark, NJ 07102

May 1978
Revised June 1978

INTRODUCTION

The system descussed below was designed primarily for use in connection with heart sounds, but
may also be used to obtain easily audible sounds
containing the same information as in other signals
of audio or subaudio frequency. It consists of
three interconnected modules: a power supply, a
control unit, and a telephone interface unit
containing a small loudspeaker. Its basic function
is the conversion of changes in signal amplitude
into changes in pitch.
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OVERALL DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the system;
each of the basic elements appearing in the diagram
will be discussed in turn.
Input Amplifier

The input is ac-coupled so that dc offset in
the input signal will not affect system operation.
This feature is incorporated in the design mainly so
that baseline shifts will not be troublesome when
the system is used with electrocardiographic
signals. Light-emitting diodes are provided to aid
in adjusting the input gain for proper system operation.
Pseudologarithmic Compressor

This

circuit

serves a dual purpose.

In

consideration of the nonlinear amplitude-response
characteristics of the human auditory system, it is
used to control the system output amplitude through
amplitude modulation in such a way that the output
328
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amplitude rises synchronously with, but faster than,
the input amplitude. In this way audibility is
increased during low-amplitude portions of the input
signal. In addition, this circuit may be used via
the response-control potentiometer to emphasize the
changes in output pitch caused by changes in input
amplitude occurring at low or high amplitudes as
desired, to facilitate concentration on high- or
low-level changes in the input signal.
Exponential Voltage-Controlled Oscillator

This circuit performs the conversion of amplitude changes into pitch changes by means of frequency modulation. Its exponential response to
input voltages is of paramount importance, since it
ensures that equal changes in input amplitude cause
equal pitch intervals in the output (not equal
frequency shifts), in consideration of the nonlinear
relationship between fundamental frequency and
perceived pitch characteristic of human hearing.
Noise Threshold Circuit
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This circuit allows the operator to choose the
lowest input signal amplitude at which the output
signal amplitude begins to rise. It may be used to
limit system response to noise inherent in the input
signal or to facilitate concentration on highamplitude signal components, such as Si and S2 in
heart sounds or the R wave in an electrocardiographic signal.
Voltage-Controlled Amplifier

This circuit amplitude-modulates the output of
the voltage-controlled oscillator according to the
instantaneous amplitude of the input signal after
pseudologarithmic compression, subject to any
"special instructions" from the noise threshold
circuit. It is designed so that the output signal
is suppressed but not eliminated below threshold, so
that below-threshold events of possible significance
will not intrude but will be less likely to go
unnoticed.
Power Amplifier
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This is a modest power amplification stage
whose job is to drive the small loudspeaker in the
telephone interface module. A wide-band external
loudspeaker may be used with a high-quality audio
amplifier driven from the "system audio out" jack.
Telephone Interface Module

When the system is in "telephone" mode, the
frequency band occupied by the output signal is
internally calibrated to match that of standard
telephone channels, and the system may be used with
the telephone interface to transmit over the
telephone all information inherent in the original
signal.
No equipment is necessary for listening at the
receiving end, although it may be found helpful in
analysis to record the received signal for later
playback at slower speed. This procedure is
impractical with unprocessed heart sounds since low
frequencies would be lost. However, the converted
sounds may be reduced without losses even to
quarter-speed with the
equipment.

most

modest

recording

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
INPUT

System input; gain is adjustable
over three amplitude ranges.

INPUT MONITOR

Signal output following input amplifier,

FM OUT

AM OUT

For monitoring signal used for fre-

quency modulation reflects setting
of amplitude-response control,

For monitoring signal used for amplitude modulation; reflects pseudo-

logarithmic compression and setting
of noise threshold control.

SYSTEM AUDIO OUT Output to high-impedance headphones, tape recorder, or highquality audio amplifier. Amplitude
adjustable by means of output gain
control.

SPEAKER OUT

interface
telephone
to
Output
module (system should be in
"telephone" mode). Loudness
adjustable by means of output gain
control. Not for use with wideband external loudspeaker with
system in "variable" mode; for this
purpose use a high-quality audio
amplifier driven from the system
audio output®
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CONTROLS AND OPERATION
INPUT GAIN

For proper system operation, adjust
"adequate
gain"
so that
lamp
flashes
frequently, but "reduce
gain" lamp does not.

GAIN RANGE

Determines maximum input amplifier
gain: low (L), medium (M), or high
(H). Set at lowest range in which
adequate gain can be obtained by
advancing "input gain" control from
fully counterclockwise position.

INVERT

May be used to reverse polarity of
the input signal to
accomodate
various transducers.
This option
ensures that the pitch
changes
accompanying transducer motion will
occur in the desired direction.

CENTER FREQ.

oscillator frequency about
Sets
which FM takes place; determines
central pitch of output signal.

MODULATION DEPTH Determines degree of deviation from
central pitch caused by
instantaneous amplitude changes in
input signal.
FM BANDWIDTH In "variable" mode the center frequency and modulation depth controls are active. In "telephone"
mode these parameters are fixed internally for transmission of the
output signal over a standard
telephone channel via the telephone
interface module.
AMPLITUDE SENS. In fully clockwise position, the
system responds to equal
instantaneous changes in the input
signal with equal pitch intervals.
As the control is rotated counterclockwise, changes at low
amplitudes
produce
increasingly
greater pitch variations.
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AM NOISE THRESH. Determines
minimum instantaneous
amplitude of input signal at which
output amplitude begins to rise.
May be advanced from fully counterclockwise position to de-emphasize
tape noise and/or low-amplitude
events in the input signal.
OUTPUT GAIN

Determines output signal amplitude
at the "system audio out"
and
"speaker out" jacks.
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APPENDIX

MEASUREMENT OF THE ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT
FOR NORMAL SPEECH

It was pointed out in Section 6.3 that the average
number of breakpoints per second needed to define an
acceptable PL approximation to a speech waveform could,
in practice, be expected to be lower than the equivalent
value for continuous speech, simply because normal speech
is not continuous. In the course of that discussion, the
"activity coefficient" for speech was defined as the
ratio of "active" time (actual speech) to the duration of
the entire record, which includes the pauses between
utterances. The activity coefficients shown in Table
6.3.1 were obtained by means of energy measurements not
unlike those which may be used to distinguish between
voiced and unvoiced speech components (Schafer and
Rabiner, 1975). A block diagram of the circuit used for
our measurements is shown in Fig. D.l.

The energy in a signal v(t) of duration T may be
written as
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DECADE
AMPLIFIER

LOW-PASS
100 Hz

100 Hz<f<10 KHz

COMPARATOR
LEVEL
TRANSLATOR

START

TIMER

TIMER

STOP

FIGURE D.1
Block diagram of a circuit for measurement of the activity coefficient for speech.
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The arrangement shown in Fig. D.1 is conceived along
these lines. The signal is first bandlimited to exclude
frequencies outside the speech bandwidth. It is then
multiplied by itself, resulting in a new signal containing low-frequency components associated mainly with
voiced speech, components which were absent because of
the initial bandlimiting.

Integration over a finite interval is simulated by a
one-pole low-pass filter whose positive-going output is
then compared with a suitably-chosen threshold voltage.
Two digital timers are used: one (operated manually) to
measure the total record time, and a second to measure
the total "active" time during that interval. By means
of an AND gate, the second timer is enabled only while
the first is running, and counts during that period only
when the integrator output exceeds the chosen threshold.

The major difference between our measurements nd
those appropriate to the separation of voiced and unvoiced speech segments is that in our case the threshold
is set just above the ambient noise level so as to include in the "active" time measurement as many of the
unvoiced speech components as possible. The integrator
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time constant was chosen so that the comparator would
respond as quickly as possible to changes in signal
energy without oscillating in response to low-frequency
components in the squared signal. It is also partly for
this reason that some low frequencies are excluded from
the input signal.

APPENDIX

DESCRIPTION OF THE RECORDED EXAMPLES

E.l -- Conversion of Heart Sounds by Frequency Modulation
Several examples have been prepared to illustrate
the conversion of heart sounds by means of the technique
described in Chapter 3 and Appendices B and C. All have
been recorded at approximately the same level, but the
unprocessed heart sounds in Bands 1 and 3, because of
their low frequency, will probably be largely inaudible
if the recordings are played using portable equipment.

Band l.

Normal heart sounds from a commercial

recording; audible frequencies.

Band 2. Normal heart sounds as in Band 1, converted
using a 500-Hz carrier.

Band 3. Abnormal heart sounds from a commercial
recording; audible frequencies. The patient has mitral
stenosis; there is a slight crescendo presystolic murmur
immediately preceding the normal first sound, and an
opening snap following the normal second sound. The
342
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temporal relationships among these components are shown
schematically in Fig. E.l.

Band 4. Abnormal heart sounds as in Band 3, converted using a 500-Hz carrier and slowed to half-speed.

Band 5. Normal heart sounds, including all frequencies above 10 Hz, converted using a 500-Hz carrier.

Band 6. Normal heart sounds, including all frequencies above 10 Hz, converted for telephone transmission as
described in Section 3.11.

Band 7. Normal heart sounds, including all frequencies above 10 Hz, converted using a 2-kHz carrier and
slowed to quarter-speed.

E.2 -- Adaptive PL Sampling of Speech
As explained in Section 6.l, the microcomputercontrolled analog interpolator implemented for use in our
experiments is not sufficiently fast at present to be
used for reconstruction of PL approximations of speech
waveforms, even at quarter-speed. However, the adaptive
PL sampling program itself can be used in these circum-
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TIME

FIGURE E.1
Schematic representation of the abnormal heart sounds
recorded on Band 3. A presystolic murmur (M) precedes
the normal first sound (S1), and the normal second sound
(S2) is followed by an opening snap (S).
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stances, and was tried with an extreme example of speech
containing a large proportion of sibilants and "noisy"
consonants: the phrase "this is an example of recorded
speech." The curvature sensitivity was set well beyond
that needed to obtain an approximation of the quality
specified in Section 6.2, yet the average number of
breakpoints chosen per second was found to be about 17%
of the Nyquist rate for this case, so that the rate of
data storage was about 34% of the Nyquist rate, since two
numbers are required to define each breakpoint.

If our system could reconstruct the PL approximation
in this case, we would expect that approximation to sound
very much like the original signal. We felt that it
might be of interest to prepare an example showing the
results of uniform sampling at a frequency equivalent to
the average number-storage rate needed for highresolution adaptive PL sampling of this speech signal.

Band 8. Original speech signal, bandlimited to the
two decades extending from 76 Hz through 7.6 kHz.

Band 9. Uniform sampling of the signal recorded in
Band 8. The sampling frequency was 5104 Hz, about 34% of
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the Nyquist rate, and no anti-aliasing precautions were
taken.

Band 10. Uniform sampling of the signal recorded in
Band 8. The sampling frequency was 5104 Hz as before,
but the signal was low-pass filtered at half the sampling
rate (i.e., at about 2552 Hz) before and after sampling.
As a result, aliasing has been largely eliminated (although no guard band was provided), but at the expense of
eliminating a substantial portion of the high-frequency
content of the signal and seriously degrading its intelligibility.
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